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story
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Payson.
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COOMBS,

GIBBON.

which will contribute to the comfort and convenience
of its guests.
dcl2
d&w2w

GEORGE D. JOST,

WM. H.

13C MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free
de20

Floor,

Commission

H.

Chicago.

A

Ac O

IMPORTERS

ONE

W. S.
II.

The best goods of every
band, and ail '.’oi k personally
neatness amt promptness.

Fresco

over

II

work done

Bakers.

IB

S

always on
attended to witb
mj4M

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Painter,

Sl'MONDS, India St.

F.

Cloaks

Velvet

dyed and finished.

Dentists.
JOSIAH HEALD, No. 103 Middle Street.
PR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock

Soap!

BREWER)

No. 90 Middle

position yet discovered, for general
washing.

of Leather Beltings. Rubber
lurnisbed to order. Also
Sides and Backs, Lace
Copper Rivets and Burs.

No 152 middle Street.
{PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins. Rembrants, Mcda’lion.

SAVE

SAVE YOUR MONEY!

Yard 43

keep

PRERLE STREET.

The Boston

SHALL

a

aug22

ers.

LAW.

AT

FORT FAIRFIELD.
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tt'

McCOBB & KINGSBURY,
a-

AllUHJLXO

AT
removed

HAVE
Street,
December

over

CUUI^IiLLUlV^

LAW,

their office to No. 95 Exchange

the Portland

9,1871.

Savings

Bank.
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J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

BASK ft ft$,
97 Exchange street, Portland,
Government Securities, Gold. Railroad,
T#wo and

State

Ronds

Bought

and

Sold.

Coupons Eollrcfed or Pnrchnsrd.
Sterling Exchange Bought and Sold.
Lobun Negotiated aud ( oniimrci u Paper
Bought and Sold.
Advances Made on approved Security.

Deposit

Accoiints with Interest

Managing Agents

of the

os

Portland

agree

Suga

Company.
General

Agents

Bonds
Ogdensbnrg Rail-

for the Sale of the

day or

;

Plumbers.

NOW LANDING
AND FOE SALE

U9C 1V1

IU

dec27

116 COHnEBCIAI. NT,
PORTLAND, ME.
dcl9-Tw

B'l\\OllOOMS,
Calioon

Bloch,

next

Citf Hall, Congre*. at

ED. B. ROBINSON,
Has

*

the

Exclusively Agency for

the

Xkl CDtO’ 5a°<l tlje elegant J

W LOtn

ewett &

CFOBTEl !
makCla a)1
lowest
,edul° d pHcer‘lard
Jg™
Maine

The most

PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St., ncai
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plate*
Ware Repaired.

Sewing

PIANO

DEPOSITS

Sale.

good Brig Castillian, 261 tons register, sails and rigging in first rate order. Can be sent to sea with little or
no expense.
Rates A. 2, three years.
For particulars apply to
YEATON & BOYD,
111 Commercial Street.
THE

Portland, Dec. 20, 1871.

dec20-10d

100*0

Qtl*.

Ca 11
a house with melody.
at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tl e
lar?e s^ock, so that it may
of

dc22d2w

MUSIC and MUSICAL
sale at the store of

on

the

to exhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS SHAW, Administrator.
dec23-29-jan5
Portland, Dec. 19th, 1871.

CO.,

St.,
doe7-d&wtc

33 Court

NOTICE

hereby given, that the subscriber has
duly appointed and taken upon himself
is

been
the trust of Administrator

of the estate of
EDWARD P. GERRISH, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
NEW COLLECTION
bonds as tlie law directs. All persons having demands upon the*estate of sai l deceased, are required
—OF—
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
AUGUSTUS F. GERRISH, Adm’r.
dec 22-29-jan5
Portland, Dec. 19th, 1871.
mHOSE who have been anxiously waiting for i s ■\TOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriCJL
appearance may now send in their orders; ai d i Xi or has been duly appointed and taken upon him-

MUSIC

SACRED

disappointed in the quality of mi isic. Te Dcums, Beneuicites, Responses, Glorias, A l~
tliems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great re >

not one

will be

om mend at ion.

Price in Cloth, $2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt <>f retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON &

decl2 d&w50tc

CO.,

New York.

the estate of
|* self the trust of Administrator of of

DENNIS McCARTY, late
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds
as
the
law
All
directs.
persons having de;
the estate of said deceased, are required
j mauds upon
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
HENRY B. CLEAVES, Adm’r.
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

Second-hand
NOTICE.

;
is to

forbid any person harboring

THIS
my daughter,

St.

second floor withoi t

OCtl9eodtf

I the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN RUSSELL, late of Portland,
| in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de! mauds upon the estate of said deceased, are required

13 ^YXJ]V1I3

Fish.

Lodging Rooms to Lei.

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
'VJ'OTICE
Xl
been duly appointed and taken upon himself

MARGARET
on

ed

A.

Portland, Dec 19, 1871.

or

by J.

L.

SHAW & CO, 1C2 1 2 Fore

f>-piy Rubier. 2 1-2 inch.
300 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 ieet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
All in geod order and nearly new.

trusti lg

Hose

any bills contra- ,t_

JAMES H. KELLY
dc20dlw*

lacmnes ror tiukImuss
a full stock of

we

TO

Ware,

To Uet.
No. 3P> Andersen street; nearly new,
tains six looms, eight closet-*, good cellar,
plenty oi water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.

HOUSE
A

GOODS,

Apply

bought

no9tf

Employment.
>

i
*

ANTED a smart energetic man, to canvass the
▼ t
city with a saleable article. Address Box 1873.
dc27-3t
Portland P. O.

Wf

LET,

FLUENT BLOCK,

I

QFFICKS

Either Sinijle

Portland for the

or

in Suit*.

the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Drek room and desks furnished it desired,
marfklti

These offlees

DUST.
DUST

are

EDUCATIONAL.

used, by old, retired, Flour

and

used,

you

come

FOR BOYS !

one

No.

will always

use

It will

for it.

85

it!

Gorham

certainly

Board
G. M.

OPPOSITE

no23dtf

Late

CLOCK!

Asisstant in Music will be secured
soon

THE
the classes

Book-keeping

and

Simplest, Most Durable,
and Cheapest Dump

Wifli itrtnnen

Gorham, Me., Not.

Jules

or

oc4d1y

Portland

NEW ENGLAND FARMER
new

We ar
subscriber*

5

FREMTTTIVIS

and circulars stmt on receipt of stain
It. P. EATON & CO.,
postage.
dc21d&w w51-4w
JBostou, Mass.

,

Family School for Girls
AT “THE WILLOWS,”
FARMINGTON, MA.IIN'ID.

MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AND CRAMP BALSAM J

Winter Session commences Dec. 5th, 1871.
For Circulars etc., address the Principal,
MISS L. G. BELCHER.
nov24 eod 4w

Medicine yet offered to th B
Public for the cure of

the best

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
challenge the Medical faculty to produce an3
thing better.

Wood !

We

IT!
3m

!

XX7'INTER Term begins Dec. 4, 1871. Terms, $10
v ▼
per week. Two or three more pupils can b !
attended to evenings.
ETTA A. FILES, Principal.
Residence No 11 Elm street.
ac2eod3w

*

in

Specimens

Academy

NO. 2 CHESTNUT ST.

•

Wood l

and SOFT ^OOD for sale at
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.

HARD

No. 43 Lit

WM. HUSE.

1

blank

with

tho

_l..

■

.i

cartridges only were to be
The men being placed, the

were

used.
usual words
given, and the parties fired. As might

have been expected, no one was
hurt. The
contest went on until three shots had
been
On
the
exchanged.
fourth tire, as has been
arranged, the forehead of the Democratic

committeeman

was discolored
by a stain, as
blood, and he fell heavily to the ground.
The darkey was evidently
discouraged. He
was the
challenged party, and, as an African,

of

could not refuse to vindicate the
courage of
his race. So, when he saw his
antagonist
he
was disposed to
.tali,
fly, and he did flyright into the arms of the authorities 1 He got
into town with all possible
speed, confessed
liis crime, and was committed to
jail at his
own request.
He was at last released on
sham bail; and the belligerents who had so
lately faced each other at the pistol’s mouth,
fortunately met. The darkey was overjoyed
to find that he had not put a hole in the skull
of his antagonist, as appearances had indicated, and the two combatants settled their difficulty with a drink, after failing to accomplish such a result with pepper-boxes.”

The Dark Christinas Eve.
The explosion of the gas works left a
large
part of fashionable New York in darkness
last

Sunday evening.

“Eli Perkins” in the
relates his experi-

New York Commercial
ences in consequence:

Yes, the gas works have exploded, and
Egyptian darkness is upon us. I don’t care,
only it seriously interferes with our ritualism
at St. Albans and Dr. Ewer’s.
Last night I

had to take

a lantern to find the church at all.
The gas-work people say
nobody has been
hurt by the explosion.. I guess if
they could
see the fun and sentiment, the
proposals and
the surrender of hearts in up-town
parlors,
A good many
they would say differently.
people—sentimental young people—have been
hurt.

Sunday evening was a great night above
Thirty-fourth street. Darkness prevailed in
a thousand parlors.
Many young ladies expected their sweethearts that night. Nobody’s
face was visible.
I was greeted as “Dear
William” 24 times by gushing young ladies.
I made one call on a newly married
couple.

tripp'ing

The young wife came
into the dark
hallway.
“My dear William! why did you
so
stay away
long?” exclaimed a sweet young
voice, and then she thew her arms wildly
around my neck—our lips met. I wasn’t
going to be a darned fool.
Far different.
At one house on Thirty-fourth street a
sweet, liquid-eyed brunette threw her arms
lovingly around me.
“O! Walter, why did you not come last
Sunday?” she sobbed—then she sank sweetly
on my bosom.
There was no liuht—not even a candle
So
I said, “Weep not, Laura’’, and then I kissed her thirty-six times.
It was nice.
I called on Forty-sixth street. A ponderous
matron came tripping into the hall—dress
decoleete, hair a la Pompadour. She seized
my hand earnestly and said:
^ie
opera to night; kiss

■Which I did.

meTJelore'we^lt.'^6

I called on Madison avenue.
A sweet,
golden haired blonde now took my hand as I
entered a gorgously furnished parlor.
She
pressed it gently," saying, “Dear Albert, I
knew it was you, though it is dark, and I am
Then she held her fair
glad to see you.
cheek close to mine.
It was hot with love’s
We
young hope and pure sweet affection.
were very happy.
Noue bnt a wicked man
would have brought a candle and sadness to
this sweet, pure young heart—full of confidence, warm with virgiu affection, and beautiful with splendid girlishness.
“Do you love me, George?” she whispered.
“Undoubtedly,” I remarked.
“How much, darling?”
“Too much—too much I” I faltered.
“Oh, I am too happy,” she murmured, as
she twisted her fingers in my auburn hair and
held me in a sweet embrace.
This sort of thing went on at twenty-seven
different houses. I liked it. To-night I shall
make thirty-two calls.

nmin.

some sign
Is Cold is

require the mental sagacity of the gobbling Conkling to foresee the result?
He would gather about him the pundits of
Oriental Asia and pork and beans Massachusetts, and begin to swell.
He would have Nubians in the White

for every disease which flesh is heir to, inthe measles and Congressional gin,
and the swelling as fiercely as ever.
He would convene Congress, and ask t(
have the national capital moved to Boston
and located on the common, and that mens
ure would rather aggravate the swelling.
He would ask for legislation that woult 1

cluding

course

111.<4 nnsititm

doubly-interested spectators
One by one the ropes were cut

House, on his coach box, and on toast, and
the swelling would continue.
His servants would speak nothing more
vulgar than Hebrew’, and he would converse
only in Sanscrit, and sleep only in the advance sheets of works on international law,
with the swelling raging still,
jtelle would have a constitutional amendment

city

CeuiWa8

does it
1

that

Trten?!ineJ to maintain the honor
natloI,ality, while the ex-member of
i,
the Democratic
Central Committee had a
sure thing ot it, in
making it a condition of
the duel that there should be no lead in the
pistols. The darkey was not posted on this
point; he believed that it was the regular
thing according to the latest style of the duello. The parties met, as arranged
by the
seconds, on the banks of Mad Kiver. The
Ethiopian was furnished with an antiquated
pepper box revolver, while the Democratic
Caucasian was similarly armed.
The word
was given to take
positions. The Democrat
aud the African obeyed the summons; but
the darkey stood upon his
courage and the
honor ot his race, while the Democrat took

pleasant consequences as
follows:
And with Sumner in the White House,

Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock P. m., at 3(
Free street, or in writing P. O. Box 1806

General Agents for the State ot Maine.
oct7-dtt

near.

the folwhich it

he American

1

he reckons up the

Esq.

Whitney

tlto

duel,
vicinity of

challenged party was a ‘colored pusson.’
chivalry was in the ascendant.—
fellow-citizen of African des-

vii

Sumner as President.—Major Muldoon
goes in very strongly for such slice of the
passive policy as would place Charles Sumner
in the Presidential chair, with some dyed-inthe-wool Democrat as Vice-President; and

PARIS,

Late Master ot Modern Languages in the Provincial Teaming School, High and Grammar Schools
$t. John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symonde

tip

ONLY
offering special inducements for

Ch, L. Morazain,

Teacher of the French Language,

and Cheapest Puuips Made.

for Cisterns and any depth o
to 45 feet. Easily arrramnd so as not t<
ireeze, and so simple in construction tlut any om
can puf them up and keep them in repair.

They are adapted

Fifty Tears Established.
$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

10,1871._nol7d&wtl

FROM

nn

A Bloodless Duel in
Ohio.
Dayton (Ohio) Journal gives

Thursday afternoon:

the

into a comer and sank down with a groan upon the floor.
Poor fellow! he died not long after. I think
The other parties still live
it killed him.
here. I understood that the engine was tested before its destruction, and it was found
that an able-bodied horse would have all he
conld do to keep it in motion.

Gorham, Me.

They neither Rust, Poison, or give the slightesi
taste to the water, lienee, are il»u -h superior t(
Made by accurate
^ielal or other wuoden Pumps.
machinery, perfect in all tkeir \ arts, raising a large
durable am
liille
with
a
labor;
amount >V water
reliaole, they are acknowledged, after yeats of thorough trial

infhpnaf

8t°p the swelling proba-

One ot the parties was a
well-known Democraticpolitician, formerly Chainnau of the
tty Democratic Executive Committee. It
must tie said, iu deference to the
fact, that

straining.”
“She is tugging at the rope, too,” cried D.,
“quick, Burley, with the knife.”
At last but oue limp, slack tie remained,
and poor Burley, into whose eyes there began to creep a wearied, hopeless expression,
with trembling hand secured it. Still no sign
With blank, dismayed
of life or motion.
countenances, the parties gradually slipped
out, leaving the inventor alone with his invention.
With unsteady step he walked
about it, trying in vain to start it, until at
last, realizing his failure, he flung his knife

3 00

For further information apply to
G. M. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Nor. 25th),
J. A. WATKBMAN, Secretary,

use.

was

I drew

Penmanship, both,

on

tenances, the

to include both

Drawing. 4 00
Painting. 8 00
Piano Music. 12 00
Vocal. 3 00

PUMP!

w52

as

I^adies §40 per Term.
Young Iildies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms in the Seminary Building.
Each room is designed for two persons, and will be
furnished with all necess:iry articles except quilts,
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young men can be obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are ollered to
those wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00
English Studies and Latin and Greek. 6 00
French, German or Spanish, each,. 5 00

Cucumber Wood

dc23d&w

so

in recitations.
Board for Young

THE CELEBRATED

THY

arranged

may be

sexes

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
sep2dtl is
Portland Fept ,2,187L»

truly

TUITION.

Seminary Building will be devoted to the accommodation of young ladies for boarding, yet

SEED!

CASH

as

possible.

AND

BOARD

BUSHELS Now Timoihy 8eed; also
Clover and Red Top lor sale by

the shape of
LARGE

as

Winter Term Commences December 5th,
and Continue* Eleven Week*.

It was made by Rawaon & Hittinger,
Cambriilgeiiort, Mass. Has been used about 3 months
and is in flint rate condition for use. Can be seen at
J. J. GEKRISH & CO’S, No 35 Commercial st, PortlttuJ) Mo»-—

&

Teacher of Rhetoric.

will be given by competent Teachers in
Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, and an

second hand Horizontal Engine and Boiler

Kendall

COURLAENDEIl,
Teacher of Modern Languages.

Instruction

der is 7 inch.

The Best

M., Prineipal,

MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and

FORSALE.

in

A.

Preceptress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.

MADAME MAIHE

Japan Tea Store.

SEED,

of Instruction*

BODGE,

and Teacher of Classics.

HALL,

II.

W.

OLD

THE

Seminary.

MISSADELA BARNES,

STREET,

COMMERCIAL

45 Danforth Street, Portland, Maine.

Easter Term will begin on Tuesday, Jan. 2.
For admission apply to
REV. DANIEL F. SMITH, Rector.
dc28td

DUST.

GOLD
Don’t fail to

and not

Day School

and

Boarding

DUST.

GOLD
once

it,

AUGUSTINE'S

ST,

DUST.

I have sold lOO barrels of
returned !

for

then determined to construct and
the machines before
So work was begun
in the utmost secrecy. A room was rented
in N ichol’s block, on the corner of Second
and Brady streets, and here poor Burley
spent most of his time. Indeed, all of the
confederates might have been found here almost every evening, engaged in secret consultation. The greater part of the machine
had to be cast, and to prevent any one from
obtaining any idea of its mechanism, the
work was distributed around and sent in part
to Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, and even
It was expensive,
as far as to Cincinnati.
but it was safe. It was nearly six months after these gentlemen had assumed financial
control of the undertaking before the last of
of the parts was completed and packed carefully away in the room before mentioned. A
night was appointed for putting it together,
and promptly at the hour fixed the parties interested were all on haud. The night was
chilly, dark and generally disagreeable, and
the room looked most cheerless, lighted as it
was by but a solitary candle, but the inventor
bustling about, cheerful and courageous, sustained the spirits of his friends and inspired
them with a little of his own confidence.
Quickly but carefully Burley began joiuing
together the various parts of his machine,
which soon grew into a vast conglomerate of
pulleys, wheels and levers, that seemed massed together without any design. At length,
along towards the “wee sma’ hours,” his
work was nearly completed, and lie asked the
assistance of the spectators in tying the machine, for he assured them that when the last
wheel was added, it would at once start on its
never-ending work. So it was tied down to
the floor and up to the ceiling, and lashed to
strong stanchions set in the wall; and ropes
sufficient to have curbed the power of a locomotive were laced and interlaced between the
wheels. Then Burley advanced and cautiously placed the last piece in position, and stood
ready, knife in hand, to free the engine of its
bonds.
It

put in operation one of
applying for the patent.

Also Lady Boarders
board.
Apply corner Ctnter and Free st, No
jon3l)tf

T~0

if!

GOLD

Well

obtained.

without

or

wanted.
WITH

Merchants.

The

on

at

fails to please the most fastideous.

never

/'"kNE

block ot Brick Stores

ot the

or

jy!8tl_
Furnished Boom to Let,

DUST.

GOLD
Is

of

To be Let,
whole

DUST.n

Enquire
LOCKE.

part
Pier.
THEPortland
the Merchants National Bank.

AND RETAIL.

It is the best Flour
Mon

and

fet

To

DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms.
C O. RAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
jyl3 dttE. W.

2 Deeriug Block and 26 Market Sqare.

GOLD
GOLD

con-

jy‘28ti

TOYS, GAMES, &c.
RAID & THOMES,
WHOLESALE
tf

LET.

HE three and a hall st«»ry house No. 6 Hampshire street, known as the Acailia House; contains 33 finished robins, and is well-tittcd for a hotel or boarding house.
Also Dwelling Houses and Stores to let.
ol S. L. CARLTON,
Inquire
Att’y at Law,89 Middle st.
m)3idtf

1

AND LAYA

Dec 11

to

shall

PARIAN, BOHEMIAN

This is

KELLY,

I shall not pay
my account,
by her after this date.
as

SALE

street.
FOR
f-00 feet

Fire

Also

on

To Let,
let, containing? rooms, Sebago
waier.
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN
tt
ST.aug23

Consisting of

SAMUEL A. UlLBROOK,
Adm’r. de bonis non with the will annexed.
1871.
dec22-29-jan 5

MERCHANDISE, also f ir

J. C. HAYNES &
[Opposite :jbe Court House.)

saltci

CURTIS A OAVIS,
152 Commercial

Chime Christmas,
New Year, in the ears of your delight< a

family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRl
MENTS, and a full assortment of other instrument s.

&c.

j

Front Rooms
TWO
boaid at 28 High at.

ring the

room

one room o

Stock for the Holidays !

Freeport, Dec. 19th,

Pianoforte, and fill

a

soon

n

Lbs. Smoked Halibut.
in package
20 Bbl*. Trim’d Finn,
to suit.
25 Bbl*. Tongue* Ac Sound*. I
Coi
of
Fundy
and
Bay
lOOO Qtl*. Bank
Fi*h : Smoked Herring, &c., in stor
and for sale at lowest rates by

*

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Mus c
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense ii
struments that produce sounds as powerful as tlio:

GEO. C. HOBBS’

QUINTALS

•

!

Not

Sewing machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, ant
every job warranted equal to any in New England
nuv21tf
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

> Pollock.
XK
Eng. *lnck-*nltcd Cod
75

& II. H. MCDIJFFEE, Cor. Middl B
Unioxi Six.

boxesTmusic boxes

Administrator de bonis non with the w ill aunexed of the estate of
GEltSHOM BLISS, late of Fre ort,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
1 bonds as the law directs. All persons
aving.demands upon the estate of said deceased.
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indeb d to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
trust of

■

•lie Street.

or

slack

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE

J. W.

Labor Saving

Fish,

ORDERS for Bonds and all ilrst-class securities
executed on commission.
eodGrn
dec22

Let

iront
second floor.
lh rd floor with board. 49 FrankPLEASANT oc28tf
liu st.

Beering Block, TENEMENT

is

Watches, Jewelry, &e.

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

Engligh

Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollateraHT

Congress Sts*_
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Mid

on

sepl6
lo

KEROSENE GOODS, &c.

sold, and

received, subject to check at sight,
4aily balances credited monthly.
COEEECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
interest

J. DEEMING & CO., 4S India 162 & 16 1

music

Co.,

DEPOSITS

Teas, Coffees, Spices,

accomplishing

Cod

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

Street.

II. F. LIBBV, 17 1-2 Union Street, u] p
stairs.

Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore are, greatei
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed or
a much largei
Sewing Machines, and
amount of work in the same time than will any othei
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warrant e»
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited t<
call and see the oi>eration of this invention at the

Savings Rank, Eng.

No. IOO MIDDLE STREET.
made in this Bank, on or before
Jan
uary ad, will draw interest from the first dav
said month.
NATH’L, F. DEKRING ^
Dec. 17, 1871.
Treasurer.
dcl9
w51
dtjanl
For

and
Invention.

No.

Stair Builder.

6c

Hill &

BANKERS,
3 Scars Buildiug.

Street

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 431 *

Machine

Preserving

Richardson,

Schools.
Congress

Union Sc.

ou

..Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Congress

Present!

Exchange on Nan Francisco,
SI. John, and Halifax, and Buy
make home happy. Yon will hear no more
Commission Stocks and Bums in Boston and New Yoik.
mail
I
‘jnw” from yonr servant girls. It is sure
Inquiries by
promptly
answered.
to please.
attention
to
received
packages
Special
by expre^v.
sep!8cod13w
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
We draw

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater

ARNER

IF

Montreal,
and Sell

Agent.

First-class Houses to Let.

Tabic and Pocket Cutlery,

If

European and Nor h American F.rst Mortgage It. 11. Bonds, G per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.

Real Estate

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in tlie hew brick block of four, on the borner of
Neal and Pine sis, will be rented on lavorab'e terms.
These are first class boueea in every respect, couaiuiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48

HAVE TAKEN THE STORE

No. 2

United States Bonds.

ALSO, FOR SALE

M.

3t*

A Health

Cumberland and Frank

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-3 Con
gress Street.

ff 111 9U11

important improvement ever made

WE

—

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF
Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. It Bonds. 7 par cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

Street.

J. r. B.

cheap.

Cor.

and

JEKR1S,

_

Street, Boston.
DEALERS IN

Burlington,

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

JOHN F. BRETT,
56 Portland St.
P. 8. One first-class Washing
machine for sale, the owner havHW 1U1 HIVt

Stats

City, State. County

manner

lin Sts.

the same.

BY

OEORGE W. TRUE,

FEENlf,

P.

to W. H.
nolOtf

G3P* Call and examine at

It

American and Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BUY AND SELL

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

Tlic Dr. Hall Treadle

YELLOW CORN

S8

—

ranged and set up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Apply

the

Holiday

three

oi

Musical Instruments, which
public nn opportunity
to select a USEFUL

give

GOLD

BANKERS,

N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

H.

Nov 4 is tt

and

will

SARGENT,

STONE & DOWNER,

LOTHBOF & CO., No. 152 Ex-

Grocers

bo.

like it very well. There is one
thing about it, it is the best soap I
have ever used, and those to whom
I have given if will say the same.
There is no trouble to use IP 'ut it
iu the tub with the wa,,
and
clothes, and you can see the dirt
start out without any labor.
It
does not rot the clothes that I have
seen in the year we have used it,
and I will say this much. I have
got a good W ashing machine, but
since using this soap can do the
washing easier without the machine, than w'e could using the
other washing soaps with the machine.
One thing more, I will say I dont
get five or ten dollars for this notice, but do it of my own free will,
as I really think if any person will
s y
give it one fair trial they w'i

■■«,

Folios,

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

ant

CO., No. SO Middle Street
J. II. L AMSON, 152 Middle St., cor. Cron

_road.

BALTIMORE

WHEELOCK &

JAMES MILLER, No. 01 Federal Street
Every description of Water Fixtures ar-

■

of ibe Portland 3c

KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchnng,

A. S. DAVIS A

Portland, Dee. 26,1871.
This is to certify that I have used
the Boston Granulated Soap in
my Family for the past year, and

COUNSELLOR

S3T Machine Stitching and Stamping for Brailiiig
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfacion.

Photographers.

99 Court at., (Room &), Boaton.

convenience.
Apply to

MUSIC,

change Siren#

A. F. SAUNDERS and THOS. S. HOYT,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

EVA'S8,

St.

uo30

GEO. L.

CERTIFICATE GRATIS.

WILLIAM A.

utmost case and exactness.
A full assortment of Needl03, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
Machine* *oI«l on Monthly Instalment*.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

PLASTEJttEBS,

AO. 6 SOCTH ST.,
PORTLAND, MS.
gy Prompt attention paid to ail kindsot Jobbing
n our line.
apr22dtf

already a Sewing Machine, call and iee
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, rurti*, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, wit! the

but by that name 1 shall
designate him
here.
Mr. Burley was not content with the ordinary profits of his trade, but was continually
scheming to increase his income by means
entirely foreign to his business, and often extremely visionary in their character, and,
very naturally, ol course, through his neglect
his custom fell off, until at last he was obliged
to sell out under the hammer aud retire from
business, with scarcely sufficient to maintain
his family respectably, even with the most
rigid economy. Mr. Burley had always possessed several hobbies, prominent among
which was a belief in the possibility of perpetual motion. It would be supposed that
after his misfortunes he would lay aside all
such speculations and apply himself diligentNot so,
ly to the practical duties of life.
however; that was not his “style.” On the
contrary, he applied himself more closely
than ever to solving that problem that had
puzzled the braius and wasted the means of
so many men before him.
It is needless to
follow him step by step, and tell of his manv
an(j disappointments. Suffice it to
say that at
all his means were ex...
haiisted, his
were covered with success.
The general
m.-ti-hinr- hm? long
of
_j
been familiar t4>fnni. and it was oiilv unon a
minute but vta-y important portion of his details that bis attention had been confined;
but, at ljtst, one day, as though by chance,
the idea came to him—the missing link was
supplied—the invention complete, and fame
and fortune just within his grasp. He lacked
only the money to construct a model and obtain a patent. So, providing himself with
full drawings and specifications, lie began a
search for some person possessed not only of
money, but of credulity enough to assist him.
He was not long in finding the proper parties.
Several gentlemen, who are to-day numbered
among most prominent and influential of our
citizens, joined him. With a sagacity that
has always distinguished them, they stipuI lated for a large interest in the patent when

modern

with

If you have

Carpet-Bags.

SOLE AGENTS

U£i£i I

ley,

Hood Rent!

“Merry

S 1

JLET

Scotch Gingham Umbrellas
convenient tor small family, witihin
minutes’ walk
V£RV
City Hall. Rent $150.
together

and Plated

“Happy

DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

tiilEBIDAK & GRIFFITHS,

sruooo* mastic workers,

SILK UMBRELLAS

dc4

Friend.
With a “singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no food
reason why you may not have a
Cliristnas”
and a
New Year”, each day of which mall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the piraues of “The Winger”
of which you will find a full assortment at

3m

CCORNER

o

the danger of delay.

Another Perpetual Motion Machine.
The following is an extract from a Davenport letter to the Chicago Journal:
Not many years ago there dwelt and dealt
in this city a merchant possessed of considerable property and of a very speculative turn
of mind. His name was not Benjamin Bur-

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
ot
Widger>’s Wbarf, particularl
J adapted to the Pit
r and Grain business
larg
capacity, having a frnn age o' 3G feet, and depth 15
feet, accessible r*y water or rail, liied up with every

J. N.DAYIS.

the time to secure one of these farfamed aid
justly celebrated Singer Sewing IVIacliine :ua
riirixnnuM^ift to your Wife, Sister or Laiy
J

Toilet Articles.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades,
Weather Strips.

nev2

TO

And I have just received the Finest Assortment

son on

THOMPSON,'

Lowell Mass
No 91 Menimack st., or Box 117,
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. Harding. Architect.

COMING !

extant.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

SMALL &

Mrs H. E.

Crockery, Glass, China

e>i»i

Soap Company.

a

IS

Now is

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congress

new Post Office.
Said Stores bave a frontage of 41 leet, and nearly
100 ieet in depth, Brick and Iron Safes, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
Tbe-e Stores areiiited up in the nicest manner
for Who'esale Job; mg Housts, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied lor immediately. Apolv to

Stock

CHRISTMAS

keep

PER POUND.

ZTf “The Agent is in town for
will do well to order at once.

ME,

order.

a

Complete

To be found in the city.
A. LOWELL, 301 Congress St.

Where with increase*i

Street.

good assortment

of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workhand

on

15 CENTS

PORTLAND,

j

Up-

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Manufactured only by

Italian & American Marble,
313 CONGRESS STREET,

to

THOMPSON BLOCK.
Third Block below tbc

-OF-

dcdtjl

*

MIDDLE ST.,

FINI-’ WATCHES,
Rich Jewelry,

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

SEWING MACHINE.

ABNER

N. E.
ONLY

o

%,

LET,

TO

51, 53,-47,49

Middle Street.

The Largest and Most

IMPROVED

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

to its greatly shortening washing days, besides having their clothes look much nicer than by the old
method of washing. It has no sujierior for general
house work, such as cleaning PAINT, scrubbing
FLOORS, washing CROCKERY, TIN or cooking
utensils.

Will give espe. ia[ attention oo the purchase and
shipment of Flour, Gram aud Provisions lor Eastern
account.
Jyl3d6m

Wholesale Dealers In

done

invite people to call

318 CONGRESS STREET,
Opposite Mechanic’s Hall.

SHERRY, o. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall

ILL.

WETT,

IS
dccl2 tf

EATON, Old Post Office,

Hair Goods

Every Housekeeper should try it!

CHICAGO,

STREET®'

fully

J. F.

Great Deal of

a

Hard Labor.

63 South Oanal Street,

Office

YOUR CLOTHING,

You

^

To be found in the City. Also a FULL ASSORTMENT of those
■WARRANTED

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAYID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St
All kinds of Uphols < ring ami Repairing

WILL

The many thousand families who have used it for
the last live years, all testify to its ECONOMY, and

Commission Merchants,

HUNT & JE

holstering

wc

instantly.

Nov 24-dtf,

*

honors and testimonials for his superior treatmeit
of those diseases requiring skilful and coniidenthl
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cuie.
The Doctor particularly invites those patieits
whose cases may have been neglected or pronounced
incurable at once, to place themselves under his
care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and l<ng
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure cau be guaranteed. All fetters containing the usual consultation fee, §5, aid
describing the case, will be immediately ittended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the morning till 2,
aud 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

to order.

And Save

lower rent of house 87 Franklin
street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit ol
nice parlors, and pure
water.
Sebago
Call on L. TAYLOIt, 17(5 Commercial street.

WITH

French Clocks and Fancy Goods,

Exchange nnd Fed-

Exchange Street.
HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

will not shrink them !
IT

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO.,

cor.

L. F.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

—WITH—

ADA.11S,

eral Streets.
HOOPER &

Just wliat you want for WOOLENS,
Because it

Nice Rent for $200.

MThe

ho may he confidentially consulted, more
especially in all the cases of diseaaiw and decelebility for the treatment of which he is so
brated. It is too well known that hundreds suffer
from the effects of early indiscretion and seek n
vain for relief. For none but the educated phvsicim
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely :o
succeed in restoring the patient to health aid
Atrenjrt.il.
Dr. Jacques, after many years’ practice, begs ;o
announce liis treatment as
eminently successful n
curing Nervous, Mental and Physical Debility, Laiguor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreams, Lossif

order._
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN Jo

J. 11. LA HI SON,

and Science

done to

jy7-d6m

K. A. O’BRIOJM,

Exchange

Sts.

WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TABBOX, Nos. 138 and ISO Fore St.
CEOROE A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

The moat Economical and Efficient Coin-

MANUFACTURER
Belting and Hose
tor sale Beit Loath-r

All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and tue retouched
card, bv which new process we ge’. rid of treckles
moles, wrinkles, and all impertectious of the stiu.
Call and.judge tor yourselves.
gP*^otto-Good work at Moderate Prices*
Aim to Please.
may 20

and

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

Street,

Leather, Be't H. oks.
Portland, July 6,1871.

Congress

cor.

8©

Appetite, Memory, &c., and having had great experience during an extensive practice and received hi;li

Dye-House.

jy13dtf

M.

ONE
ngs

CLOCKS,

variety of goods which

a

Justly

Carpenters and Builders.
AND YOU WILL ALWAYS USE IT.

)

WHERE

SAWYER A CO., Bleacher., No. 131
Middle Street.

season

And

street,

Office to be Let.
room 19x20, with ante room
connected, beating including, in second story of Portland SavB auk Building. Inquire at the Bank.
dc20-2w

Dec ll-d4w

PORTLAND, ME.,

Street._

Granulated

nATifa*

OPERA G-L-A-SSES,

ON

BROWN

of
nathantp.t, RFm/tv
409 Congress

Silver and Silver Plated Ware,

Informs his friends and patients that he has opemd
an office for the practice of his profession at

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’,
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SNIALL A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

TRY IT ONCE,

XOTICE

Anatomy, Physiology

wm. A.

BEST IN THE WORLD !

CARD—Id thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the last n teen years. I have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. VV. L. KEfiERIor
a continuance of the same, teeling confident that, be
is able to please all who mav give lorn a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

nf T.ndlnc* ond

Henry Street.

no24dtr_

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

no8-2m

JACQUES,

LECTURER

PORTLAND, MAINE.

II.

leasonable prices.

at

DB. J.

Street.

A

FRENCH

Vicinity.

PUOFESSIOAAI

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No. 92 middle

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Beering Block

fln(> sLncV

ft

Let!

House fronting

a

Enquire

LL

PEARSON,

and see, at

Repairing.

Bonnei' and Hat Bleachery.

L.KK1LKK7

W.

Portland &

TIIE

STREET.

Have iust received

wishing to purchase MATS & BONNETS, ir will be tar their advantage to call
on NSrs 1TI. II
NEAIj, JWS Ci>sag*e*«* rL,
head of Casco, where they cm have tirst-clas3

C. COBB, No. 12 Pearl St.

W.

GOULD'

MIDDLE

Of

DYER,
St.,
Hay’s. All kinds of Machines fo
No. 15S middle

sale and to let.

o,

348 CONGRESS STREET.

To

■

near Pine.
Frescoed
cn the pr^ms^es,
JAMES A. TENNEY.

OF

GERRISH &

fg^HOSE
1

Agency for Sewing Machines.

SALE—On Lewis street,
and piped
FOB
Sebago. Apply
25
st.

middle St. Ad'

lishers’ lowest rates.

Merchant Tailor,
137

T© tla-c LADIES

CO., 174 1-2

Inquire

dc6«13w

Gold and Silver Watches,

Advertising Agents.

the whole of the new House, 6J Dow
upon the premises.

or

Street.
APART,

':."11 ,a,ul

not

account of a bloodless
asserts took place in the

Michigan.

To tet.

Part of

Jones, President.
Dennis, Ticc-Fietldcut.

MILLINERY, &C.

vertiseinents inserted in papers in Maine
and throughout the country at the pub*

Wholesale & Retail

NATHAN

Ohapkas, Secretary.

B

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

ATWELL A

rental

dec9-tf_Telegraph

New Year’s Presents !

dlm-eodilm&w6w

2 Tenement House, situated on Horton
Place, near Dow st. One or both tenements
will be sold. P ice $700 and $800 each. The above
property is well situated, suppli d w ih Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6£ Dow st.
ocl8
8w
t|

Finery
aug25

$1-3,000,000.00]

noltf

lor

for Sebago cellar cemented, everything in prime condition. Will be sold at low tigiire, or
if not
W. P. MERRILL,
Office, 24 Exchange St.

soW*

Xi

lowing

to this

he received an invitation to her weddiii".
Her late husband’s business was
found in
such a state that to avoid immense
losses she
married the
surviving partner. Shortly after,
she removed with her third
husband to I)etroit,
A few years
when
herselt and husband were on elapsed,
a steamer that
was wrecked near Buffalo.
The husband pertsiied, and the wite escaped solelv through the
OAC1 Mims in a menu who was on
board. His
gallantly inspired such sentiments in her
breast that she married her brave
preserver a
few months after her third widowhood. The
happy pair removed to Pittsburgh, where the
husband was engaged in mercantile business.
Thither Robert, still cherishing his first love,
followed them. One day as he was
passing
the husband’s store he saw a terrible commotion. Rushing in, he beheld the mangled
corpse of that gentleman on the floor. A
tierce of rice, in being hoisted to an
upper
story, had fallen through the traps, killing
him
Anxiously Robert inquired if
any one had been sent to inform liis wife, and
was told that the
book-keeper had just gone.
Robert started for Allegheny City, where the
deceased had resided, at the top of his speed.
The book-keeper was just ahead of him, and
from past experience, kuowing the virtue of
prompt action, aud apprehending that the
clerk had designs on the
widow, he ran for
dear life, side by side. The race continued
until they reached Hand street bridge, when
the clerk was obliged to stop to pay the
tolls,
while Robert, a commuter, passed over witliont stopping. Reaching the house of the
widow first, Robert told the heartrending
news, and in the same breath made a proposal
of marriage. He was accepted. True to her
promise, alter a year of mourning she became
his wife. As all her husbands had died
wealthy, Robert was comfortably fixed after
ail. This case is a remarkable
example of
what pluck and perseverance will do for a
man, while at the same time it teaches a les-

Rent.

or

con-

Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

JfOIIiV W. HUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, ICG Fore Street. PoiGf/and.

FRENCH WINES,
novTGm

John D.
Chahles
i

For Sale.

or at

Peyret

W. H. H. Moons, 2d Viee-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett.3d Vice-Prest

Mew House

V/IllUilgU*

,206 State st., Boston.

New House for Sale,

Emery Street near Piuo, Very cosy and
ONvenient,
gas throughout house and cellar, piped

W°U^

The

again sought her hand, and when a year had
elapsed, was on the eve of a declaration, when
to!

St.

_

;•

Buildings

CANAL STREET,

58 SOUTH
C. F. Davis
R. W. G A.G
no2r

Merchants,

than

arc more

Risks.

CUMMINGS,

T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial

crest until redeemed.

For Sale.

Provittion

Policies

J. B.

on

269 Cumberland Street, or

all kinds.

The Profits of the Compauy revert to the assured, nud ure divided annually, upon
the Premiums terminated duriuw the tear, certificates for a hich are issued, hearing in

and land on Pearl street, and store
on Portland Pier.
Enquire of
seplSdttW. SHEA, 27 Pearl st.

THE

of William, New York.

-----

JERRI8,

1,1870.

tf

(iACJEctDAVIH,
Grain and

Nov

corner

Security of its

Its Assets for the

Houses, Lot* and Farms for Sale*
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Portland,

Oojinp’y

3

NO

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silve^ plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

1842.)

and Inland Navigation
Insures Against Marine
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

Beal Estate and Loan Agent,

FRESCO PAINTER
and Cross Streets.

SI Wall at.,

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Jieal Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

dec!6-eod2w.

been thoroughly refurnished

The house has

(ORGANIZED IN

L.et!

Free Street, Basement and first floor to let
favorable terms.
Possession given January 8,1872. Apply to

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.

ATLANTIC
Insurance

father> however,

No. 34 Plum Street,
Me.

Store to

extract:

following

objected
.1
match
with one of his
clerks, and when the
young lady received a tempting proposal from
y ftUltor. ‘he paternal influence soon
a«'W<ia
enected a
marriage, despite the former engagement. In less than three months her
'^band was killed by a kick from a horse.
Robert was a second time then a
suitor, but
delayed the important question until fifteen
moil tbs had
elapsed, when, to
she
informed him that she was hlsiorror, In
engaged.
thiee months thereafter she was married.
1 wo years
elapsed, when the married couple
removed to Syracuse, ,\,
Y., where among
the victims ot the
cholera, when the pestilent* swept that city, was the second.
Robert

_uc9tf__Portland,

_’_

DcCtf_

Mutual

STATIOXER,

S3 EXCHANGE ST.

tjanl

Street, Portland.

171 Fore

A Brick House for Rent*
THREE story brick house, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
Hall, will be rented to a responsible party for $350
per year. Apply to

PORTLAND, ME.

DAYIS,

an

which the

“Tony
Chester

Another very courtable widow was a
younir
lady ot Washington, Pa. She became enman
named
t?,1» young
Robert-, in

HALIFAX HOUSE,
Formerly St. Lawrence House, cor.Middle &
India Sts., near the Grand Trunk Depot.
Thirty-one rooms, dining room, office, wash
room, baggage room and kitcheu. Possession given Jauuary 1st, 1872, if applied for
soon.
Apply to
E. H. GILLESPIE,

SISK,

F.

ON PARK ST.
brick residence

A three
FOR RENT.
on Park street, between
Congress sts, can be hired for $500 per
GEO. K, DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

del9

patronage bestowed on me

please accept my

J.

For Sale or To Rent.
STORY HOUSE on Brown street; eight
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 35x76. In a fair location fora Physician. Will
be sold at a bargain.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
dcl2eod2w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

COOMBS & GIBBON, Proprietors.
L. A.

le6s than cost to make.
buy WINTER CLOTHING
heartfelt thanks for the liberal

A

HOUSE,

HALL L.

is

leaseT~

TO

Would respectfully invite the public to call and examine my stock before making their purchases.

$4 00.

io

TRADE !

BOOKSELLER AND

ATWO

RE-OPENED.

PREBLE

REEFERS, $0 00, $7 50, $10 50, $13 50,
CARDIGANS, all prices, from $1 50
This is your last chance to
My friends aud patrons 'will
during my residence in this city.

SEVEN

Suited to the wants of the

HOLIDAY

(Pa.) Sepublican, from

in the uiqwr tenement of a House on
Vine St. Enquire of C. F. CORKY, cor Eorc
nad Market Sts.
dc27tf
rooms

blyOUrSe
And

at about this
time, say in four weeks
after his
inauguration, he would burst.
Chen there would be a
first-class funeral—
Charles would make a
good funeral—aud the
the world would try to
o,
get on
without him, but it would be hard.”

Matrimony Extraordinary.

An entertaining article entitled
Weller’s Widows,” appears in the

To Let!

GOODS,

Chicago after Jan-

MOSCOW BEAVER OVERCOATS, $15,00,
CHIMCHINLA OVERCOATS, Blue and Brown, $10.5
A few Odd Sizes, $5 OO, $7 50, $9 00,

Tavein Stand for Sale.
Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
miles from Railroad Station, and two
Danville Junction; consisting of a
story house—16 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; large
garden. Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWYER, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec l2-d3w

year.

dec27cod3m

A Full Line of

three
miles from

Spring and

Law,

to

remove

FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 29, 1871.

con

Se$200 per year. A new house at Ferry Vil
bago,
lage for >5 per month, and a pleasant house will
Stable and
good Garden, at Knljjhtaville, for $8 nei
month. Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial st.
dc28
lw

HAVING

our

THE

GOING,

E. P.

Payson,

ard

Balance of

accomm-

R. DAVIS tie CO..
Real Estate & mortgage Brokers.
sep24tt

Street.

Exchange

also be

can

GEO.

PAYSON & PAYSON,
and Connsellors at

building

ol

tend directly to establish our Government on
the hard basis of Charles Sumner. And such

To I et

CLOTHING!

£© per cent, less than cost, till 30th of Dec., as the proprietor intends to
uary, 1872.

odated with loans.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Attorneys

WINTER

are prepared to loau money In Rum.*
$IOO to any nmouut desired, on lintt
mortgage* in Portland, Cape ElizaWestbrook. or Beering. Parties de-

Wc
from

THE PRESS.

201 Congress st., very pleasant and
HOUSE
venient. Also house 87 Franklin st., with
for

CLOSING OTJ'P SALE OF

Loan U l

to

$20,000

Jb published every Thursday Morning at $2 50'a
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
of

CHICAGO !

TO

BULLETIN.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Rates

GOING

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

109 Exchange St, Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
At

TO LEI.

About Noses and Snoring.
Those who are cursed with an ill-formed
have it “quickly shaped to perfection” and for the ridiculous small sum of
ten shillings and six pence.
A contrivance
has, it seems, been patented by an enterprising London tradesman which, “if applied to
the nose for an hour daily,” so “directs the
soft cartilege of which tre member consists”
that the ugliest proboscis in creation becomes
“in a few days” a nose worthy to figure upon
a chef d'oeucre of Phidias or Polycletus.
Whether, while it is being worn, this new and
wonderfiil instrument is ornamental to the
patient and soothing to the soft cartileges we
are not informed, nor are we told whether,by
persistent use of it, a noseless man can afford
to dispense with the Taliacotian operation.
We must not, however, be too sceptical. We
all know that in the Western States ol America an instrument called a “nose wanner” is
in large request. It is a sort of extinguisher
or nose muff, lined with fur, which, when
once it is hoisted, is, if not exactly decorous,
Nor
yet at any rate warm and comfortable.
is the “nose warmer” the only patent of
modem nasologists.
Snoring is of all bad
habits, the most intolerable; and it is comforting to know that a device has been found
out to mitigate its horrors. A long and flexible tube leads from the nose of the patent to
his 'ar, and thus the undulcet sounds which
he creates awake their author. He, in efl’ect,
consumes his own snoring, much as a wellconstructed factory chimney consumes its
own smoke, and, being thus convinced of the
enormity of his own sins, learns to repent
him, and to keep his own nose under better
control. It is evident, then, that Slawkenbergius left much to be desired. That a book
should have been written upon noses, in an
age that knew nothing ofnose warmers, nosecorrectors, or snore consumers, is but another proof how great was the presumption of

nose can now

rrciT

ancestor*.

rector can
(.moll

<11111

be

Mmntimr the

purchased

„n,.i, wliill

litre

for

new no wo-cor-

the ridiculous

Otlil eivnoiwio

Gmuit

free.” Anil yet we shall daily see human beings in our streets with noses that are a disgrace to humanity.—London Court Journal.

On Selecting Poultry.—To ascertain a
fowl’s age, always look at the teeth first. If
the teeth arc several inches long and consist
of what is known as “double teeth,”

entirely

depend

upon it the chicken is one of
coop that Noah brought over with
him, and she will prove so tough that nitroglycerine, or giant powder won’t make any
impression on her maternal breast. On the
contrary, if she has just cut her eye-teeth,
she is still capable of being carved, though
where more than the lower teeth are visible,
it may require a hand-saw to reduce her to
you can

original

stove-wood size.
Ad old hen always wears spurs. This is a
wise provision of nature, and is designed to
she gets careless about layspur her up when
ing, and eggs arc forty cents per dozen. She
also lias scales upon her

legs,

either of Fair-

banks’ pattern or some other standard manufacturers. If her scales are rough and she
finds it difficult to keep her balance while
walking, you can mark her down as old
enough to vote. A young hen seldom wears
spurs, unless of the Mexican pattern, and she

also has very smooth scales, if any, on her
Her comb is also thin and fine,
limbs.
though occasionally one may be found with a
coarse comb and a hair brush, but the latter
class arc vain and inclined to dress and make
very poor layers.
An old hen turkey has rottgh legs, corns on
her feet, and strong claws for scratching gravel about Thanksgiving time. An old turkey
cock always has a long beard, a goatee, though
they occasionally sport a moustache and pair
of side whiskers.
An old goose is known by the toughness of
its gizzard and its fine feathers. Always note
while in the market whether the “goose hangs
is not so lovely
high” or not. Everything
sometimes when this bird hangs high, on the
a desire on the part of
contrary it indicates
bird above suspicion
the dealer to raise the
and prevent that familiarity on the part of the
for
the bird.—Titueuntil he has paid

buyer,
vide U< rald.

1————————————
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Ihinamen.—A North

ever}' department, letters would not be ad"
tised for which those to whom they were din
ed had called several times, and if as mu
alacrity was displayed in opening the late pap.

mail, there wrould be less impatient remarks b.
waiting crowd who witness the painful opera-

a

Having. Bank*.
the savings banks of Maine
that
It is stated
millions of deare found to have twenty-four
Last year, there were sixthis
year.
posit*
teen millions, there being an increase of fifty
The

an exper cent in twelve months! If such
hibit is made a great impetus will be given to

the movement for the taxation of these institutions. They have entirely outgrown the
purpose for which they were originally char-

tered, and though laboring men still use them
as a place of deposit for their small savings,
capitalists have not been slow to avail themselves of the immunity from taxation which
When

such institutions offer.

our

Portland

savings banks began business one of them occupied a small room in the Canal Bank, and
its treasurer had a salary of $100 while the
other was started as a depository of five cent
savings. It was then a humane policy to exempt them from taxation. But now, when
they have become the custodians of the
wealth of the rich a* well as the earnings of
many who demand that
longer be allowed to escape

the poor, there
they shall no
their

are

proportionate part

of the public burThe schools of the State are suffering
for aid, and it would not be surprising if, in;

dens.

stead of the “mill tax,” members of the

Legislature should be inclined to levy a small
tax on savings banks for the benefit of our
vuuuauuudi mrciTOw.

If this is done it is to be

hoped

will be devised to

small

that some

depositors
from any part of the tax. There is just the
same reason now as formerly for encouraging
laboring men to put aside some part of their
earnings for an emergency or for the support
of their declining years. It may not be
necessary to deprive them of the immunity
which they have so long enjoyed and so thoroughly appreciated in order to reach the
property of their rich neighbors who are seeking to enjoy a privilege to which the poor
alone are justly entitled. It is bad enough,
though unavoidable, that so much property
is exempted from taxation by the national
government, but the evil will be greatly aggravated if that part of the balance which is
deposited in savings institutions by capitalists
means

also escapes.
The investment of

save

savings

banks funds in

Western bonds and other securities of distant communities has attracted much attention of late.

investments

not felt that either such

It is

deposits for speculative purposes, or for loans on call, are calculated to affect the solvency of institutions
managed so carefully and honestly as our
Maine savings banks are. BuCthere is a conviction widely prevalent that such a course is
wrong as a matter of State policy. The immense funds at the disposal of the banks are
needed for the legitimate purposes of our internal development, and it is not a pleasant
spectacle to see them enriching distant States
while here enterprises of “great pith and moment,” the projectors of which are able to
to offer the best security, fail for the
want of funds.
It is possible that we
should

the use of

or

not

hear

much

so

about

State

and town aid to railroads and
if these

funds were

them up.

manufactures,
available for building

-In Massachusetts there is a law

which perhaps might with propriety lje copied here.
That law provides that savings
banks shall invest their funds in first mortgages on real estate, United States bonds,
bonds of the New England States and of the
Massachusetts towns and cities, and in no
other classes of securities. Such a law would
tend to

keep

Maine

capital
dangers

at

home,

and

would prevent such
as may in the
future arise from investments of an imprudent
character.
Thebe is little

change during

the last week

in me

prospects ot the uinerent aspirants lor
the offices to be filled at Augusta this winter.

Stacy still keeps the lead for Secretary of
State, and will be elected unless all signs fail.
The same is true of Foster for President of the

Senate.

Col. Spaulding’s friends at one time
had considerable confidence, but it has become quite plain that it was not well founded,
though the personal qualities of that gentleman give him many warm supporters and the
esteem of those whose influence will be given

against him

on

particular occasion.
for the Speakership are

this

three candidates

excellent soirib* u1"1

-1"—77/

tion

through stained glass.

Death of a Prominent Actor.—The telegraph announces the death of the veteran
actor James H. Hackett, which occurred late

Wednesday night at his residence
Long Island. Mr. Hackett wras 72

region of

the heart, but his death was hastened
by a cold taken two weeks since, resulting in a
lung affection. Mr. Hackett has a high reputation both at home and in England as an
much so that he has been recognized
as the best delineator of the character of Falstaff in either country. Abraham Lincoln was
so much pleased with his representations that
he wrote him a letter, which was published at

actor,

so

sustained a
in that
spotless reputation
respect an honor to bis profession. Mr. Hackett
leaves a fortune of a million dollars at least,
and, it is said, bequeaths a large sum.to found
a home for indigent and invalid actors, to be

the time.

Hackett always
as a man, and

Mr.

located near New York.
New York is his son.

division of the Republican party of
grows wider since the death of
Lieut. Governor Dunn, and the election of
Pinchbeck to the Presidency of the Senate. The
The

Louisiana]

fn.nt.inn. IaiI hv flartAr SnnnkAr

House, maintain thct Pinchbeck was not
legally chosen President of the Senate, and
threaten judicial proceedings against him. As

of the

a

blast, the Warmouth faction

counter

not

be

a

predicted.
Education in Maine.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

STATE

eighteenth annual report of the State
Superintendent of Public Schools has been
made by Hon. Warren Johnson. From the
The

following extracts, embracing
most important portions of the report, are

proof sheets

the

the
made.
The amount of money raised for school purposes has been quite as large as in preceding
years, the average attendance of scholars the
same as last year, the quality of instruction superior (attributable to the influence of normal
schools and teachers’ institutes,) and the school

inspection is steadily becoming more thorough.
The superior advantages of the “town plan,’’
over the district system are being considered
calmly and dispassionately; the academy system is yielding to the vigorous free high schools,
while the seminaries aud colleges are energetically putting forth fresh efforts to meet the demands* of the times.
The Superintendent has received school returns, giving statistics from all but 32 towns
and 29 plantations. We append extracts from
the summary obtained from these returns, giving very valuable and interesting statistics:
[SUMMARY.
census of 1870,
Whole number of towns in the State,
Whole number of plantations,
Number of towns making returns,
Number of plantations making returns,
Whole number of scholars between 4 and 21,
Number registered in summer schools,
Average attendance,
Number registered in winter schools,
Average attendance,
Percentage of average attendance to whole
number,
Probable number of truants or absentees,
Average length of summer schools in weeks
aud
days, 5£ days per week,
Average length of winter schools in weeks
aud days, 54 days per week,
Number of districts,
Number of parts of districts,

Population of State,

Number of districts with graded schools,
Number of school houses,
Number of school houses in good condition,
Number of school houses bunt last year,
Cost of the same,
Estimated value of all school property,
N umber of male teachers employed in summer,
Number of male teachers employed in winler,
Nnmber of female teachers employed in
slimmer,
Number of female teachers employed in

626,915
411
75
379
46

225,508
120,295
93,066
134,065
107,717
.50

18,989
9w. 3d.
lOw.

4,003
350
420

3,917
2,234
119

$117,364
2,488,523

winter,

Average wages of male teachers
excluding board,

per

month,

Average wages of female teachers per week
excl doingboard,
Average cost of teacher’s board per week,
Amouut of school money voted,
Excess above amount required by law,
Amount raised per scholar,
Amount drawn from State fhnd in 1870,
Amount derived from local funds,
Amount paid for tuition in private schools,
academies or colleges in the State.
Amount paid for same out of the State,
Amount of school fond,

119

i,»ui
3,790
2,180
$32 44
3 43
2 30

743,326
132,213
3,29
15,144
14,539

48,774

11,552
312,975
The following table shows the number of
children in the State, between the school ages,
(by counties), the number registered in *»*’and winter schools, and the

attending the
'v

same:

£3

§

3

5

*'3

(3

d a

I p
»R

Androscoggin,
Aroostook,
Cumberland,
Franklin,
Hancock,
Kennebec,
Knox,
Lincoln,
Oxford,

Penobscot,
Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc,
Somerset,
Waldo,

Washington,
ioik>

12,454 6,386
12,396 4,408
28,617 13,120 10,
6,432 3,131 2,5l
14,295 7,871
6,239
6’941
16,919 8,671
10,868 5,661
4,630 7,c
3.981
9,236
3,140
5,11.
12,175 6,303 4,963
7,588
25,859 14,363 11.204 15,890
5,254 2,805 2,193 3,255
7,079 4,144 3,305 4,417
13,002
6,664 5,187 8,219
12,753
5,869 4,215 7,064
17,660
9.166 6.948
8,437
20,809 10,841
8,398 10,718

602

2,73.
3
6
5
6

569
521
540
953

8,395

—

each,

only thought of doing our patrons a
favor, not dreaming that the act under the
we

strict construction of the Postmaster would
cause a day’s
delay to make such changes as to
make the edition pass the
scrutiny of the department. This is doubtless all right; but it is
well for the public to know that a
newspaper
can send a full sheet of quack

advertisements

day by simply printing upon
the same the word “supplement” It iB
hoped
that the same careful scrutiny will always prewas
if
it
add
extended
to
vail; and allow us to
each week or each

a

drift-pile

and

pushed out into the stream, which at that
point is very deep and rapid. About seventyfive yards from the shore his craft encountered
oue of those huge
wayfaring logs so common in
western streams, and was driven to pieces by
the shock.
Shuber, as his only chance, leaped
upon the slippery log and clung for his life. A
companion who saw him start out, went back
to towp for help, but when it arrived it was
nearly dark and a northern hurricane had set
in, dashing the icy waves over the log which
was the young man’s salvation, and though his
friends attempted to reach him, every scow and
flatboat which was put out swamped at once,
aud they were obliged to leave him to the almost certain fate of a lingering and painful
uctttu.

au

tiutt

ingiib

upon

ue reiinuueu

-i

also badly damaged. The Bradeens had $!KX) insurance on their stock. The
which
was owned by
Mrs. Foss, was
building,
insured for $300.
Michaal Sullivan of Bangor, John Kelly of
Rhode Island, and James Thornton of Worcester, Mass., were brought up before the Biddeford Police Court, on Tuesday, each charged
with stealing a gold ring from the store of E.
F, Pillsbury, on the evening of SaWwday last.
Sullivan and Kelley were convicted and fined
$10 and cost, in default of which they were
Thornton was acquitted.
sent to Alfred jail.
The citizens of Alfred have arranged for a
course of popular lectures.
Stillman B. Allen,
Esq., of Boston, will deliver the firstof the series on Wednesday evening next.

$150,000.

at

The works will be immediate-

following purposes,
heating of

Suggestion f*r Civis.
To the Editor of the Press:
Concurring entirely in the opinions expressed
in the communication under the signature of
“Civis” in Thursday’s Press, allow me to add
that there is a reason not stated by your correspondent, why the Representatives in Congress stand upon a footing in the matter of long
continued service and repeated elections, unlike that of the President and Senators. The
President and the Senate are component parts,
and co-ordinate branches of the. Executive power
of the Country. The House of Representatives
has nothing to do with this power.
The same reasons that suggest the ineligibility of a President to re-election, as they grow
out of the exercise of this power, also
suggest
the ineligibility of Senators.
Lex.

recently found frozen to death in 'a hovel
Bennington, Vt., while the husband and

away on a drunken spree.
HThe Boston Herald says “a quiet little specimen of the
‘manly art’ was given Wednesday
evening in a retired spot inJBrookline,*Mass. by
Tim Hargan and George
Williams, for $200 a
side. As the men stepped into the
was

ring they
unequally matched, Hargan
weighing about 140, while his opponent turned
rather

the scales at 172. Both men were
game, however, and each went in to win. Hargan drew
the first blood, throwing Williams in the first
round. The second was ended
by the two men
clinching and falling together. After some

sparring Hargan

struck Williams a stunning
blow back of the left ear and knocked him out
of time. The fight lasted about an hour and

twenty minutes.”
Commissioner Douglass is about to dispense

with the services of 860 surveyors of
distilleries,
and expects by this means to save not less than
fifty thousand dollars to the Government annually. The work of these officers will be devolved upon the assistant assessors of internal reve-

A “lady,” entering

crowded horse car in
Boston, said: “Is any gentleman here gentleman enough to
give me a seat?” Evidently the
gentlemen did not like her method of endeavoring to obtain a seat, for no one arose.
Mr. George Lunt, for many years editor of
the Boston Courier, has been engaged to fill the
editorial chair of the Washington Daily Patriot.
Senator Sumner has in his Washington home
a
painting by Mr. Duncanson, a colored artist of

subject is a scene from Loch
Katrine, Scotland, made famous in Scott’s Lady
of the Lake, and the picture is said to
possess

There were 23 bids for government gold in
New York Wednesday at 108.00 to 108.55.
The Monadnock railroad depot at Peterboro,
Milt
cdL-oaaj morning.
of the freight was saved. Loss $5000.
Charles Brown alias Peterson, has confessed
the murder of two Chinamen at Puget Sound.

STATE

Price

NEWsT

The Lewiston Journal says the past season a
couple of acres of lioor for shoe manufacture
have been built in Auburn, and within a few
months all of it will be used. The shoe business in Auburn for the
past year foots up as
follows: Aggregate amount of
shipments, 41,aH) cases, or about 2,400,000
pairs, valued at
about $3,000,000. The receipts of leather the
past year have been 2,007,000 pounds, or an
average of about 58,000 pounds per week. The
weekly average of the shipments has been
about 800 cases. This average bids fair to be
increased from 200 to 400 cases per week the ensuing year. The shoe business employs over
2000 hands in Auburn.
The Journal says letters just received in Lewiston by his friends state that Simmons, the
sculptor, who is at work at his art in Rome,
will not be able to return home next
spring on
account of an important order just received
which will employ his time for a year and a
half at Rome. This order is for a national
monument to be erected in this
country at a
cost of about $50,000.
We are not at libertv
how to give any further
but
suffice it to
details,
say Mr. Simmons has received orders from this
to
at
once with the execution
country
proceed
of this work of art, which is to include a central figure and a cluster of statues around it.
Simmons has just completed an ideal group of
heroic size, representing the mother of Moses
concealing her infant child.
The Journal understands that Rev. Mr. Harris
has not yet accepted the call to
Providence, R.
L, although it is probable that he will do so.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Ellsworth American says Mr. Jacob
Freetliy, of Brooklin, died very suddenly on the

night

of the 23d inst. He had returned from
the Post Office not feeling very well, and soon
after returning was found dead in his bed.
The American says that on Hancock
Neck,
within a radius of two miles, there are three
'hurches and one chapel, the cost of all amounting to at least $10,000. Where is there another
town with less than 1000 inhabitants that has
lone so much for the good of society as Hau-

50

NO

per cent.

EXPRESSLY FOR

OTHER

STAPLE GOODS,

On

HOLIDAY GOODS,

THIS

PURPOSE.

DOWN!

J.

Marriage.

B.

Several Cases of

CLUB SKATES.

LOW

PRICKS.

IS

THE

TIME

TO

HOLIDAY

Happy those who

take this Chance.

DEPARTURE OF
NAME

FOR

COGIA HASSAN STORE,
120 middle,

and

6

Temple Street.

Sun sets.4.35

HOGS!
BUTTER!
HOGS !
BUTTER!

A. R. R., Gold,

~sgs

Portland & Ogrienuburg R. R. Go).

B.,.

ArATEI^E

o. a,

PORT OF

M Gould, Farris, Grand Menan, NB—
frozen herring for a market.
Sch Traveller, Mitchell, Eastport for Boston, with
loss of sails.
Sch Acklam, Albee, Calais for Boston.
Sch S S Clifford, Lewis, Belfast for Baltimore.
Sch Corvo, Hall, Rocklaud for Norfolk.
Sch E G
Collamore, Rockland for NYork.
Sch Amelia, Ellems, Rockland for Boston.

—AT—

STREET.

FROST’S,

Knight,

—SUCH AS—

DRESS

CLEARED.

GOODS!

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New
York—Henry Fox
Sch Hattie Ross, Ulrick,
Cardenas—Phinney A

Sch Mary E Bliss, (Br) Thurber, St
John, NB—
John Porteous.
Sch H K White, (Br) Finlay, St John, NB—John

SILK,

Porteous.

POPLIN,

SAILED—Brigs Mattie B Russell, Proteus, J W
Spencer, and Johanna; schs Grace Webster, Marcus
Hunter, T D Wilder, and others.

ALPACCA,
SERGES

Launched—At Bath 28th, from the yard of E & A
Sewall, a fine ship of 1018 tons, named Humboldt,
owned by the builders, and Capt John Drummond
who is to command her.
C P Carter, of Belfast, has contracted to build a
brig of 600 tons, to be commanded by Capt Hassell,
and a schr of 270 tons, to be commanded by Capt Me
Keen.

OR EVEN A CHEAP PRINT !
FROM A

DTr1 T-T TD A TUT

1? XT'

or r v TTTT

TO A

CHEAP

The Buoy on Bantam Ledge, entrance to Townsend
harbor. Maine, which recently went adrift, has been

WOOLEN.

Also HOSIERY and GLOVES,

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at

Cuba.
with

broken.

Under Falmoth Hotel.
sn

TO

BE

HAD

with loss of
frost bitten.

ALL

COLD

COUPO NS,

bought By

USE.
CLASS

A

MILLION

Yes,

IN

&

GROCERS

H. M. PAYSON,

KEVINS.

THE

FIELD!

million of men, to say nothing of the ladies,
know by experience that

32

dcl8sn

TAR

REMEDIES,

Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair Dye

—FOR—

produces shades of color that seem to have been
brought out by nature herself. They know, too, that
it is free from all injurious
matter, because they have
used it for years, and thus tested it
by a process more
certain than even chemical
analysis itself. In fact,
the daily experience of multitudes of both
sexes, confirms the declaration of the first analytical i-neMat in
America, mat me Excelsior dye contains
“nothing
deleterious to health.” A good
dressing should be
used after the dyeing, and the best is
CHRISTADOltO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
nov29-eodtm
W48-50

A

NEW

YEAR’S

LUNG DISEASES.

AND

For sale at

Wholesale,

at

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO., Druggists,
No. 46 Middle St., Portland, Me.

dc8sn3w

PROCURE

TICKETS

-AT-

W. D. LITTLE &

CO’S,

OLD PASSENGER TICKET AGENCY.

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA,

ONE OF THOSE

—AT—

Wo.

COUGHS,. COLDS

GIFT

LADIES’ OR GENTLEMEN’S SATCHELS,

DURAN &

Exchange St., Portland.
tf

JOHNSON’S,

171 middle Street*

And the

Weat, South anil North weat, may obtain through
Ticketa, by the beat and moat
reliable routea from Portland, or Boston, or New

York, to any point desired at the loweat ratea at
the old and reliable Union Ticket Agency, of

W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
Office 49 1-2 Exchange St,

Prices Reduced for One Week S
CALL

EARLY!

CENTRAL

no-

tice the Pullman Parlor cars now
running- on day
trains between Bangor and
Boston, (via Augusta)
will hi1. t.rnvisferiWl to
nOms
_*
...

Lewiston and Danville.
continue to mu as usual.
via

Tile

sleeping

cars

will

dec28-dlw_L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup't.
A

Card.

MBS. DAM has added to her fine stock of Ladies' Hair Work, a
very choice assortment ot
genuine
Perfumery and Ladies’ Toilet Articles.
Latest New York Styles Ladles’ Hair
Work, constantly on hand and made to order. All work warranted. Wo. a IT. 8. Hotel
Building,

_decl2-eod&wlm
chbistm

gy

_Portland,

IT

Me.

presents ;

CHEAPER

OTHER

JtfCHJJLS -AJNT13

J51IOES:

THOSE FASTENED WITH

SCREW

CABLE

after January first, and until farther

AND

THAN ANY

RAILROAD.

Special Notice.
On and

Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
all
times._ aug25sn tf
BETTER

AS THEY ARE CrOINQ
FAST! I
Dec 28-dlw
sn

MAINE

WIRE!

BETTER—Because they are more Pliable, more
Comfortable, and Water-proof, and are warranted
not to Rip or Gape.
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shaj>e much better, anti the metalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imitations, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
Sold by Dealers Everywhere.
no28sn7w

STERLING EXCHANGE
BILLS ON BAKING BROS. & CO.,
UNION BANK .f LONDON,
-AND THE-

“ACME

CLUB SKATES”
Are preferred by professional skaters 1

Are the best in the World!
far as known, Common Skates, Skate
Straps etc.
Pocket Knives, Scissors,
Razors, Tool
Chests tor Boys. &c., &c.
G. L.

BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8l.

dcldeodSN

and

badly

crew

a

/<>/• You!Ii ;
; Jor Ylollis-r, {

I !><•■'*

kloek

liai.ers ; for Hoc-

Provincial Panic of Ireland,
AND

ALL ITS

For sale in

BRANCHES

sums

to

suit, by

X. B. BROWN A *ONS,
jel3 sntf
97 Exchange St.

j

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 21st, ship Pacific, Foss, Bor-

deaux.
Ar 22d, ship John O Baker, Spear, Liverpool; bark
Nettie Merrimau, Rollins, Greenock.
Sid fm SW Pass 19th, ships Kendrick Fish, and
Gen Butler.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 16th, sch Louisa* Smith,
Webber, New York.
FEKNANDINA—Ar 17th, brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie,
New York.
Ar 20tli, brig E II Rich, Paine, New Bedford.
Cld 16tli, sch Maggie Mulvey, Allen, New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 21st. sch Hermon Curtis,
Curtis. New Vork.
lu port 21st, brig Jos Clark, Stahl, ldg.

SAVANNAH—Ar 22d, ship Martha Bowker, Curtis, Antwerp.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch E A DeHart, Pinkham, Baracoa.
WILMINGTON—Ar 23d, sch Chas W Holt, Hart,

Boston.
Cld 23d, schs Four Sisters, Shearer, Havana; Lilly,
Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 26th, brig Amelia Emma, Carter, from Matanzas for Baltimore; sch
Fred Spofford, Turner, Turks Islands, for orders.
BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, sch Chas H Kelley, Chase,
New York.

Hughes,

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, barque Rome, Otis,
Gibraltar, for orders.

At Delaware Breakwater 25th, schs May Evelyn,
from New York; Irvine, from Jamaica.
Passed In 2Gth, barque Florence Peters, Skinner,
from Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, barque Anna Walsh, Lawrence, Ardrossan 50 days; Jas Welsh, Hammond, ftn
Martinique; brigs Clarabelle, Tracey, Cadiz 52
Clara Jenkius, Coombs, Progreso 17 days; Nellie,
Owens, Fajardo 24 days; Mary C Rosevelt, Varnum,
Bristol, RI; schs Paul Seavcy, Lowell, Demarara;
McFadden, Mayaguez 12 days; Hattie HasKalmar, Lambert,
kell, Young, Aux Caves 14
Jacksonville; M A Witham, Kelley,
Nic;
L A Johnson, Harris, Washington; Denance, Lawrence, and Luey Ames, Kennedy, Rockland; Opblr,
Murphy, Providence for Port Johuson; Mabel Hall,
Bartlett. Bridgeport; Mansfield, Achorn, Port Johnson for Portland; Ada Ames, Bavis, do for Boston;
Olive, Reynolds, Jacksonville.
Cld 26th, brig Josie, Petigrew, Havana; sch Mary
D Leach. Atkins. Jacmel.
Ar 27th, brig Shasta, Brown, fm Malaga; sell Ella,
Grindell, St Marys, Ga.
Cld 27tb, schs Ella Hodgdon, Nickerson, Barbadoes;
Jas O’Donohue, Smith, do; Lookout, Nichols, for
Havana.
WARREN, RI—Ar 27th, sch Paragon, Shute, from

days;

Daylight,

days;

ttaUV

Ip

Sv0flori,

HI

H

®.

Greytown,

Calais.
FALL RIVER—Ar 26th, sch Forest City, Murch,
Calais.
NEWPORT-Ar 27th, sch Ellen Perkins, Kelley,

New York.
In port 26th, brig Frontier, Morgan, Providence
for Orient. Long Island;
schs Rebecca S Warren,
Johnson, Bangor for Baltimore;
Gardiner,
Providence for New York; James S rotter, (new, 348
ton*) Olgier, Rockland for do: Susan Stetson, Yates,

Hyena,

Bueksport for Norwalk; Alligator, McGregor, Calais
tor New Haven; J C Libby, Libby, Fall River for
Jacksonville
VINE\ AltD-HAV EX—Ar 26th, sch M B Reeves,
Malrv, Hoboken for Boston.
Sid. schs Rio, Forest City, Isabella Jewett.
Ar 27th, schs Jos Fish, Turner, Bull
Kivar, SC for
Porthuiii; Whitney Lone. Wall, Boston for Savannah; Adrian, Hunt, Rockland for New York; Pretl
P Frye, Alexander, Baltimore for Belfast; Mt
Hope,
Dennis, New \rork for Rockland.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 27th, sell
Mary, Gilchrist,
Bueksvillo, SC.

BOSTON—Ar 27th, ship Herald, Gardiner, Cherlbon; sefcs Willie Martin, Noyes, Sackville, NB; Jas

American

and

Home and

the

splendidly Illustrated with

*25,000

®of

the

that

• portant
gently

readers

and

\||§P

current

"•W

J

oO divides the expense that
the jtajier is furnished at about the
cosl of the printing paper.—Try it a

^■J§7 Year.—It lvill Fay Well. ^^
TKRM8: $1.50 year; four
/Jg|
$5

to

press, so
become intelli-

a

subscriber*

im-

or more

subicribers,

N. B.—American Agriculturist nnd

•

Woman, Uliild,

year; ten subscriber*

each.

0E,y

Every Man,

u

for $12; twenty

,a/?tv

every

part of the world, without wading
acres of printed matter.

i

Hearth and Hume font for $4 a year.
Ke^ isi ^iow with Volume 31.

”

OIlWGi:

Home

|||pF It is Valuable, Beaiitilul,
TRY IT.

®«'HEAP.

Newsmen at 8 eeuts a copy.

VO., w

JUDD &

Piiorm etokh,

•
•@@@###
EDITORS

AND

915 Broadway, N. Y.

i|lp

Supplied everywhere by

•

^

o|n

CII12AP.—77i< immense cir-

Journal.

and

Mp

cxdatiou

xl** through

/||p^

that it is impos- /S&h

many bints that will each be
worth and pay back more thau
a whole year’s cost.

''*3QP'

events in

Practical,

so

so

sible for any man, woman, or child,
to read ii volume nit boat gelling

over

acquainted with all

Plain,

are so

and the Day, brought up to
its

xSp*,

un«l liifvi'iuntlon

Each number gives the News of the

®Wcek

who know

TUo Inslruction

Kiigrnvings.

going

A

write about, from much
experience and- observation.

Jo every busy man, woman, and
child, Heautii and Home is an

the moment of

#ff|

it s

intd- :'.b

Men and

Worth

Nnvs

j

what

Ori&inul,
Beaiitir.il,

invaluable

Col u 111

prepared l>y many

ani>

order,

highest

vEr

Volume

(beginning now)-will give over
»I'2JMW worth of Vine
llngraviugs, mul over
1.11 l'ge
of the Choicest

LileraryMcws-

of

1872, the

/

Auuusil

IOOO

complete and very choice

a

recognized as (lie tGKk
Authority in

America for Agricultural and Horti-

jlpD

C^B

^
•
ICeadiug,
J
practical,
• tiycut
Women,
they
H|jl
•
•
• Varied,
•

stories,

instructive

no
equal in
short, Heautii

In

Home is

.sinaditrd

•

pictures, etc., and for arousing a
healthful spirit of emulation in
world.

everywhere

TUrtyFInt
\

most vahniblu

children, has

®
®

HP

Department
helpful to every Housekeeper and
every Woman; a I'hihlren's
Youth’s Department, that for
pleasing

read and highly approved by tlie
largest circle of subscribers to any
similar Journal in tbc world; and

euitural information. For

l'vC 1tol)*^ 8 *1

Klousehold

®and
fHII!

•
•

"I ,..
n

\

0
0

%

^ °fI

utut writers ; with

(

(Established in 1842.)

u on

..*■*

Heeliuiiiei. ;

for YI«;i'<'li;in ts; for £*«•«liett ; for any
one inCity,
orCountry. The

|g|

.4l»
Uyfl*111

'-y

flffifi

Ylcl»etta‘laI

Ternn*t
$3.00 a year;
Four copies for $11; Ten or
more copies, only $2.50 each.
—

##© i|#OU

IM. II.—Hearth and Howe, with rejlpy
@|||» American
mlAgriculturist,
to

•

■a

one

dress, $4 a year. The two papas 0^%^
€li Herein.
are entirely
tel®

begius

Volume IV.

® ORANGE

with

Jt’DD &

•
BBC-ry
Broadway,

New York.

of

(JH

Ill^

•
•

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

Eiitfi'avingfSy
and

ss.

of

American

whereof Charles B. Staples now Is, or \ate was
master, her tackle, apparel and furniture, on behalf
of Edward Collins and als. libellants,in a cause of subtraction of wages, civil and maritime, as more particularly set forth in said Libel; that a hearing and
trial will be had thereon at Portland in said District on
the 29th day of December current, at 10 a. m., when and
where any person interested therein may api>ear and
show cause if any can be shown, where? »re the same
should not be decreed liable, and disused of|according

24 5

munition

PURSUANT
Fox, Judge of the United

public

dlt

Portland this 28th day of December, A. D.

Deputy U.

E. H. WILSON.
S. Marshal, District of

Agriculturist
a single

during

seut

are

to

ouc

3
\l|ijp

CO.,

Broadway, New York.

Oysipr & Dining Room

Tor Sale.
great value; go *1 run of regular
and transient business; wen fitted; one of the
best chances ever offered of the kind; as the owner is
of

LOCATION

unexpectedly called
dc29-3t

away.

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

--—

Maine.

and Hearth and
year, and both
addroas for $1.

ORANGE JUDD &

land,

to law.
Dated at
1871.

the

(ns much ns U contained in over 1 OO
Dollar Hooks) supplied in the

*Home

a

over

Best Heading

ITom the Hon. Howard
Stated District Court
within and for the District of Maine, l hereby
give
notice that the following Libel has l>e«. n tiled
in said court, viz:
to

choice

• 4,000 Columns©

J

United Stales ot America,
District of Maine,

fe.)

H $35,000 Worth Q

Q

CO.,

Only $4
for

1872.

Editors and Publishers,
2 35

DOMESTIC PORTS.

DR. E. F. GARVIN’S

a

FOB

mainboom,

is leaking about five iuches per hour, but has sustained no serious
Sch Fred Spoffonl, Turner, from Turks Islands, arrived at Fortress Monroe 26th with loss of fore and
main topmasts, foremasthead, sails split, Ac, in a
gale 12th inst.
Barque Alpine, Kimball, from Leith for Baltimore,
put into Bermuda 8th inst, with master sick ami
short of provisions.
Barque Alcyone, Patterson, which sailed fm NYork
Aug 25 for Londonderry, had not arrived out Dec 8,
and fears are entertained for her safety.
>> t
Ship Jos Clark, Carver, at San Francisco 17tv^T' "*•
Hong Kong, reports having encountered a t
which blew with terrible force for three da* s, the
wind commencing at NE, E, SE and S, creating very
heavy cross seas; Oct 6, shipped very heavy seas, and
smashed in cabin, and filled it with water.

For Sale in Portland by

__8ISE

and

damage.

and Relish.!

FIRST

boat, jib,

Brig Mary C Rosevolt, which got ashore at Seabrigbt, NJ, was towed to New York for repairs. She

QTiu tinrf

OF

S'

•
®lVMMiotmlVillage,

; -marl f**1*’s
E\\zatod'1

should have Heautii

Sch Pulaaka, from Portland, arrived at Boston 27th

JANUARY.

SAUCE

FAMILY

E**ard

^

SluiiMt; heepci v ; for
luaciIeoei'N ; for l''struioi*!>s ^
for B'i-uit <■>■-<> werw ; for WfM\

•

iu ,.n.l

**T’

Lottisa

|g|

for

p'i <(*■■’

..rfe.^r
w

mEmoRArftoA.

LEICESTERSHIRE

FOR

New Nork 28th, sch C F Young, Richardson,

Barque Agenora, from Leghorn, is at Provincetown
loss of all her sails and anchors, and rudder

122 HIIDDLE STREET,
dc21

•

replaced.

All at Great Bargains during the Holidays.

IIALFORD

Mfldp in

Country;^

For 4'liiltlrcift ;

©for

"

Jackson.

—is—

•

Sauce

98.

bridge.
Sen Alice

USEFUL HOLIDAY GOODS!

KLKGANT

Dec.

ARRIVED.

lw

8n

P. M.

Best

p'0

,1'’lc"»r,\
*«©£.

•

PORTLARD.

Sch M C Hart, Delay, Georgetown, DC—coal to G
W Hammond.
Sch Margie, McFadden, Philadelphia—coal to Kerosene Co.
Sch Anaconda, Wallace, Boston, to load for Mill-

LETT,

__

NEWS.

Thursday,

S3 Commercial Street.

dc28

oc23ss mwf

The

>V»rl»S.^
i*'‘*r*

,»,

®W°r

X

Household.

water. 1.00 PM

and

BY

T,^

SWAN & BARRETT

TABLE

| High

J

Peril and Precaution.
This is a season that tries the frame and ihe constitution. If there be a weak spot in either, the chilling damps, the malarious fogs, the variet iet of temperature that mark the commencement of toe winter
season are sure to find it out.
There are few systems that have not a weak spot
somewhere, aid the
wisest thing that any man or woman can do is to forit
a
tify by course of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, and
thuB keep the enemy at bay. In war, when
city is
menaced the first thing to t>e done is to
strengthen
the ramparts. The same policy should be
idopted
with the human body, when its direst
foe, malaria, is
abroad. If the stomach Is
weak, this tonic will lend
it vigor; if the bowels are morbidly sensitive, this alterative will regulate them; if the liver is inert, this
wholesome stimulant will rouse it; if there is constipation, this aperient will cure it; if there is nervous
debility, this nervine will replace it with nervous
vigor; if there is impurity in the blood, this depurent
will neutralize it; if there is a cloud on the
spirits,
this exhilarant will dispel it. These are facts that
have been demonstrated
every day for the last twenty years. Can as much be said for any other medicine
—or rather, can as much be
proved? for anything
may be said by the unscrupulous. Do not accept
of
the
local
bitters sometimes recommended
any
by
dealers in lieu of the Standard Restorative.

*‘

V«*er

ie*, ut

!

VERMONT

BY

HI11DLE

TScxvl»»»\d;

DATE

S>»

lOO

•

York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Dec 28
Nova Scotian.Portland... .Liverpool.Dec 30
City of Baltimore. ..New York..Liverpool.Dec 30
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 30
St Lauriont.New York. .Havre.Dec 30
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall.Dec 30
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav A VCruz.Jan 3
Minnesota.New York..Liverpool.Jan 3
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Jan 4
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan G
Columbia.New York. .Havana.Jan 11

St. Louis,.

FOR SALE

CJc°’

For

0

Farm,
Garden,
HI

..

Wyoming.New

2w

Chicago,.‘
Toledo,. .^jk

©

City,
Village,

©
'Sf

B**lc»»o»v

fjp

OCEAN STEAMERS

FROM

w

Instructive,

#

pod#1'

'V.

«

In Phinsburff. Dec. 26. Mr. Abner IjowaII. acred fll
years 8 months.
In Ellsworth, Mrs.Sarah E. Blaisdell, aged 24 years.
In Surry, Dec. 12, Capt. Wm. A. Knowles, aged 37
years 8 months.
E3r~ The funeral services of the late Frank J.
Follett will take place Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 8 Horton Place.

miniature Almanac..December 99.
Sun rises.7.29 I Moon Hies.7.05 P M

Hocbcstcr R.

?»»*>

In this city, Dec. 27. Mrs. Rebecca F., relict oi the
late Thomas Chadwick, Esq., aged 77 years.

PRESENTS!

J|fA

Fa mil y 5
IntereMtin^,
J||i

HP

lP 6d« »v‘1°V'8^letkl°Ml

DIED.__

BUY

6’s

PoMinaj a,

for

Yourself

Keepers t/vr

NOW

!,iii1^D

CHEAPEST

®;1 Your

th»rbc‘1
iH ©e«V6c
J«*c»»to *
Ul,rvi»'

State of Maine,.

Hf.

BEST

|©|

\\lateie^S'e

W1
^

In West Poland, Dec. 27, at the residence of the
bride’s father, by Rev. James Libby, Jesse M. Libby,
A. B., and Miss Kittle E., daughter of Luther Perkins, Esq., of W. P.
In Pittsfield, Mass.. Dec. 25, by Rev. W. C. Waters,
Henry A. Murry, of Portland, and Miss Mary E.
Grant, of Pittsfield.
In Porthmouth, N. H., Dec. 25, Samuel Sawyer, of
Portland, and Miss Mary E. Preble, of Portsmouth.

Will be closed at

NOYEN,

•••MM
^

^eautif^’

_

eod

sn

A

Trustworthy;

only kind used by Club Skaters
Sled*, Writing Beak*, Revolver*, Ten
Bell*, Gun*, Rifle*, Pocket Knives
Ac., Ac.
Any of which will make a useful Christmas Present.

GOODS!

BAILEY

other Booktellerd In Portland.

*•“

The

RECEIVED SATURDAY NIGHT,

VERY

BY

29-dlt

Dec

LUCAS,

purchase one of those
BOY TOOL CHESTS,
NEW YORK

raERRitra,

® Good Reading @

A

..

^i———————

European *

\

And

Down!!!

c.

&

Tue

^
.

Dictionary.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

■1

r^ro-e-i

our

Published by

wEKn^9 \
puTe,

in

ly-

Anil

-

man

1040 paged octavo. GOO engravingd. Price 95.
Tile work In really a yrm of a Dictionary. \ udt the
thing fur the million.—American Educational Month-

o.

SANTA CLAUS

HOLIDAY

ALSO,
Webster’s National Pictorial

New York.

'

literary

or

A necessity for every intelligent family, student,
teacher and professional man. What library is complete without the best English Dictionary?

Should not fail to call at 09 Exchange St.,

Down!!

No student

country, at the present day, con afford to be without
a copy ."—President Pool, Unit'. N. Carolina, Nov.
10, 1871.

ftOl.D

COI»IPOUNI>|

treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
novlsnd3m
Philadelphia, Pa.

MASKED

English language.

large

a

Happy Relief for Young Men fr om the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of

A8 WELL AS

Rockland aid R.R.,.

10

liquid form,

posesses the i>cculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

JOS. II. POOR & BRO.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

;ock?

PREPARED

Reduced in

a

COCOA-NUT OIL,

goods we have

our

Engravings, 1840 Pages quarto. Price $12.
“Wheuever I wish to ascertain exact definitions, I
it, and that is quite often.”— Vice-Preaidmt
Colfax, Oct 28, 1871.
“Almost faultless definitions, orthography and pronunciation, and the numerous additions in the body
of the work, render it a production of the rarest excellence and an invaluable aid to every student of the
.JOOO

consult

Dec 20, lat 28 35 N, Ion 70 46, brig Shasta, from

Malaga for

GLOSSY.

Dictionary.

aries.

APOKEN.

6’s

t.

The committee of investigation report
everything correct in the government printing office.
There were 108 cases of measles in New York
Inst week.

IT DARK AND

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

Many of

OF AND

6’>

a

The

GROWTH

THE

AND RENDERING

Before that time.

Unabridged

At Aux
Cayes 10th inst, brig M J Williams, Fickett, for New York. ldg.
Sid ftn Curacoa Nov 23, sch Village
Belle, Rowe, for
Turks Islands, to led for United States.

COCOAINE,

BSTER’S

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other Diction-

inst, sch Geo F Keene,

26th

Parent, C hild, Teacher, Pa.lor,
Tricad!
In common aird
flue Bindings.
GKT
the bent.

everywhere

W E

soon.

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

GOODS

Sold

Bonhoff, New York.
At Guantanamo 11th inst, brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, for Philadelphia 2 days.
At Jacmel Oth, sch Maid or the
Mist, for New York

premises
TENNEY.

A.

Portland aid R.

nue.

UCUUCU I11LI

OF

Bankers and Brokers.

(twins),

J.

FOR PROMOTING

ay

sn

Cienfuegos.
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,ed without the loss of a single vessel,
into that port 87,790 quintals of cod-, 2000 quintals of halibut, and 1595 barrels of
fish oil. In 1870 there were 80 vessels which
brought in 88^708 quintals of cod, 2001 quintals Of halibut, and 140itbarrels of oil. There
was a loss of three vessels.
A resident of Kalamazoo writes to a “school
board” in Ohio that he will take a
school, as he
has “tought 2 terms school and I attended 1
na
colledee 4 vrs at de.trnit. mii'liiirin '1.1,1

looked

10,000 DOLLARS

Would also do

Bosto

and have

Enquire

No 25 Emery st.
sn
sep5dtf

BURNETT’S

Smelting Iron,
and Stores

Though some have wealth, it does not bing
Them peace by day, nor rest by night
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Can find
at George Fenko’»,
Co
nd Washington stret.

don’t need such such things now.” What do
you suppose she meant by that?
During the present year 79 vessels sailed from
cetown, Mass., for the Grand Banks

A Montpelier (Vt.) paper
says the great Brattleboro’ co-operative life insurance
humbug has
come to grief, nolle
prosequies having been entered in those cases where parties in
Washington county have refused to
pay their assessments.
A Mrs. McGuire and two infants

improvements.

the

For

Cld at Malaga 5th, brig Abbie C Titcomb, Hall, for
New York.
At Para 7th Inst, sch Sarah A Reed, Reed, for New
York next day.
Sid fm Cardiff Oth inst,
brig Winfield, Miller, for

two story French roof house just finished
THE
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and all
modem

OF STOCK,

And wish to sell

Houses

Stores.

HARD TO FIND.
Search the world through, ’tis hard to fiid
A place of perfect happiness;
So prone to evil are mankind,
The way to it they often miss;

Bridgeport lady, in speaking of a death of a
young friend, “she has just got a forty-dollar
set of furs, and beauties they were; but she

father

ACCOUNT

Jfew Illustrated Dictionary

nah.

on

TAKE

or

hrm

like indifference.
Oswego, Ks., has a ladies’ brass band, composed of the “handsomest young ladies” that
the editor of the Register “ever saw in this or
any other country.
Taxation is a thing of so much concern in
Florida that a man’s conscience, the other day,
would not allow him to sell sausages until he
found out the amount of revenue stamps to
go
on each link.
“Poor thing,” observed a tender-hearted

niiiug

new

WE

for many Parlor and Sitting Boon St* res.
A better bargain was never before odered
at this scasou|of the year by any Firm or
Individual in the trade—or by the inbscriDec. 29-dtf

ut

UttJfiUUt

For Sale.

On the 1st of January,

dcl4

well suited for the

in Furnaces and

iui'l

any place of trust, will be open to an engagement
after January 1st.
An interview may be had by addressing “BUSINESS,” care Postman No. 7, Portland Post Office.
dc28-sn dlw
Portland, Dec. 27, 1871.

PRICES!

MARRIED.

viz

Steam—the
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in
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Nevada, Lunt, Singapore.
Sid Nov 2,
barque Wallace, Adams, Singapore.
Ar at Havre Otn Inst, barque Jas E Brett, Nickerson. New York.
Ar at Liverpool 26th, ships Riverside, Rich, Galveston; Progress, Young, Mobile; barque Keystone,
Berry, Charleston; Harriet F Hussey, Stacey, Savan-

Middle aged Man of good business abilities, long

AND

$8.50 FOR COAL

Mr. Moffat, of Ohio, tried to melt a bullet out
of his gun. He succeeded. Aged sixty-two.
A London correspondent says the great body
of the English people have regarded the illness
of the Prince of Wales with something very

near

REDUCED

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Items.

were

GREATLY

DELAYED IN TRANSIT,

Boston has sent no account of this fire eastward, and we are indebted to Boston papers for
the particulars.

foreign fishing grounds,

Only

oaja.1 ituw;

On and after Monday next the Pullman parlor cars now running on day trains between
Boston and Bangor via Augusta, will be transferred to the other line and run vil Lewiston
and Danville. The sleeping cars vill continue
to run on the lower route from Portland to Waterville.

$40,-

Good Sauce.”

Notice.
A

-AT-

The following post office changes in Maine
announced Wednesday, viz:
At Sawyerville, Daniel H. Morgan is appoiited postD.
B.
vice
Williams
master,
resignec; at Milford, Albert Gerrish appointed postmaster, vice
Alonzo B. Morrill resigned, and at Howland,
A. H. Waymouth appointed postmister, vice
F. Ingalls, resigued.

ly rebuilt, though it will require at least four
months to put them iu the same condition in
which they were on Wednesday night. The
property was insured in forty-four different
companies to the amount of about $350,000. The
two Bangor companies have $5000 each.
As usual the agent of the Associated Press in

her

GOODS

were

greatly damaged by
fire and water. The value of the stock, crude,
in process and finished, is estimated at$100,(K)0,

about

The

PERMANENT VALUE,

CONSTANT AND

WKBMTHB’tt

from Liverpool, ar Oct 26.
Sid fm Hong Kong 10th ult, ship Anahuac, Spaulding, Manila.
In port 11th ult, ship YoSemite, Mack, from San
Francisco, ar 3d; Quickstep, Chase, for do, ldg.
Ar at Calcutta 24th inst, ship Carrie Reed, Crowell,
San Francisco, to load for New York.
Sid fm Genoa 4th inst, barque Orchilla, Havener,
Malta, thence to Messina, to load for New York; 7th,
Lavinia, Douglass, Licata and Palermo, to load for
New York.
Ar at Batavia Oct 28, ships Bengal, Bates, Boston;

LEA & PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

GIFT,

BEST HOLIDAY
OF

FOREIGN PORTA.
At Yokohama 23d ult, barque Walter, Mercer, for
New York, ldg.
At Shanghae 8th ult, ship Ellen Munroe, Norcross,

It it** roves appetite ami digestion, aud it is unrivaled tor its flavor.
We are directed by Messrs LE*. & PERRIN'S to
prosecute all parties making or vending counterfeits.
JOHN IXJNCAtt’M MON*,
augl‘2su6m
Agents, New York.

IN GENERAL.

was

at

1st,

We shall sell

adjoining was

sides all the chemicals used for the purposes.
The quantity of sugars on hand included 1000
barrels of refined; 2000 barrels in process, and
from 250 to 300 hogsheads of crude sugar in the

filtering department

JANUARY

OUR

j

_Jyll_SN_ D&W_1Y_

TO

The paint store of Bradeen Brothers in Biddeford, with part of its contents, was destroyed
by lire last Tuesday morning. A school-house

Destructive Fire.—Burning of a Sugar Refinery.—The Revere Sugar Refinery at East
Cambridge, Mass., owned by Nash, Spaulding
& Co., took fire at the upper story, Wednesday
night, and before the flames could be subdued,
the whole upper portion of the building, together with the valuable machinery therein, was destroyed. The filtering department was in this
portion of the building and was destroyed, be-

and of coal in the

25th,

YORK COUNTY.

wie

00(1, and the proprietors estimate their loss

DECEMBER

They were

to the gale, washed by
the waves until he was encrusted iu a solid armor of ice, and tumbled about by the currents
of the river. The next morning it was reported
in tmvn that he was seen on the log stiff in
death. When they reached him, however, he
was still alive, but with his face and limbs fearfully frozen. He had been eighteen hours upon
the log.—[Exchange.

basement, all of which

FROM

“

fortunate enough to take the right
direction, and soon had him on board. He had
extra clothing on, and his escape was truly
wonderful, and to be attributed to the smart
work of his men and his ow» good pluck.

a

fectly harmless, reliable

u-

I yrs avage.”

225,508 113,480 88,391 126,827 101.177
Jacob Barker the well known financier
For ten years there has been a
gradual decrease in the number of youth between the
and banker who died in Philadelphia, Tuesday,
of four and twenty one years. The cause
ages
passed through a great many changes. He was of this decrease
might well enlist the careful
born at Swan Island, Kennebec county, in this
investigations of a board of health. The school
State, on the 7th of December, in the year year begins too early and ends too late.
It
seems to the
Superintendent that the profitable
1779. He descended, by his mother’s side of
limit of school age would be between 6 and 18
the family, from the same stock as Doctor
inclusive.
The chief remedy for the loss in school atFrauklin, to whom, in his very proudest motendance
is thought to be better
he
was
ever glad to claim a certain famments,
teaching, and
better
is based on ample remuneraily resemblance. Mrs. Barker, his mother, tion forteaching
the best efforts, and on
thorough inwas of a Quaker
family in Nantucket Young telligent, sympathetic inspection
of 'school
Jacob was brought up in the communion of the
work.
%
In
round
the
school
to
numbers,
as
to the unpretending style
system of
Friends,
which,
Maine costs her citizens about 31,000,000. This
of dress costume of the society, he adhered for
equals for each inhabitant 31.67, for each census scholar
very many years. When he was sixteen years
31-62, for each registered scholar
old he was set adrift in the world; left “lord of
38.80, and for average attendance 311.07. By
witli other States, it is shown that
himself,” which has been to many of his age a comparison
Maine taxes herself among the lowest for
pub“heritage of woe
lic instruction. If a saving could be made in
At that time he went to New York and beother departments, and more money diverted
into the common school channel, a
gan trade in a small way, but by the time he
change for
the better would result.
was 21, so successful had he
been, he owned
The salaries of teachers
liavesteadily increasfour ships and a brig and had his paper dised the last three years,
particularly in the high
schools division of graded schools, and in the
counted in the United States bank. He apsuperior schools of the larger villages.
Those
pears to have been a man of masterly ability in
who employ teachers are coming to know that
whatever direction he chose to exercise it. He
it is best to get the best always.
The number of male teachers
often appeared in court to manage the most
employed the
last summer is larger than the
difficult causes of his own, and so conducted
preceding year
from the fact that thfl
principalship of high
them as to astonish the most skillful lawyers.
and grammar schools are sought for
by young
He participated in New York politics, taking
men who propose to continue in the business
of teaching.
The business of teaching is bethe Democratic side. He started a paper to
coming an actual profession. The great majoradvocate the cause of DeWitt Clinton for the
ity of our teachers are female, as a matter of
office of Governor. It seemed to have been his
economy and from tne superior aptitude of the
female mind in winning and
ambition to be an autocrat in financial affairs
directing children.
in the earlier days of the Republic. In 1834, ho
The normal schools at Farmington and Caswent to New Orleans, where he was engaged in
ting are doing a good work in
supplying parfinancial matters, usually having a newspaper
tially the demands for
Th. ...i_
of graduates reported as employed last
organ. In the rebellion he took the Democratyear in
our schools was 193, this
2(14.
In 18(i9 the
year
ic side, being hostile to the success of the federnumber was 13(1—showing that the
public apal arms.
preciate trained teachers.
At Farmington the State has invested
$14,Rev. Robert J. Breckinridge.—The tele000 in building and furniture, for the normal
graph has announced the death of this distinschool; at Castine nothing in buildings, $250 in
guished divine, which occurred at his home in a piano, $75 in a bell. The teachers receive
moderate salaries, anil no apparatus of anv
Danville, Ky., at 5 o’clock Wednesday after- kind
has ever been placed in either school u*.
noon.
Mr. Uiv.ekinitri.i o waj born At Oahill’s
State.
In Castine, after next June, the school will
Dale, Ky., March 8, 1800. He studied successfully in Princeton, Yale and Union Colleges, have no abiding place. The legislature of 1870
appropriated $15,000 “for the purchase or erecgraduating at the last in 1819, then fitted for tion
of a suitable school building for the Eastthe bar and practiced law in his native State for
ern Normal School,” but not a dollar has been
The Superintendent, therefore,
eight years, meanwhile being several times expended.
earnestly recommends that $25,000 be approelected to the Legislature. In 1829 he joined
priated for the erection of a suitable building
the Presbyterian church, to which his family
for the school at Castine, $5000 for
furnishing
the same, and $12,000 to defray the current exhad belonged from the time of the Reformapenses of the two schools for 1872. The curtion, and, after studying for the ministry, was rent
expenses for 1871 will slightly exceed the
ordained in 1832 plfttor of the First Presbyteappropriation of $10,000.
rian church in Baltimore, in which position he
Detailed reports are given from the principals
of the two schools, followed by reports from
remained for thirteen years, and gained a high
the county supervisors.
In 184,1 he
reputation for pulpit eloquence.
In the matter of holding teacher’s institute
was for two years President of Jefferson
(Pa.) the same division of institute work has been
College. Returning to Kentucky he became made this year as last—town institutes of one
pastor of the First Presbyterian church in Lex- and two days’ duration, and county institutes of
five days each.
Both classes have been conington, and Superintendent of Public Instruc- ducted
mainly by the county supervisors, withtion for the State. In 1853 he was elected Proout outside help.
More than 40 county institutes have been held, with an attendance of
fessor of Theology in the newly established
nearly 4000 teachers. County institute work
Seminary at Danville, Ky., and in this oflice he commenced
1st and closed Nov. 24th
spent the remainder of his active life. He will Each week ofAug.
this period from one to three inbe longest remembered for his earnest support
stitutes were held in various
parts of the State.
The teachers have manifested a great interest
He w'as a
of the Union during the rebellion.
in these
and
have
meetings,
given them their
was a delegate to the Baltimore Convention of
constant attendance.
The written examination
1864, of which he was made temporary chair- at the closing day of the institute has been one
the chief features in the institute
work.
man, and the speech in which he accepted that
More than 1500 graded certificates have been
position is still remembered by many for the issued the past year.
Less than one half the
vigor and clearness with which it voiced the sum appropriated by the last legislature for institutes (8000), has been expended.
loyal sentiment of the country.
When the Maine State Press for the current week was mailed Thursday
morning with
a modest calendar for the
year 1872 folded in

lodged on
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Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dye Ls the best in the world—perand instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The geuuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; aof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

j NEW ADVERTISE M
ENTS.

J Matthew., Lunt,
'•>, («* mem).
'well, New Orleans;

'in;

ii

0 H Ke °y, Ha
-ir Cuba.
Ar 28tb. sells Da
r,
,\|nlaOily
Hn, Stbver. Blueblll j
Ell-worth
eiiswortn,
Franconia. Adams, do,
Howe. Perkins, Bangor;
.....
ft
uo’
Abby Gale, Cunningham. Be.
Cld 28th, ship Timour. Crock
Franciscoarah Gilmore
barque Amity, Baker, Baltimore;
Clifford, Matanzas; sch L W Wheels, L«‘wIk. Muhilt*
SALEM—Ar 2Gtli, sell Frank Maria, Wood, from
Elizabeth port.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27th. sch Grand Island, McIntire. Camden for New York; E Arcularius, Gregory,
Rockland for do; BeuJ Franklin, Gross, Orlaud for
Baltimore.
NEWBURYPORT—81d 27th, schs R R Colson,
Gray, Portland; M T Pike, Howard, Newcastle.

Stock and Stand For Sale.
As I contemplate leaving tlie cl'y will soil my
stock aud place oi business it great d-scouut.
I shall sell at retail cheaper than ever unlit I close
oat my stock <»t
Ship Timber. Plank. Mpara. Knees, DerkiuS, aud Tr. mail*
Also 30.000 Cedar R. It. Sleepers, extra size.
£*• TAtLO it.
F »r particulars call ou
170 Couuuer. ial st.
sept 19-sntt

WALDO COUNTY.

in the Arkansas
river, aud resolved to secure it. For this purpose he tied two logs together with grapevines,
canoe

rnir

The large steam lumber-mill at Medway,
owned and run by Henry Poor & Sons, was entirely destroyed by fire Tuesday afternoon, together with all its contents, including saws,
shingle, lath and clapboard machines, planers,
etc. The mill cost over $10,000, aud we understand was insured for about $7000.
The Belfast Journal says the Rockland men
who attended the railroad meeting in Belfast
came by rail—traveling 120 miles in that way,
rather than 30 by common road.
The Journal says Capt. John Ferguson, of
schooner Earl, on the passage from Belfast to
Boston, during the late cola snap, was knocked
overboard by the main boom, while off Boon
Island, at two o’clock in the morning. Only one
man was on deck at the time.
Before the others could get there, the Captain had drifted a
a
mile
The
boat
of
was out from
away.
quarter
the davits, and manned by Mr. Stover, the mate,

Freeina.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

An Experience not Worth Repeating.—
A young blacksmith of Fort Smith, Ark., named Englebert Shuber, not long since discovered
a

SPECIAL

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Kennebec Journal says at a recent convention of the several agricultural societies in
Kennebec county, held in Augusta, Horace Colburn, Esq., of Windsor, was elected a member
of the Board of Agriculture for a term of three
years from January, 1872.
Bro. Morrill, of the Gardiner Home Journal,
celebrated his tin wedding on Christmas evening. He says. The “Greeks bringing gifts”
did not come, and though the “tin’y was missing we had a very enjoyable time.
The Home Journal says if this weather continues two months, it will increase the wealth
of Gardiner half a million dollars.

ing

«-

U*

will pursue when they have finished their three
years’ labor. The correspondent says:
“I am told by the superintendent that the
work accomplished by the seventy-four Chinamen now employed is equal both in quality and
quantity to that formerly done by the same
number of Crispins, while the Chinese work of
course at a much less expense.
The Crispins
were
paid from $13 to $20 dollars a week for
which the Chinamen are paid (as is generally
supposed, though it is not definitely known,)
about $23 a month. The best proof that Mr.
Sampson is pleased with his cheap labor is the
fact that he intends to piocure more of it when
he enlarges his works, which he is expecting to
do within a year. The time for which the
present number were hired expires in about eighteen months, aud
the course then pursued by
their employer will be watched with great interest, and will have a powerful influence upon
the labor question.”

icy-coated log exposed

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Consolidation.—Petitions to the Legis
lature protesting against railroad consolidation are being circulated in the town of Fal-

Senator
elect from California, in a recent speech in
San Francisco, pronounced decidedly in favor
of retrenchment—and, also, of the re-election
of General Grant.
The Cincinnati Commercial says it is reported that James M. Ashley is a candidate
for the Ohio senatorship. He counts on five
Republican and the whole Democratic vote.

an-

purpose to oust Carter from the
Speakership. The upshot of the quarrel cannounces

•wtraticF.

Political Notes.
Mr. Sargent, the United States

was

Recorder Hackett of

all in
^outlJcat of

meuth.

Jamaica,

years of age.
He had been suffering for some time with the
dropsy, which caused his physicians some weeks
since to give up his recovery as it was in the

The

success.

at

-he Now York Tribune
shoemakers continue to give
reaction. Their pay roll for the month
-i November
shows that the aggregate loss of
time by the seventy-four workmen was only
about five days.
The climate seems to agree
with them and they express themselves much
pleased with their home, but they never will
say even to their employers what course they

The ladies of Sedgwick have more than $900
for their proposed hall, and it is expected that
it will be built the coining year, says the American.
The Directors of the European & North
American Railroad have been at
Bucksport recently with their engineer, examining the survey in regard to accommodating the wharves
and the probable business to he done on the
projected railroad.

--—

m

Superior Business Opportunity Tor
Sale.

nnd Pattern Shop;
Interest
United States Hotel! HALF
good
thoroughly established; regular
work; conveniences
ing business;
In

a

Machine

run

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

The

undersigned having assumed the

sole

torship

proprie-

of the United States Hotel, would announce
tQ his friends and the public, that on and after
|
JANUARY 1st, 187a.
in accordance with the Bplritof the times, ‘•Retrenchment and Economy,” he will reduce his rates to

“TWO DOLLARS

ed.

A DAY”

GOOD

Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
THE
above named Company, for the choice of Dim
j A
tors, and for the transaction of such other business
as

legally

915,000.
preferred;

Wholesale ft Retail Fish Business
For Sale.
C

thorough investigation.
TAYLOR &
aaa,3t

or

CO., 29 State St.,

Boston.

uwly
at

some family.
Care of an old
or invali I,with
sewing or readiug preferred,
65 Oxford st„ near Pearl.
dc»*lw

Western City nnd County Bonds
SALE at prices which yield lO to 14 per

.uitat.io

most any kind of
rent ; and will

Wanted.
in

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself,
trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN LOWERY, lata of Deering,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bond* as the law directs. All persons having demand*
uix>n the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called uixm to make payment to
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adm’r.
dc29-3w
Deering, Dec 19th, 1871.

safe anil profitable investment, as equal interest in a nrst-ciasa manufacturing business; safe, reliable and profitable; goods
best of
always ready sale; silent partner
reference given and required.
TAYLOR Sc CO., 20 State st., Boston.
dc29-3t

for
business;

at

L"
the

a

Ship handler, Grocer
B¥TcLr1tf;,"h!,^n:"'>lendlJ*«•.
long lease; very low

rooms

TV'OTICE

dc29td

TO

with board. Alao two front
m st,,
opposite the Park.

rooms

SITUATION

apply

come before them, will Ik* held at the ofmay
fice of Robs & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial st., Portland, on Tuesday, the ninth day of .January, 1872, at 3
o’clock p. m.
WM. ROSS, Clerk.

to

dc29-3t TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State st., Boston.

Board.

Portland, Bangor and Machias
Steamboat Company.

910,000

pay-

Rare f’liance For Drug Business.
Sale half interest in a Drug Store, on a leading
FOR
thoroughfare; would not object to learn a man
the business; small capital required; references exchanged ; no bonus.
TAYLOR & CO.,
dc29-3t
20 State st.. Boston,

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fareJattendance and
hospitalities.
No effort will be spared
for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc2ytf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

Capitalists wishing

of

plenty of custom
for manufacturing of Steam Engines, Saw Machines,
and all kinds of work; good tools and all appurtenances to carry on the business; references exchang-

1

;

I

interest.
Iyol!
restment.
cent,

A very

desirable security for in-

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
dclltf is

28

Exchange St.

«

The Welsh Iron JIakcrx of Portlaii J.
To the Editor of the Press:

PRESS.

THE

Most of the inhabitants of Portland know
that there are Iron Rolling Mills in Cape Elizabeth. There is no doubt but that the trades-

FRIDAY MORMXi, DEC. 29, 1871.

CITY AND VICINITY.

of Portland are benefitted by the fact, inasmuch as that industrious and well paid commen

--

Adr<rii«-ineuf»

New

To-Duy.

hand over to them handsome sums of
money in exchange for food, clothing, furniture, &c. How many of your readers may have
even thought to inquire at all about the morals
and religion of these people is a question which

munity

auction column.
Furniture—F. c*. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Coal $8.50—J<■». H. Poor & Bro.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Board—33 Franklin at..
N* ^UHll^an.
w S; I,Io^!r1>*1

remain unanswered.
The great majority of them are Welsh, though
with very few exceptions able to understand
and speak the English language. Still the best
must

Wanted—Situation.

Portland .Bangor and

IiuKiness

Maehias Steamboat Co.

Chancea-Taylor
Dictionary—Bailey

& Co.
>\ coster »
& Noyes.
U. S. Marshal’s Notice—E. H. Wilson.
Hearth an-l Home—Orange Judd <& Co.
American Agricult ui ist—Orange Judd &
Judd <& Co.

Co.

Engravings—Orange
V. H.

educated Welshmen would rather hear the gospel preached in his own tongue, if possible; and
nowhere will a few Welsh families together remain content without providing for themselves
a place of worship and the means of
grace. This
is true of the Welsh in America throughout the
length and breadth of the union. They will not
make their home in any place until they have
their meeting-house and minister.

District Court.

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

Thursday.—Charles P. Mattocks, assignee of
Woodman & Littlejohn, vs. Louisa P. "Woodman.—
Defendant proved a claim against the copartnership
estate of Woodman & Littlejohn, amounting to $4,663, being upon a check signed by Nathan M. Woodman.
The assignee contests the claim ujxm the
ground that the chock was the individual debt of1
Nathan M. Woodman and that the same is not provable against the copartnership estate. The holder
of the clieok claims that, although the check does
not bear the signature of the tirm, yet as the money
for which the cheek was given was used for copartnership purposes, it should be proved against the copartner ship estate.
Mattocks & Fox.
J. H. Drummond.
Superior Court.
TERM—LANE, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—The December Term of the Superior
Court adjourned Monday.
J u lgi Lane came upon tlie bench at the commencement of the November Term, at which time the
trial (locket numbered 224 actions—42 for the jury and
182 for the Court. Out of 18 jury cases disposed of
DECEMBER

finally

12

CIVIL

actual trials.

were

At the commencement of the December Term the
trial docket numbered 185 actions—150 for the court
and 35 for the jury. Nineteen of the jury cases and
01 of the court cases were disposed of finally,
leaving
a docket at this time of only 74.

Judge Lane

has been

indefatigable

in his efforts to

clear the docket and, as will be seen by the above, has
succeeded iu reducing it nearly to its minimum. The
Judge presides with dignity and yet with his customary urbanity, and his decisions have given uniform
satisfaction.
The January term comes in next Tuesday. The
first week the court will be occupied with civil jury
trials, the assignments of which are given below. The
criiniual business will be commenced the second week
and it is expected that severa1 ‘mportant trials will
take place.
The following assignments have been made:
Tuesday, Jan. 2d.

Smith, applt.,
Marshall

Colby.

vs.

Randall et al.
Gove vs. Dresser et als.
Marrett et aL vs. Brackett.
Smith vs. Inhabitants of Baldwin.
Newcomb vs. Shaw.
vs.

Wednesday,
Leighton et

Flanders

al.
et al.

vs.
vs.

Jan. 3d.

Packard et al.
Durrill.

Powers.
Blaisdell et al.
Crosby et ux. vs. Inhabitants of Portland.
Shackley vs. G. T. R. R. Co,
Thursday, Jan. 4th.
Smith vs. Lycoming Ins. Co.
Beardon

vs.
vs.

Blaisdell

Same
Same
Same

Same.

vs.
vs.
vs.

Davis

Same.

Same.
et als. vs.

Cressey
Friday,

Forsaith
Thurlow

Mahouey
F.oyd vs.

et

aL

Jan. 5th.
Harford.
Maxwell.
At. & St. R. R. Co.
Hogan, admr.

vs.
vs.
vs.

Fesseuden vs. Reed.
Newton vs. Caswell et al.
Brief

Jottings.

The coasting yesterday was glorious.
A little sand or ashes on the icy sidewalk in
front of your premises, good neighbor.

Loring, Short & Harmon have just issued a
very handsome counting-house calendar for
1872.
Forty car loads of wheat were discharged into
the elevafor on Galt’s wharf yesterday.
The citizens of Knightsville, Cape Elizabeth,
are moving for a post office.
The men who were injured by the runaway
horse Wednesday are better, and will probably
both recover.
The mercury stood at 7° above zero yesterday
morning.
Mr. W,
ers

iu

W.

Thomas, jr.,
Bath.

course at

a

is one of the lectur-

The Superior Court has adjourned sine die.
Ex-Gov. Washburn aud Rev. Gao. W. Bicknell of this city, are among the lecturers in a
course to be given at Kittery this winter.

There
Court

were

no

criminals before the

Municipal

yesterday.

lye understand that the Free Street Baptist
Society are putting a new organ into their house
of worship.
Messrs. E. & G. Hook of Boston,
the builders.
A horse slipped

are

on Green street, near Deering
bridge yesterday and broke his thigh. It was

kill him. We could not ascertain
necessary
the name of the owner.
Mr. Gee will hold an assembly at Army and
Navy Union Hall on Monday next, in connection with his dancing school.
to

Deacons.—Rev. Mr. Murray’s lecture on Deacons has provoked considerable criticism, many of his hearers charging him with exaggerating his sketches of this necessary class of people, and tending to ridicule them. The lecturvindicates himself by assuring the critics
that the pictures he makes can be found everywhere, and that the office is often abused. He
deals with his subject with a great deal of huer

mor, no doubt, and perhaps his pungent satire
is not entirely out of place, who knows? People can judge for themselves this evening.
Reduction in Price.—With the beginning
of the new year Mr. Cushman, who is now sole
proprietor of the United States Hotel, will redure the price to two dollars per day.
This is
coming down to a “gold basis” and reminds
one of times before the war.
The “States” has
always been a popular abiding place, under all
its proprietors, and Mr. Cushman means to do
the best he
make it, if

preserve its reputation and
possible, still more popular.
can

to

Manufacturers.—A gentleman was in consultation with members of the Board of Manu-

facturers, yesterday with a view to ascertain
what inducements will be offered to him to
erect a factory for the manufacture of bolts.
He'has as yet presented no definite proposition,
but will shortly. He comes highly recommended, and, if he concludes

to locate here will
doubtless introduce a very useful and important
branch of manufactures.

Large Yield.—Last spring Mr. Cyrus Thurlow of Deering planted three acres with potatoes of different varieties, from which he realized the handsome yield of 1200 bushels. In
the lot was 10 bushels of the “Early Rose,”
which produced 750 bushels of as handsome,
mealy tubers as ever graced a table. The Early
Bose is as prolific and good a variety as any
that

we

know of.

Portland Light

Infantry.— The “Old
Guard” propose to celebrate New Years by a
ball at City Hall next Monday night.
It will
be a famous affair, no doubt, for the traditions
of the company all point to a successful result
in whatever

of

Presumpscot Lodge, (Windham)

wro

umuniug

umcers were

cnosen:

No.

127,

Aiirea S.

Sawyer, M.; George H. Freeman, S. W.; Leonard Freeman, J. \V.; C. O. Hawkes, S. D.; Calvin Morrell, J. D.; Charles Rogers,
Treasurer;
George H. Harding, Secretary.
Bank Dividends.—The following Portland
banks have declared dividends, due and
payable on Tuesday next:
Bank.

Dividend.
Canal National.5 per cent
Merchants’National. .At
Second National.Passed
National Trailers’-3 per cent.
Cumberland

National.6J

Capital.
§600,000

300,000
100,000
230,000
250,000

Am’nt
§ 30 000
16,000
_

12 500

15,625

Temperance at W. Falmouth.—The
people
of this locality am thoroughly alive upon the
subject of temp erance. The F. W. B. Church
at Piscataqua Corner was filled to its utmost

capacity

on
Wednesdayeveuinglast pursuant to
the announcement of a public meeting under
the auspices of Falmouth Lodge No. 89 I. O of
G. T.
The exercises of the evening consisted of

songs

by

the

Lodge choir,

a

lecture,

declama-

tions, dialogues &c., in which all who took a
part did admirably.
The leading feature of the evenings’ entertainment was a lecture upon the subject of
“The Nobility of Manhood and The Duties of
Man to his brother Man’’ which was delivered
by Dr. R. A. Gray of this city a young gentleman of
It was a
ability and education.

thoroughly original

I

Congregational church among them, in which
Christians of all denominations are welcomed to
a home.
This Christmas Mr. Jones, like
Paul, found
it convenient to come aud visit the church
again after an absence of nearly three years,
and they determined to
get as much instruction, pleasure and happiness as they could in
his company;
consequently Mr. Jones, who is
known as an indefatigable worker and
eloquent
sneaker, both in w«ki. ami
twice oil Sunday, Dec. 17tli, and once in the
week following. Saturday
evening, Dec. 2.'1«1,
he delivered a lecture in English on “The world
before Adam,” which was listened to by a
large
and attentive audience. Dec. 24th, Mr. Jones
again preached in Welsh in the morning and
English in the evening, when one member was
restored to the church,
added by letter, and
two by tlie right hand of
llowship. One adult
and a great number of infants have also been
baptized by him. The church numbers about
seventy and the Sunday school averages about
120. Christmas day was given entirely to the
interest of the Sunday school. Mr. Jones was
elected chairman, and during the afternoon and
evening we had original addresses, readings
and recitations, a great deal of poetry, original
compositions by those present, also prize competions in reading, reciting and lecturing. The
choirs, of which there were two, one of adults
and one of children, saug many pieces in an
artistic manner, such as would have done credit
to those who make much larger pretensions.—
Everything showed considerable talent and a
great deal of diligence on the part of the children and
their teachers. To finish off, an immense quantity of candies and
apples were divided to
young and old at the end of the meeting which had lasted more than three hours
and a half, though none seemed tired. A casual observer could not help noticing that the
great majority of families are young and some
of them must have been blessed with numerous
progeny as was very evident by the great number of well-dressed and well-behaved children
and beautiful babies present About
every third
mother had her infant in arms; some of them
helped now and then to enliven the meeting,
but generally as good young ones they remained
silent spectators of the literary efforts of their
older brothers and sisters.
Though bringing babies and little children to
a place of
worship is contrary to Yankee notions, yet it accounts in a great measure for the
religious tendency of the Welsh nation. The
Roman Catholics have also found out the secret.
If the children are won the men and
women are safe.
It would be well for American Protestants to
try and make their children
in
love
with
the place where their parents
early
so devoutly
worship God and find so much comfort to their souls. If the children are not
to
brought the means of grace how can the parents hope to say at last,
“Here am I and the
children which Thou hast given me.” Is not
the present infidelity and carelessness of our
youth about the Sabbath and^he places of worship to be attributed to the parents’ neglect of
bringing their young children to the means of
grace. Ministers and churches owe a great deal
more to'the children
thau^ given them in the
present day. I hope the Welsh will follow on
with their good practices, and that their children will follow after them.
It would be well
also for their neighbors to learn a lesson from
them how to interest their children in religious
Pastor.
things.

__A

Aid to Railroad Corporations.—An interdebate by the members of the Maine

esting

Charitable Mechanics’ Association,
tion of the

well written production, was delivered in true oratorical style and
when we consider the fact that this was his debut before an audience we consider it a success
in the best Kenan of the term.
Odontes.
I BE(i leave to
the receipt of
acknowledge
several piackages of second hand
clothing, shoes
&c„ which have made glad .the hearts of the
recipients and many, very many more would
lie pleased to be gladdened in the
same way;
much suffering would be alleviated
and many
children be enabled to attend school who
are
now unable to do so for want of
suitable clothOur office is open every day,
ing.
exSundays
n eleven to twelve o’clock
A. M
T. Ingraham, Esq., city
jffered to take charge of messenger,
such artias may be left with him.
J. R. Thompson,
it Portland Provident Association.
and

Jos. H. Poor & Bbo. advertise tooal for heating and steam purposes
price of $8.50 pier ton. See their no-

I

the quesState and

on

expediency of national,
aid to railroad corporations,
at the Mechanics’ Library Room, last
municipal

The

was

held

evening.

well filled and the discussion was
interesting and profitable. Mr. S. H.

room was

both

Colesworthy presided. The question was discussed by Messrs. J. B. Coyle, C. P. Kimball,
A. H. Waite, Nathaniel Walker, J. W. Mansfield, J. B. Thorndike and L. F. Pingree.
The general argument of the affirmative was,
that the granting of the public domain and the
extending of financial aid to railroads, was a
great wrong to the laboring classes, in that it
increased their burden of taxation, and thus
made an undue discrimination in favor of the
rich corporations and against the poor laborers.
The argument of the negative was in favor of
granting aid both of lands and money, on the
ground that railroads were a great public benefit to all classes, because they bronalit about
rhoan transnnrtat.inn. and also

for

t.ViA

rpasmi

that they brought distant places in direct connection with the great centres of trade and commerce.
At the close of the debate a vote was
taken, which resulted in the adoption of the
resolution which was substantially as follows:
Resolved, That the policy now pursued of extending national, State and municipal aid to
railroad corporations, is an injury to the laboring classes and ought not to be encouraged.
The question for discussion on next Thursday evening will be as follows:
Resolved, That the practice of awarding medals, diplomas, etc., to the children in our public
schools, is wrong and should be discontinued.
Christmas Festival—The annual Christmas festival of the children of St. Luke’s
Cathedral Sunday School, was held in the Cathedral
on
State
street, last evening. A
large audience was present, and the exercises
were extremely interesting.
After a short service, interspersed with carols, Bishop Neely
made a brief and appropriate address to the
children, in which the gratifying announce-

made that the children of the Sunday
School had contributed nearly $200 towards the
removal of the church debt, since last 'Whitsunday. The service closed with the singing of
Gloria in Excelsis, in which Bishop Neely rendered the solo with fine effect. The children
then formed in procession, headed by the choir,
and proceeded to the rear of the church, where

ment

tree bountifully laden with presents was ready
to be stripped of itsprecious fruit. Here,all were
made glad by the distribution of the gifts and
the receiving of Christmas cakes, and after an
hour thus pleasantly spent, they departed for
their homes with glad hearts and smiling faces.
The Provident Association.—The visitor
of this truly benevolent association informs us
that never was its offices more needed than the
The hard times and severe
present winter.
weather have rendered the condition of some of
poor truly lamentable. In one case he found
a destitute
family with twelve children, the
oldest a girl fifteen years of age, unable to find
work to assist her parents or herself. Again he
found a sick mother, with two small children,
the house destitute of fuel and not a particleof
food in the cupboard. Of course relief was afour

forded to the extent of his ability. Many other
cases of similar hardship are
constantly coming

light,

none too

and the treasury of the association is
full to supply the demands made upon

it.
Odd Fellowship.—The following officers of
Ancient Brothers’ Lodge were elected last night:
Joseph G. Bussell, N. G.; J. F. Liscomb, V.
G.; N. G Cummings, Secretary; D. W. Nash,
Treasurer; Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., S. S. Bich,
Joshua Davis, Trustees.

Annapolis,

Bath,

Dec. 23.—Launched to-dav from the
yard of Messrs. E. & A. Sewall, a tine ship of
1020 tons, named “Humboldt.” She was rigged
on the ways, and will be ready for sea in about
ten days. Her owners are E. & A. Sewall, T.
M. Beed, P. G. Bradstreet and Captain John
Drummond, who will command her. She is
classed A1 for eleven year, French Lloyd’s register.
election op mayor.

Bangor,

Dec. 28.—J. S.

Wheelwright,

m.-

Be-

-i....

very light one, the Democrats makno nomination.

cast

ing

...

was a

WASHINGTON.

Washington, Dec. 28.—Charles P. Kimhall
has been appointed Commissioner to the Centennial Celebration in Philadelphia, in 1870.
naval orders.

Lieut. Commander Joseph P. Coghlan has
been ordered to the Hydrographic office, Lieut.

Commander Barknell to Worcester.
Lieut.
Commander Geo. Dewey has been detached
from the Boston Navy Yard and ordered to tor-

pedo duty

at

Newport.

THE COURT OF CLAIMS.

The Court of Claims will re-assemble for business on the 8th of next month with 120 cases on
the docket for January, a large number of
which were sent over from December to await
the decision of the Supreme Court on the question of the constitutionality of the law known
as the Drake Amendment, relating to the effect
of Presidential pardons on suitors in the Court
of Claims. Among the first causes to he argued
will be the famous cotton cases involving between $400,000 and $500,000, the proceeds of
cotton sold by agents of the ireasury department for this amount.
NEW COMMERCIAL RELATIONS OF TURKEY.

Tlie United States Charge d’ Affairs at Constantinople has communicated to the Secretary
of State a dispatch, showing increased facilities for passing merchant vessels through the
Bosphorus and Dardanells, and also the relative
measures adopted by the Ottoman government
in regard to the drawback duties of customs
and goods in transit
The only fees paid by
merchant vessels in passing through the Straits
are
amounts payable for firmans and light
houses. The port charges are insignificant.
According to the terms of the commercial treaties concluded between the Sublime Porte and
friendly powers, the merchandise which, after
having paid the import duties of 8 per cent.,
and not sold in the Empire but exported within
a period of six months must be considered and
treated as being in transit.
BRIGHAM YOUNG

IN THE

SUPREME

COURT.

Brigham Young, trustee in trust of the
“Church of Latter day Saints” has brought a
case before the United States Supreme Court
Which went against "him thereon on account
rendered against the Deseret Irrigating Company, the judgment being for something over
$10,000.

The suit was based on an allegation that
constituted the Deseret Irrigating Company, and the debt of that concern was his own.
The error claimed is that the Court admitted
testimony of the Companies indebtedhess to the
plaintiff without first requiring Young’s connection with it to be sufficiently shown.
The
case has just been put upon the docket and is
not likely ts be heard from for two or there
years.

Yonug

THE CENSUS REPORT.

Copies of Gem Walker’s report jan the 9tli
census, intended to preface the first or population volume of statistics, has been mailed to
many of the prominent newspapers of the
country, as the results of the census will, under
the authority of Congress, be published in three
large octavo volumes. The superintendent recommends that a compendium of the census in
octavo form be authorized for popular distribution.
MASSACHUSETTS.
GEN.

BUTLER

ON

THE

that we

presents will be interested to know
will sell our remaining stock of im-

ported holiday goods at

a great reduction in
until the first of January. It is the
most favorable opportunity yet offered to buy
nice goods cheap, as they cost us much less
than the importer’s prices.
dec27tS
Schumacher Bros.

price

Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypopiiosis an excellent nervous tonic.
It exerts a direct influence on the nervous system,
and through it it invigorates the body.
phites

dec22-dedlw&wlt
The Hygrodeik, for regulating the lramidiof the air in the house or conservatory, is a useful instrument and a beautiful ornament. For
sale by C. H. Farley.
decl9th-tf

Sleighs—Pungs —Bells—Blankets—Robes—
Whips. Selling very cheap at the Bazaar 14
Exchange and Repository (17 Federal St.
Go
and

see

before buying.

dc22-eodlw

Orin Hawkbs & Co., 290 and 292 Congress
street, have a large stock of Hosiery, Shirts and
dec 16-eod2w
Drawers, also Hats and caps.
The finest flavor imaginable is imparted to
fish when served at the table by the use of the
famous Halford Leicestershire Table Sauce. If
standard article you will be
you will test this
satisfied with the result.
Watch No. 1000, Stem Winder—bearing
Trade Mark “Frederic Atherton & Co.,Marion,
N. J.”—manufactured by the United States
Watch Co., (Giles,Wales & Co.) has been carried by me three and one half months; total va-

riation thirty seconds.—Geo. G. Rockwood,
945

Broadway.

lowing are the

Weather Report, Dec. 28, 12 P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for theArmy,
benefit of
Commerce.
h
0)

Dec. 28.—Gem Butler delivered a
two hours’ address at Provincetown to-night on
the embject of fisheries as affected by the treaty
of Washington. He denounced the fishery
clause and strongly urged its elimination froiii
the treaty.

Key
Indianapolis—30.if

KENTUCKV.

ABOUT AND WHEREABOUTS OF TWEED.

New York, Dec. 28.—The whereabouts of
Tweed is said to be constantly known by the
sheriff. He has never left the city and has no
such intention. It is said that he has been at
the office of public works this morning where
he had an interview with several friends. Justice Scott says he saw him this morning in a
comfortable place in the city. The justification of his bondsmen was continued to-day and
Messrs. B. P. Fairchild and C. G. Cornell were
accepted. The sheriff’s attaches express the
belief that the sureties will be entirely settled
to-morrow. It is stated that each signer of the
bail bond is responsible for the whole amount,
a fact which doubtless caused
the withdrawal
of Terrence Farley and others.
SUSPENSION

ANOTHER SAVINGS BANK.

OF

The Central Savings Bank, on Sixth Avenue
and Forty-second street, has suspended, its officers say, for a few days only. •The bank
has
been organized only four months and having

only $12,000 deposited.

THE OCEAN BANK.

The Ocean Bank has been unable to honor all
fhecks. The aggregate of the deposits are not
large though the depositors are numerous. The
officers say the bank will pay all obligations
and the trouble will probably cease after the
first of January.
CRIMINAL.

A motion for discharge was made to-day before U. S. Commissioner Osborne in the case of
Bank examiner Colleiider, and was opposed by
the District Attorney. Decision reserved.
Michael J. Murphy, a postoffice clerk, was
to-day held in $3000 bail on a charge of embezzling two letters.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

The New York Fire and Life Insurance Coma testimonial to the
Superintendent of Insurance, Geo. W. Miller,
signed by 171 of the leading fire anil life insurance officers.
A resolution
granting permission to place
tubes under the streets for carrying persons and
merchandize was offered in the Board of Assistant Aldermen to-day and referred to the law

panies presented to-day

department.

Gen. John Cochrane took the oath before Judge
Cardozo as a member of the newly chosen board
of aldermen.
THE WATCir TRICK.

The persons arrested as swindlers by the
watch trick seem to have victimized one hundred individuals. Twenty affidavits have already been made against them for amounts arranging from $70 to $300. They were committed for trial in default of heavy bail.
SMALL POX.

Seventy-two cases of small-pox have been reported in Brooklyn during the week.
Charles B. Burroughs of Patterson, N. J.,
was found dead Wednesday
by a sheriff who

serve an attachment on him.
He committed suicide by poison the lllth of December,
and the body remained frozen stiff till found in
his room.

went to

There

are no

tidings

The gale Saturday night did great damage in
Schoharie Co., N. Y., to fences and timber.
A Japanese mission of five dignitaries left
Japan for the United States the 23d of December, to consult our government relative to the
revision of the treaty. Minister DeLong leaves
the same time on the same mission.
POLITICAL RUMORS.

A large assemblage of newly elected members of the Senate and Legislature met at Fifth
Avenue Hotel to-night. The time was chiefly
spent in discussing the events of the coming
legislature. It was stated that Gov. Alvord
would be electeih Speaker of the House; also,
that Gen. Sickles is going to Albany to take
preliminary steps to secure his nomination for
the U. S. Senate in place of Conkling.
ERIE DIVIDENDS.

The Directors of the Erie Railroad Co. have
declared a dividend of 3J per cent on preferred
stock payable February 1st.
CHANCE FOR REFORM.

At the Republican primaries in Brooklyn tonight, Jacob Worth and Edward Farrier, recently convicted for interfering with an inspector of election, were elected from the Sixteenth
Ward delegates to the general commission.
THE RING RECORD.

There is no positive news of Tweed’s whereabouts. Jarvis, clerk of arrests, cannot be found
and it is rumored that he has Tweed under arsoinewliere.
Connoll’y suretios have been accepted by the
sheriff. If he should jbe released he would be
arrested again on indictments.
He is still in

Louisville, Dec. 28.—The inquest on the
body of Mrs. Klauner, killed with a hatchet by
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wissert, last Saturday, revealed the probability that the murderess was deranged on the
subject of crime from
reading flash literature.
CALIFORNIA.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

San Francisco, Dec. 28.—The weather remains showery.
Nearly eighteen inches of
rain have fallen. Bailroads and telegraphlines
in all portions of the State are badly affected.
■Farmers are making great efforts in order to
plant a much larger area of wheat this year
than ever before.
Nearly half of last year’s
crop, available for shipping, remains in the
State.
Good superfine flour is selling in lots at $6.00
per barrel.
ILLINOIS).
THE M’COY CASE.
Chicago, Dec. 28.—The coroner’s jury has all
day been investigating the McCoy abortion case.
The evidence has proven pretty
conclusively
that an abortion had been practiced
upon the
lady, but it was also shown that it had been
done before she reached this city. Mm.
Shour,
baggage master, and Mrs. Fahlbruscli, a female
physician, at whose house Mrs. McCoy died,
have been discharged as the evidence failed to
criminally connect them with the case.
NEWSPAPER CHANGE.

It is rumored that J. Young, Scannnon and
others have purchased the Chicago Bepublican,
and it is to be placed under the editorial management of Sidney Howard Gay, formerly of
the New York Tribune.
IOWA.
BURNED TO DEATH.

Chicago, Dec. 28.—A horrible calamity occurred at Flories, Davis county, Iowa, a few
nights ago. A man, his wife and four children
were burned
to death in their
shanty, the
neighbors not being aroused nor the fire discovered till the next morning, when the charred
remains were found.
METEOROLOGICAL.
PAST

Williamsport, Dec. 28.—Judge Gamble today granted the rule of the Court upon Bishop
O’Hara, of Scranton, requiring him to appear
before him January- 3d next and show cause
why he, the Bishop, should not revoke his letof November oth last and restore Father
Stack to the pastorate as he enjoyed it previous
to that time.
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Capt. Murray

of schooner Gen.

Tobert,

drowned off Hatteras.
Bark Violante ashore off Squain Beach, has
been got off.
Five of the worst of the New York
emigrant
swindlers were arrested
Wednesday and committed to the Tombs.
Alexis had an enthusiastic reception in
Cleveland, Wednesday, that city being a little
out of the track of such travellers commonly.
Scranton despatches say the fail in coal will
not occasion an
immediate suspension of
work.

day night.

Hackett,

the actor, died

Wednes-

The body found at the Grand Trunk’ station
in Quebec, proves to be a “subject” for a medical man.

Reports from Salina county, Mo., confirm the
reported killing of negroes and say the blacks
are panic-stricken.
Alexis arrived at Detroit last evening and
was allowed to go
quietly to the Russell House.
James P. Stevenson was convicied of passing
counterfeit money in the United States District Court at Providence, R. L, Thursday.
The Land Monopoly.—A contemporary answers the question, “Why does not California
grow faster?” by stating that nearly three millions of acres of land in the San Joaquin Valowned by two men; that the traveler
may ride forty-five miles on a line along it, and
may follow a fence around a single pasture for
sixty-five miles. Another man in the State is
also stated to monopolize 330,000 acres. There
is no disputing the tact that such huge possessions are prejudicial to the country’s welfare.
It not only prevonts the settlement of the territory, but tends to the disorganization of society, in creating two extreme classes—the very
rich and the very poor. One of the chief blessings that our form of Government is supposed
specially to confer is in the facility it gives to
the acquisition of a homestead by the honest
worker, and this lias always been held up as
one
of the greatest advantages it confers
upon the masses over a monarchical Govermhent.
But the aggregation of
millions of
acres of
land in a few hands
has been carried to such an extent throughout
the United States, as to seriously impede the
purchase of all small quanities by settlers, and,
if persevered in for many years, will make it
nearly as difficult here for a workingman to acquire a homestead as in some of the densely
populated countries of the Old World. There
are some of the most fertile lands in the Union
practically shut out from cultivation through
this system. Millions of acres owned by speculators, which ought now to be teeming with
crops and covered by an industrious population,
are year after year kept out of the market, until the rise in price is sufficient to gratify tile
exorbitant demands of owners.

ley

are
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FOREIGN.
AN ENGLISH EXECUTION.

London, Dec. 28.—Cyrus Pickard was hanged this forenoon for the murder of Duncan McVannel, his employer, last April. Owing to
the nervousness of the executioner the knot
slipped under his chin, and after drop fell the
rope with which his arms were tied broke, and
his struggles were fearful for several minutes,
until lie died.
THE

PRINCE OF WALES.

A noon bulletin from Sandringham states that
the Prince of Wales had a good night and his
strength is slowly returning. The Archbishop
of Canterbury has directed that the special
prayers in the churches for the recovery of the
Prince be discontinued as lie is out of danger.
NEW YEAR

A

HOLIDAY.

Business will be partially suspended Saturday.
The cotton markets will be closed at Liverpool
and there will be little business in London.
New Years day will lie observed as a close holiday. Business will be wholly suspended.
UNFOUNDED.

The report that the Allan steamship line had
been sold proves to be unfounded.
AUSTRIA.
THE EMPEROR’S SPEECH.
Vieena, Dec. 28.—Iii the “Reiclisrath to-day
the Emperor Francis Joseph delivered a speech
from the throne. After the customary formal
congratulations, His Majesty proceeds to deal
with home questions.
His readiness to grant
extreme concession, he is
sorry to say, has not
brought internal harmony to the State as desired. The Crown, while it contemplates the existence of separate kingdoms with constitutional satisfaction, claims that its acts are in the
interest of the whole Empire as well as of individual States. Great stress is laid on the enforcement of and obedience to the laws. The
government will accede to the wishes of Gali»■>

wiujmiiuu;

null

line uiwucfyiio Ui

the Empire. Measures are promised which will
render the Reichsrath a completely representative body. Bills to reform election abuses, develop the landwher system and improve the pecuniary condition of government officials and
the poorer clergy will be submitted, and a
prompt settlement of educational questions is
recommended. Regret is expressed at the fact
that a portion of the Empire remains that is
unrepresented in the Reichsrath, where alone
the attainment of an understanding is possible.
The Emperor closes by declaring that Austria
is weary of internal conflicts and desires peace
and order. The times were never more prosperous. *Tlie aspect of Europe and the foreign
relations of the Empire are favorable for the
maintenance of peace and the unification of
Austrians.

branes,

and in almost every case it has given
entire satisfaction.
In abrasion of the os and
cervex uteri, when applied in its full strength
by menus of a pledget of cotton, I liave found
it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine.
In endometritis it has proved equally satisfacI have used it with perfect success in
tory.
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it in
its full strength every other day.
I have also
used it iu seyeral cases of gonorrhea, and must
say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted remedy of claret aud tannin.
It is certainly a most valuable astringent and
tonic; and I doubt not that it will very soon
have its place in our Materia Medica.
121 East 35th St.
For sale by W. W. Whipple & Co. Portland,
and by Druggists generally.
dec23-lw
The Hygrodeik is a useful instrument in
every house. It is an instrument your friends,
ministers and teachers want, but have not got.
For sale by C. H. Farley.
dc20tli-tf
The Secret of Captivation.—Features of
Grecian mould, a well-turned neck and beauti-

fully

rounded

arms, are no doubt very nice
things to have, and ladies who possess these
charms have reason to be thankful to Mother
Nature; yet, after all, the most captivating of
all womanly charms is a nure. fresh and brilliaut complexion. This superlative fascination

lady may secure by using Hagan’s Magnolia Balm,the standard
beautifying preparaany

tion of the present age. It differs from all ordinary cosmetics in these most essential particulars, inasmuch as it contains no injurious in-

gredients,

does not contract

TROUBLE WITH GREECE.

Dec. 28.—-The Standard has a report
that the French fleet will proceod immediately
to Greece to
support the claims of French citizens to the silver mines of Laurina.
r LOTTING OF

THE

MONARCHISTS.

shrivel tlie skin
as all the astringent “blooms,”
“lotions” and
“powders” eventually do, but produces a lasting loveliness by improving the health of tlie
skin. Under its operation the texture of tlie

epidemis becomes finer, and

the surface soft as
velvet and smooth as porcelain. Features cannot be changed, but complexion can, and it is

quite certain

that a lady with no other charm
than a fresh and rosy complexion, will attract
more admiration in company than her
neighbor
with a classic face but a sallow skin.

dec25th-eodlw&wlt

The Mot D’Ordre is authority for the report
that the Prince de Joinville is about to resign
liis seat in the Assembly to strengthen the position of Duke D’Aumale.
DESIGNS OF BISMARCK.

Paris, Dec. 23.—Paris papers assest that Bismarck is seeking a pretext for the re-occupation of the evacuated French provinces.
ITAItY,
TnE CHURCH AND

THE STATE.

Rome, Dec. 28.—Several Italian Archbishops
Bishops waited on the King Christmas and
presented congratulations.

To those wlic are bowed down by nervous
aud despair of ever recoverii^ the
vigor and mien of manhood we earnestly recommend Dr. Walkers California Vinegar

Debility,

Bitters.

THE LATEST RUMORS.

York, Dec, 28.—A Washington disstates that news from Mexico announce
the virtual suppression of the rcvoluoion there,
Diaz being driven before a large government
force, and it is expected that he will soon be a
prisoner or take refuge in Cuba or the United
patch

States,

CUBA.

ter

THE

New

REVOLUTION.

York, Dec. 23.—An Havana letter states

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific do.

JJo

--—xjuuiBiaua

United
United
Uuited
United
United

States coupon 6’s, 1881.
117a
States 5-2U’s 1862....inyf
States 5-20’s 1864.
.i09I

1865,fold...ill!

States 5-20’s
States 5-20’s 1865, new.
United States 5-20’s 1867.
United States 5-20’s 1868.
United States 10-40’s., coupon.

liquor._dec'J-dlw

Pacific

shooks aud
boxes her-

mackerel.
.JOHN, Nil. Sell H K White—1500 bbls flour,
2520 galls oil, 20 tons feed.
Schr M E Bliss—700 bbls flour, 100 do oatmeal, 328
do bran.

Receipts by Railroad*

Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 canB milk, 2 cars
IKjtatoes, 1 do salt box shooks, 3 do wheat, 3 do sundries, 1 do paper, 21 do lumber, 1 do boxes, 1 do
elapboards, 2 do shooks,2 do bark, 1 do heading, 3 do
sugar box shooks; 'for Lower Provinces—800 bbls
flour, 2 ears paper, 1 do brau; for AUau Steamers—
25 oars of freight.
and

701

*.

gjt

Mail.

River consolidated sep 89*

FHr

LECTURE

Milwaukie & St. Paul...'.*!!!!!!!!!'.!! 534
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 784

Pittsburg

& Fort

Wayne.

95

^diteiSvte^

Mour-Statc aud Wctcru more active
sales 8860 bids; State 5 60 on low grades: round boon
Ob»6 40 @7 30; Western 5 60
650
Wheat very quiet and firm; No2 Spring
®
1 47 @ 1 50; Winter Red Western 1 57 ® 1
50; White
Michigan 1 62 ® 1 72. Corn firm with fair exwrt and
home trade demand; sales 90,000 bush; new Mixed
W estern 77 'g- 78c; old do
77* @ 78c. Oats more active;
sales 56,000 bush. Beef quiet. Pork a shade
firmer;
new mess 14 37 @ 14
75; old do 13 12 @ 13 25. Lard
a shade firmer at
Butter steady.
8* & 94c.
Whiskey heavy ami lower; Western free 93* @ 94c, closing
at sellers inside price Rice quiet at
84c. Sugar
8*
g)
dull ; Muscovado 9 @ 9*c;
refining 9 @ 91c. Coffee in
moderate request; Riol9@21*c. Molasses in moderate request; New Orleans 45 g, 55c. Naval Stores—
Spirits Turi»entine dull at 67e.
Rosin nominal at
4 90 (« 5 00 for strained. Petroleum
dull; crude 13*
@ 13*c; refined 23 @ 23*c. Tallow steady at 8* ’g)
•
9*c.
Freights to Liverpool heavy. Corn 5*d.
Chicago, Dec. 28.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Wheat opened firm but closed dull at a
slight advance; No 1 Spring at 121*; No 2 do 1183; No 3
do at 1 07| @ 1 084; rejected 1 01. Corn
opened firm
but closed dull; No 2 Mixed at
40Jc; rejected 371c.—
Oats dull and a shade lower; No 2 at
31*; rejected
28c. Rye dull and unchanged; No 2 at 024
@ 63c.—
Barleyklull: No 2 Spring 60* (a) 60|c. Pork advanced
and in fair demand 13 35. Lard in lair
demand; dealers apart 8* @
8*. Hauls in pickle 8*c. Green Meats
firm. Hams 6* a! 8c; shoulders
3| @ 4c: rough sides
5*c; short rib 5| @ 5*c; short clear middles 5} @ 5*e.
Bulk Meats iu fair demand and advaueed; shoulders
4*c; sides 5*c; shors rib middles 5* @ 6c. Beef Hams
steady at 22* @ 23c*. Tallow quiet aud firm. Live
Hogs aetive and higher at 4 05 @ 4 50; dressed hogs
advanced to 5 00. Whiskey opened firm but closed

@S7

dull at 89c.

Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 99,bush corn, 20,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 7,000
bush barley, 9,000 hogs.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat.11,000
bush corn, 13,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
rye, 1,000

000

bush

barley,
Cincinnati,

2000

QiibSj1vJVJ!1lI>s
uns.t>

co s,

none

Toledo, Dec. 28.—Flour unchanged. Wheat firm
advanced lc; Amber Michigan 1 42} @ 1 43; No 2
Cuf? ®°niinal; high mixed 47} 48c; low
\ellow 48c. Oats
unchanged; No 1 at 40c.
Milwaukee, Dec. 28.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
Steady; No 1 at 1 21. Oats Steady: No a at Olijc. Com
firm and in fair demand; No 2 Mixed at 404c.
Rye
unchanged. Barley nominal.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—5000 bbls flour.
Charleston, Dec. 28—.Cotton nominal; Middling6
uplands 19c.
Savannah, Dec. 28.—Cotton irregular; Middling
uplands 18} @ 19c.
Mobile, Doc. 28.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling uplands 18} @ 18}c.
New Orleans, Dec. 28.—Cotton
irregular; Middling uplands 19}c.

European markets.
London. Dec. 29—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 92| for

money and account.

American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,92; do 1865,
old, 93}; do 1867, 94}; U. S. 10-40’s, 91}.
.r^*AEIS> Dec. 28—11.30 A.M.—Rentes closed at 55f

London, Dec. 28—5.00 P.M.—The

Bank of
week.

Portland Light

Paris, Dec. 28—5
Liverpool, Dec.

dliug uplands 9} @
bales.
Beef 74s.

M.—Rentes closed at 55f 47c.
28—5 P. M.—Cotton quiet; MidlOd; do Orleans 10}d; sales 10,000
P.

[Sales
York
Bates

QUADRILLE BAND

Floor Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies, $1.00.
Gallery Tickets, 50 cents. To be had at Hawes &
Cragin’s Music Store; Dr. F.dward Mason’s; Fessendeu Bros.

Periodical Dciwit. and (><>nrcr* WHiut^r'*
Fluent Hall.
The Military are invited to appear in uniform.

under

COMMITTEE

OF

ARRANGEMENTS;

Mattocks, Lieut. N. G. Fessenden,
£apt;
Sergt. F. E. Dow,
Private C. E. Littlefield.
Checked
Free.
Clothing
dc23
td

CITY

Manufacturing Company.

THU

\VO\Ui:ittll.

CHILD.
TEN

Manufacturing Company.
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.
Androscoggin Mills.
New Hampshire State Sixes, 1874.

1*26
loo

EVKNINO

Amusing

AT

Who has Achieved an overwhelming success
wherever she has appeared, since her memorable
debut in Boston, at the Iremont
Temple, on September 19tli, and her second
appearance at the
Music Hall, Boston, to an audience of 3000
persons.
Will make her second

In

FINE GOLD WATCH
hundred other costly and seasonable
will be given away each evening.

A
And at least

oue

Presents,
iri!i i!ie,«iiMLr!
in

o’clock; to commence at 8.
Admission (only) 25 cents; Reserved Seat* 50
cent*.
Tickets for sale at Hawes &
Oragin’*, 77 Middle st.
and at the door.
A MATINEE FOR FAMILIES & SCHOOLS
Will be

given

her performance she showed

a

Admission to Matinee 25 cents, to all parts of the
hall. Doors open at 2.
Two maguifleent Christmas Trees will be provided
for the occasion.
Don’t full to attend. Recollect, X-m-a-s Afternoou
and Evening, at Fluent Hall.
dc25td

MUSIC HALL!

Managers.Bidwell 4 Wilkinson
RETURN FOR ONE

DOLLIE BIDWELL !

^*MI88 ANTONINI will be assisted by the foltalent:

MONDAY, JANUARY 1st,

Stores and at the doo<.
To commence at 7.45.

JOS* MAiikl, Manager.

presented the highly successful and romantic
play, depicting the Human Passions, the
PRETTY

PANTHER!

Varaaoiu.Dollle Bidwell.
Strathmou.Wallace Britton.
Reserved Seats 75 cts; Parquet 50cts; Gallery 35 cts:
Doors open at 7, commence at 7 3-4. Seats secured
La

during

the

day at

the Box Office.

M.

L

COMMENCING

Wednesday Evening, January 3d.
LECTURE BY

WITH A

MRS. CELIA BURLEIGH.
Miw KATE

Mra. VICTORIA C. WOODnULL.

REIGNOEDft,
STRAW FOREMAN.

Mn. EMILY

£3^** Concert by

HAVE RECEIVED

the

entertainment.

Portland Band before each

Tickets to the Course, including Beecher’s lecture,
January 10th, $1 25. Evening tickets, 50 cesits.
Patrons of the Regular Course by exchanging Ticket
No. 8 at Stockbridge’s, 156, Exchange street, Hawes
& Cragin’s, 76 Middle street, or Daniel Wentworth’s,

337 Congress street, before December 25th, can obtaiu tickets to the
Course with Coupon tickets to Beecher’s lecture for 75 ceuts. Tho
seats
will
be
reserved
for
the Course at 50
gallery
cents each (not including Beecher’s lecture). The
sale of reserved seats will commence at nine o’clock
Saturday morning, Dec. 23d, at Stockbridge’s Music
Store.
dec 15-t Jan 4

Supplementary

OF

Desirable

Goods!

WOOLEISTS,

T>

Beaver and Castor Cloth*,

Tricot*, Broadcloth*,
Caamimcren,
Fancy Doeskins,
Bine Chinchilla*,

LADIES’

CLOAKINGS.
Blue aud Scarlet Pelisse Cloth,

Fridays.

German Beaver Cloth,
Black

Astrachan,
Super. Genoa Velvets,

Plush

Cloakings,

Fancy Goods, Ac.,

at Auction.
Friday, Dec. 29th, at ten a. m, at Salesroom 18
Exchange st, we shall sell a consignment of Fan-

ON

cy Goods,
let cases,

consisting in Dart of Work Boxes aad Toimnimenea, Cuspados, Hanging Flower
Baskets, Oil Paintings (without frames) Chromos,

<X;c., together with
Sale positive.

FANCY CLOAKINGS IN ALL COLORS,

a

variety

of

Fancy

F. O. BAILEY &

DRESS

■louse and Lot at Auction.
shal
Friday, December 29, at 12 o’clock M,
sell at public aution the House and Land knowu
ON
the
F. Whitehouse
we

French Thibet*,

Benj.
property, near Fumes*
Island, Cape Elizabeth, in District No. 12. The house
is new, two-story and furnished throughout in rood
order. Lot 50x100. Said oroi>erty can b» examined
at any time by calling on 0. Cole, near the property.
Terms easy and made known at sale.
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO., Auctioneers.
Dec 23-td
as

Satines,
Diagonal*,
Cretonne*,
Epingline,
Empress
Valour Repp,
Brussels Silks,

Cloths,

Lyons Silk,

POPLINS IN ALL SHADES !
SCOTCH AND GALA PLAID,

Thibet*,
Crapes,
Alepiae,
Brilliantiae,
Cretonne,
Drap Be Etc,
Alpacas,

SHAWLS!
Cashmere & Paisley Shawls
and

Square,
Stripes,
And Open

and

Close Centres,

Bargains

In Bankruptcy. Assignees' Sale.
Saturday, Dec, 30th, at 11 o’clock a. m., at the
office of F, O. BAILEY & CO., 18 Exchange st.,

ONshall sell about three

we
ucrus of land at Back Cove,
Deering; Wooden store on Oak st; House and lot ou
Stroudwater road, Deering ; House and lot in Stroudwater, Deering; Three story Brick Dwelling House,
with modern improvements, on Green St\ Portland;
One-half of about seven acres of land in Back Cove,
Deering; Lot of land on Washington St., Portland;
Lot of land with buildings on Smith St; About seventy acres of land in Cape Elizabeth; House and lot
corner of Salem and Brackett sts., Portland: Lot and
Buildings on Andersou st, Portland: One-half of hit
of land aud buildings on Green st: Land and Building on Cove st; A lot of land on Munjny’s Neck; A
House and lot in Cape Elizabeth; One-seventh of
nineteen lots of land in Wisconsin; One-seventh of
about 3300 acres of land in New Hampshire; A tract
ofland in Raymond, Me.
For further particulars and terms of, see Portland
Daily Advertiser of Dec 8th, 15th, 22d, or apply for
printed slips containing full descriptions, to assignees

Black Cashmeres,

In

Ware.

Co., Auctioneers.

dec27-td

GOODS!

BLACK SILKS,

Long

g7~

NCIN

MR. A. B. GEE’S
Second Course of Assemblies in connection with thej
last half of his Dancing School, will commence < u
NEW YEARS EVENING, Monday, Jan. 1st, aud
continue every Monday Evening.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
Mr. Gee will commence bis Third term for beginners iu Dancing, on Wednesday Evening, Jan. 3d,
at Army & Navy Union Hall, cor. Brown and Congress sts.
Private Lessons each day except
For pariculars apply at the Hall.
dc29ti

_AUCTION^ SALES.

Cloakings,

Heavy

BY

STANTON,

Miu KATE

A FINE ASSORTMENT

and Home*.”

FOLLOWED

TO BE

Cadies’

A.

Subject: “Houses

JT. B. COREY A CO.

dc28td

SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE,

od

GOODS!

1874.

Will be

age

D R Y

with

In connection

of the

Mile. JENNIE IIOWORTH, Soprano,
aiR. ARTHUR T. HILLS,
Tenor,
MR. 1?. D. SPRAGUE. Baritone
and Humorist,
MR. EUGENE F.
JOHNSON, Pianist,
50 CENTS,
ADMISSION,
to all parts of the house. And that
the children
limy have a lavorahle opportunity to hear thi. wondeini] little lady, the tickets will be placed at
2j Cts. for those under 15 yean of
For sale at the Music
Doors open at 7.

!

WEEK

The Portland Favorite

musical taste

knowledge

a

firmness as well as delicacy of touch
really wonderful in a child of her age.”
Huston Advertiser.
a

e

CHRISTMAS DAY, at three o’clock,

on

Gift, in addition to a Dost of large and costly presents
which will be distributed promiscuously among the

The Old Reliable Troupe !

Jan. 5,1872,

aoiMiidgmont, together with
J

dc27

chrt,4traas week and New Year’s night,
Prof. Stone

ithis'city1*0 rK*ltively the llwt night of
Doors Open at 7

last appearand in Portland, in

A GRAND CONCERT

V loliii,

A Rich Entertainment, besides an
omiortunity for
sumdylng your children ami friends with a handsome
Christmas or New Year’s Present, free of cost.

an

Friday Evening,

O'CLOCK,

g

Go to Fluent Hall.

THEATRE.

OI.D !

C. P.
G. F.

MATTOCKS,
EMERY,

Assignees of M. M. Woodman & Clement Littlejohn,
individually aud as co-partners under the style or
“WOODMAN & LITTLEJOHN.”
GEO. F. EMERY,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Jabez C. Woodman.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dc28 td

!

Administrator's Sale.

mixed Long Woolen Shawls,
Striped and Banket Shawls,
Gents’ Shawls,
&

BLANKETS,

license from the Hon. John A.
BYWaterman,
Judge of Probate within and for the
of
I shall sell at
virtue of

a

Cumberland,

County

public auction,

at the store of F. O. Bailey & Co., on
Jan.
1st, 1872, at ten o’clo k in the f<*renoon, all the household furniture and goods now in said store belonging
to the estate of William Woodbury, consisting <d

Monday,

Tables, Chairs, Carpet, Mattresses, Bed, Bedsteads,
&c.
Terms cash.

Superior Extra California Blanketa,

FREDERICK FOX,
Administrator of Estate of Win. Woodbury with the
Will annexed.

800 PAIRS, at LOW PRICE.

ALLAN LINE!

KVKKV

VIOLINIST,

\ i: \lts

114}
1630
too
690

and

audience.

HALL.

Signorina Egeria Antonini,

White and Grey Blankets very Cheap.

F. O. BAILEY A
Dec 29-dtd

CO., Auctioneers.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING

Booked
Passengers
and

derry

to

London-

Liverpool.

Return Tickets

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
NOVA SCOTIAN, Capt. Richardson,
will leave this port for Liverpool on
Saturday, Bee. 30tb.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
from
Montreal.
previous day
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).§70 to
Payable iu Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, So. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, ami foi
on England for small amouuts
Drafts
Sight
apply tc
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India

Portland, Dec. 5-tf

LARGE AND IMPORTANT SALE OF

EEALSTLSTELS I

THE

Canadian and United State, Main.

Street.

6-4 SACKINGS AND SHIRTINGS,
Real Estate & M&chiner ,Water Power Ac

Flannels In Stripes and Checks.
WHITE SHAKER,
AID
BLANKET FLANNELS,

Twilled Flannels in All Colors !
LINEN

and

AVltlWJl

IKXLdU

Towels,

l^A.nA01\3,

J. R. COREY & CO.

FOR

Wool

Shirt

€ha§.
dcl4

FULL STOCK

Goods!

Custis &

Co.,

293 CONGRESS ST.

tf

new

fine English

lot ol

BREECH AND

MUZZLE

DOUBLE
Just received per
GJ. L.

steamer,

BAILEY,

LOADING

O TINTS !
to be

48

sold

Very Low

Exchange

53^* Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

CALL OE

Engineers

and

7 Cross Street,

Machinists,

Portland, Maine.

who manufacture the best Boiler anti besit Radiator
for that purpose ever introduced into the
market, and
who are
to contract to success
fully warm
anv building, without regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand
every description
of Steam, Gas anti Water Pij>e and
fittings, at wholesale and retail, and have iu tlieir employ first class
workmen to put In the same; anti in tb«ir Machine
Shop are
to attend promptly to :ill kinds of
machine work and repairs.
dc28d&w*tf w52

prepared

S L I P PE R S!
Slippers for Men.
Slippers for Women.
Slippers for Boys.

Slippers

for Misses.

for

St.

no24eodtf s>

Billiard Tables For Sale!
Billiard Tables In good runing Girder, to
sold cheap, by J. B. MOODY, Biidgton, Me.

TWOdec2titf

OR LOW PRESSURE

property,

The Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad, running
directly through the premises, affords excellent facili-

tief for the shipment of merchandise to and from tho
Works.
The above property will be sold for Cash, and a deof ten (10) per cent, of the purchase money will
be required from the buyer at the time of sale, and
balance upon delivery of the deed*.
Cars leave Portland, via Portland, aud Ogdcnsburg Railroad, at 7.40 A. M.
Further particulars can be obtained at the office of
the Company,

posit

No
dec

13,-Brood Strefl, Boston, Hass.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS,

28-eodtjanl

then edts

Treasurer.

R. K. HUNT,

Commission Merchant

and

will sell

316

Auctioneer

Congress St.,
every evening
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
NO
Goods will be sold
the
in lota

a

liu go

during

to sidt
day
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

new

GUNS.
A

y

BEST”

prepared

OF

Furnishing

w5

*

Daniel Winslow & Son

Fronts!
A

iBdaw

FOIl THE

and

SCARFS,

Embroidered
AND

d&w

STREET.

Maine.

Iu the latest styles.
French Silk Wristers and French
Wool Wristers, Suspenders,

First-C.ass

_dc!9

BY

Steam Heating Apparatus.

In the best of

Calf Skin, lined with Silk,
Chamois !

CHEAP

MIDDLE

HIGH

Gents and Ladies,

ELEGANT

SALE

said Comof valuaGrass Lauds, situated In
the towns south of Windham and Gorham, Maine,
(about 12 miles from Portland.) two sets of works f tithe manufacture of guupow,der, Superintendent's
house, boarding houses for workmen, storehouses,
magazines, barns, wood-sheds, &c.; also an extensive and never-failing water-pover, with dams, canals, &c., all in good order, amTCapable of runuing
a large number of mills, which’ alone should commanu tlugaticmi<>n or capUHiists and others contemplating investing iu manufactures. Also will be sold
all
tho Company’s Trade marks, its Magazines
throughout the country, together with a large lot of
personal
consisting of materials, farming
tools, wagons, sleighs, sleds, horses, carriages, harnesses, oxen, «Src., a schedule of which may be seeu
at the office of the Company, No. 13 Broad Street,
Boston, Mass., and No. 17 Exchange street, Portland.

Timber,

A SPLENDID STOCK of GOODS

FOB

have just received from New York

of

a

AUCTION, on
premises of the Company, at
Mouth Windham, Jlaiiae, on Thurnlay, Jan.
11th, 1872, at 10 o’clork A. M., all the ltoal Estats,

Machinery and other property belonging to
consisting in part of about 5(H) acres
pany,
ble
Pasture and

GOODS

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

GLOVES & MITTENS

vote
the Stockholders of the
Oriental Powder Company, will be sold at PUBPURSUANT
LIC
the
te

Hapkins

DOMESTIC

Suitable for holiday Presents, or good for any time
We call special attention to our stock of

Oriental Powder Co.

DAMASKS.

HOLIDAY_GOODS!
We

—OF THE—

OPERA FLANNENS,

OF ALL
b<

Children.

Slippers
SLIPPERS
KINDS AND

SIZES.

AT 132 MIDDLE STREET.
Ucl3-eoU3w In
_

V

Infantry!

MUSIC BY

CHANDLER’S FULL

At Great

28.]

Eastern Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad.

Wonderful

UIS

EXPERIMENTS.

CITY HALL,
Monday Evening, January 1,1872.

Plaid

BoNto.i Stock List.
at the Broker’s Board, Dec.

NEW YEAR’S NICiHT!

at

Tallow 46s.

Antwerp, Dec. 28—5 P. M.—Petroleum 47}f.

hall.

CHRISTMAS WEEK

—GIVEN BY—

bullion in the

^Frankfort,

fhufxt

IN

England has decreased £20,000 during the

London, Dec. 28—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 92|
for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20. 1862, 92}; do 1865,
old, 94; do 1867, 94}; U. S. 10-40’s 91}.
Dec. 28.—United States 5-20’s, 1862,

—AT—

PROF.‘STONE,

NEWYEARS BALL

45c.

Dec. 28-10.30 A. M.-Cotton opened
quiet; Middling uplands 94 @ lOd; do Orleans ll)4d;
sales 10.000 bales.
London, Dec. 28—1.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 92}
for mouey and account.
Dec. 28—1.30 P. M.—Refined Petroleum
16}d.
ERPooL,Dec. 28—1.30 P. M.—Cotton quiet .sales
10,000 bales; Breadstuff's quiet. Corn 31s 9d. Pork

HOLIDAY ENTERTAINMENT

dc25 td

and

f-e<^
47c,

GRAND

grand

hogs.

Dec. 28.—Pork—an advance asked
established sah>R at 13 19- nrtw anlriiwr 1*1 *1/1
bJ. Lard in fair demand and advanced: sales
MC, now asking SJc. Bulk moats—full price asked
but no demand.
Bacon—demand light but holders
firm houlders 6|e; sides 7}c.
Live Hogs at 4 40 (eg
4 70.
in
Whiskey good demandat 9lc.
St. Louis, Dec. 28.—Flour very
quiet; treble extra
6 75.
Wheat quiet; No 2 Spring at 1 25.
Corn dull
and lower; Mixed on track 41} gg 42c. Oats dull: No 2
in elevator 36c.
Pork better at 13 00}.
salted
Dry
meats and Bacon uuotiuuged. Lard active and
higher at 8}c; spot 9c.
but
(&

Happy New Year.

BY

price, on application at
SELSSA->«gular
otockbridge s Music Store.
the Grand Rarepa Rosa and
ASSimf18 /or
Concert can be purcha>ed at C. W.

lowing

Domentic Market*.

-AND-

OF BOSTON.
Doors oi»n at 0.30; Concert by the Portland Band
at 7J; Lecture at 7.45.
Evening Tickets 50 cents: for
*5*? rijC. W. Gilkey & Co’s, and at the Mnsic Stores
Stockhridge and Hawes & Cragin.
Owners of No. 8 Course tickets can obtain
H b°.rE
nnsVtMi?e Supplementary Course at a discount of

preferred.

Reading.
1114
Michigan Central ex-div........................114*
Shore & Michigan Southern. 924
Illinois Central.
.o.1
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
1281
Chicago & North Western. gga
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
8<i4
Chicago & Rock Island.
Km;!

A Merry Christmas

Rev. Wm. H. H. Murray,

Harlem...118
Harleiu

Foreign Eiports.
50 kits
ring,
ST

closing quotations of

S’ X* ^enlra}
:md> Hudson River consolidated_944
('entral au^ Hudson

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
CARDENAS). Schr Hattie Ross—1770
heads, 26,300 hoops, 273 bbls potatoes, 100

Hie

were

Western Union Telegraph Co.

Course.

Friday Evening, December 29th,

1141.
1154

!!!.’ ’!. !ll3
109I
['

Currency 6’s.

Wavy

entertainments.

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT.

closing quotations of Govern-

Stocks

&

iunus

iiroviuea

lpe^cent

The following are the
ment securities:

Army

in<>

to pay the January interest.
The Comptroller of
lennessee has called upon all the solvent railroads of
the State to pay 4 per cent, into the
sinking
which has been suspended since the rebellion. fund,
This
will retire $400,000 in Tennessee bonds.
Sterling Exchange 100* (g) 100*. Gold firm at 108*
@ 108*; loans were made at 3-32 @ 1-16 per cent, for
carrying; clearances forty-three millions, xhe Treasury sale not being balanced by previous purchase of
bouds is another contribution to the
distress caused
by the scarcity of legal tenders.
Governments strong and higher with good investment demand. State bonds firm. Stocks
firm at the
highest point of the day. Rumors of large sales of
puts m Wabash are denied. A promiueut operator
°U 15,°°° 8hare8 of Erie at 31 for 30
days at

they have

finished the first
bottle, they will foel the restorative principle
at work in every portion of their broken-down
systems and hope will spring up in their hearts.
No case of Dyspepsia, Billionsness, Intermit
tent Fever, Rheumatism, Gout or kidney disease, can resist this unequalled vegetable tonic
which Is unpolluted by auy distilled or fermented

and

New

Before

1

or

FRANCE.

London,

Carolina 6*s, new.
24
The following were the
quotations for Pacific Rail-

South

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Erie preferred.
was

Tribune, savs:—Ever since we have had
anything to do with politics we have been tryWar Dep’t, Office Chief
Signal)
ing to find out the true definition of the word
>
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
Dec. 28 (7.00 P. M.))
“Conservative;” and having heard it used to
Probabilities—Cloudy weather will probably designate half a dozen different parties, our
extend very generally Friday from the Atlantic
perplexity has naturally been nearly insufferacoast to the Western plains, and the barometer
will fall with a stationary or rising temperature i ble. In the new edition of the works of Hookover this area, southeasterly winds with rain on
ham Frere, he is reported to have said:—“Why
the Gulf coast, threatening weather in the
do you talk of conservatives? A conservative
Southern and Middle States and southwesterly
is only a tory who is ashamed of himself.” Our
winds backing to the south, with a rising temAmerican politics afford excellent illustrations
perature from New England to the lower lakes.
of this sharp but perfectly just remark. We
The lowest barometer will move eastward into
have never had a “conservative” party of any
Illinois with rain to the southward and snow to
public weight and importance; and when we
the northward of its path, and brisk winds on
have had one at all it has usually been comLake Michigan by Friday morning. Dangerous
posed of men who were tired of being Whigs or
winds are not anticipated for the Atlantic coast
ashamed of being Democrats. “Conservatives”
to-night.
talk a great deal, write no less, and generally
try to convey the impression that they are
ARIZONA.
sharper-eyed, clearer-headed and cleaner-handTO BE TAKEN, WITH SEVERAL GRAINS OF
ed than their neighbors; but there is nothing
about them remarkable except their perfect
ALLOWANCE.
willingness to be nominated for office and then
San Francisco, Dec. 28.—The trial of one
to be beaten within an inch of their lives.
hundred and seven citizens and Indians at Tucson, Arizona, for the killing of Apache Indians
BCSINEMS NOTICES.
on the Camp Grant reservation
developed the
fact that the Indians were not on the reservation, and though fed by the government they
By W. T. Walker, M. D.
were engaged in direct and continual
[From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1871.]
depredations agaiust the whites. A verdict of acquitHaving been requested to state what I know
tal is fully anticipated. Portraits of the accused Indians and whites have been taken for pubtherapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated Exlication and the testimony will be sent to San
tract of Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore beFrancisco.
ing requested to send it for publication in the
columns of your journal, I beg leave briefly to
tax your patience and generosity.
For the past six months I have used this exGREAT BRITAIN.
tract in many cases affecting the mucous memTHE

MEXICO.

CONFLICT BETWEEN A BISHOP AND PRIEST.

W
NE
W
S
S
SW
NE
S

TELEGRAPHIC ITEMS.
Theodore Hagen, a musician and publisher
of the New Yolk Weekly Review, died Wednesday, of heart disease.
Au indictment was returned Wednesday in
the case of death from cold of Mr. Newkirk, in
the Jefferson Market prison in New York.
Steamship Cuba ashore below New York,
floated Thursday morning and sailed for Liver*

James H.

FLASH LITERATURE.

jail.

PENNSYLVANIA.

).

60
98
60
50
62
75

Georgia 7’s..!!.!!!!.!.
North Carolina 6’s, new_...................... li

--—

21
Charleston.S.C..30.43 47
Cheyenne,W. T.28.37 40
Chicago.30.11 20
Cleveland.30.13 20
Corinne, Utah. .20.56 41
West.30.25 74
24
Montrea'.7.0.17 14
Mt. Washington.20.81 10
New London....30.46 23
New Orleans...30.28 53
New York.30.40 20
Norfolk.30.52 31
Omaha.29.76 23
Pittsburg.30.33 22
Portland.30.43 13
San Francisco .29.70 57
Savannah.30.43 46
Washingtou-30.50 27
Wilmington.. 30.48 41
Barometer corrected for

Mitchell,

Little Bock, Dec. 28.—One of the largest
fires that ever occurced in this city has been
raging since 10 o’clock. The whole square of
buildings from M. Almont’s. corner to the Odd
Fellows’ building is destroyed, including the
Journal printing office. The following houses,
as far as can be ascertained at this time, are
burned:—M. Almont’s drug store, George McGann’s clothing house, Hombrook & Townsend, groceries, J. (). Shepherd, boots and shoes,
H, Laudburger, dry goods, A. Lin.sell, gunsmith, the Southern Express office, Beurger’s
saloon, Herrick’s livery stable, the Journal
office and one or two smaller offices and shops.
The Odd Fellows’ building was badly damaged,
though it is thought it call be saved. The tire,
now 11.45 P. M., is about under control.
Judge
Wilshire and a man named Street were badly
hurt by a falling timber.

WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

n

K

ARKANSAS.

OF

a

.a
to

EXTENSIVE FIRE.

SYNOPSIS

B

observation.

Sherard Childers, William Montgomery, Bvans
Murphy, Hezekiuh Paster, P. H. Mitchell, Syiuauus Shearer, Hugh Shearer, Win. Shearer
and James li. Shearer, each eighteen months
imprisonment and fine of $100; Dr. Thomas B.
Whitesides, one year imprisonment and liue of
$100; John S. Mills, three months imprisonment and fine of $20.

A FAMILY

o

of

63$

Union Pacific stock.!!!!!!!!!!!!!.’!. 274
Union Pacific land grants.. 79S
Union Pacific income bonds.*.!!!’.!!!!!!!!
82$
-8—Evening.—Money was tight
this forenoon at 1-16 @
$ per cent, per day, but later
“
at ^ pur cent.
The Treasury
fj1®$1,600,000
fix
paid
Gold 011 account of the January interest and $40,000 in
of
5-20
bonds.
It is reredemption

o

Boston.30.47

sentences:—John W.

Tennessee C’s, new.
Virginia 6’s, new.
Missouri 6’s.
Louisiana 6’s, old..
Louisiana C’s, new.
"...
Alabama 5’s.!!!!!!..

and spread to the Russell House and
grocery of
George Hall. Total loss 850,000. The Russell
House is only slightly damaged.

Place

securities:

ern

Quebec, Dec. 28.—A large fire originated in
Guay & Co.’s dry goods store on John street,

Columbia, Dec. 28.—In the United States
Court this mom n j, Jno. S. Miller wa9 found
guilty of Ku Kluxisin. J udge Bond announced
the decision of the Court, overruling Stanberry’s
motions for a new trial and arrest of judgment.
All the defendants so far convicted, and who
pleaded guilty, have been sentenced The fol-

Boston,

towed into Pulnico, N. S.
of the crew.

Years

LARGE FIRE.

KU KLUX PRISONERS.

OF

York ftlock and Money Market.
New York, Dec. 28—Morning.—*Gold 108$.
Money
at 1-16 (a* $ per cent, per day. Sterling Exchange 109$
<8 109$. Stocks active. State Stocks very firm.
The following are the forenoon quotations of SauthNew

DOMINION OF CANADA.

CAROLINA.

TREATY.

St. Ladies Water Proof capes and Gent’ coats.
Call and see and you will buy.
dc27-3t
J>ew

SENTENCE

lo*

New York, Dec. 28.—A Cairo,
Egypt, letter
of Dec. 1st, mentions a report current there
that Sir Samuel Baker and 700 of his men who
are exploring Central Africa and the head waters of the river Nile have died of starvation.
One report states that the mutinied and shot
Baker. Another report states that only Baker
and his wife are left of the expedition.

APPOINTMENT.

Eubber Blankets $1.50 each, Boots—Shoes
—and all kinds of Rubber Goods at Factory
Prices. For sale at the Bazaar 14 Exchange

All who have not bought their Chrismas and

NOUTII

Maine Central Railroad—21 cases
shoes, 7
bales dry goods, 43 empty
bbls, 38 cases carpets, 18
tubs butter, 2 casks iM)tash, 15 bbls
10 boxes
apples,
axes, 16b bales paper, 6 bbls tallow, 221 bales rope, 2
rolls carpet, 1 car lumber, 1 do
clapboards, 1 do heading, 47 empty hhds, 2D boxes sundries.
Steamer Montreal from Boston—44
plates
iron 12 boxes tin 64 demijohns
lo bags and 3 bbls
oysters, 20 bdls leather, lo bbls stove castings 27
firkins butter 25 tcs lard lo bbls and 10 half bbls
oil,
88 window weights, 20 firkins lard, 10 bbls dve stuffs
1 pianoforte, 150 bdls iron, loo bl»i8 apples,
do Honors, 50 bbls pork, 100 hides, loo pkgs to order for
Canada and up country—100 bags rags and paper 36
bdls sheet iron, 209 bars iron, 46 bags dye wood 8
bales waste, 12 do cotton, 5 do burlaps, 1 safe, 80 pkgs
6
to order.

UNFORTUKATE END OF AN EXPLORING EXPEDITION.

SHIP launched.

Alexis left Cleveland Thursday evening for
Detroit.
The steam frigate Chattanooga, lying in the
channel at League Island sprung aleak and
sunk. It is supposed that she was cut through
by the ice.
The new bark Hibernian, deal laden, from

fllSCEbliANEOIJN NOTICES.

that the civil portion of the Cuban Republic has
been abolished and the whole power is now vested in the military.
A cargo of a thousand rifles and ammunition
was recently landed from the American steamer Webster, near
Vetrientes, and safely reached
the Cuban army.
CENTRAL AFRICA.

THE WHARTON TRIAL.

Dee. 28.— In the Wharton trial
| to-day the negro cook of Mrs. Wharton testiiHAIIXE.
fied that wliile making the bed of Gen. Ketchinn the
(Special Dispatch by Western Union Line.)
day before he died she found a tumbler
containing cracked ice between the bolster aud
TESTIMONIAL TO SUPERINTENDENT NOYES.
the headboard; also that a small phial rolled
Waterville, Dec. 23.—Tlio employees of down into the bed from near where the tumbler
the Maine Central in this vicinity assembled
was.
It smelled as if it contained laudanum.
Ketclium was always drowsy when she went to
this evening to pay their respects to Mr. Noyes,
the room.
the retiring Superintendent, previous to his deMiss Nellie Wharton, daughter of the prisparture on Monday for Florida. About two oner, testified to takiug from home the Thurshundred were present from all departments of
day previous to Gen. Kefcchum’s illness a phial
of paregoric which she left at a house she visitthe service. After partaking of hospitalities,
ed; that all medicines in her mother’s house
ex-Gov. A. P. Morrill, in behalf of the employwere kept in a wash-stand in
her mother’s
in
a
Mr.
ees,
complimentary speech, presented
The
room; that she went to it constantly.
found
watch
in
a
and
Gen.
phial
Ketclium’s room was shown
chain valued at
Noyes with gold
who
said
she
had
it
seen
never
before
witness,
§750, as a token of their esteem and remem- the
day Gen. Ketclium died, when she returned
brances. Mr. Noyes replied with much feeling,
home; she was positive she had never seen any
the
such
remarks
with
the
sharing
complimentary
phial in the house; she was absent from
home for the purpose of making farewell visits
men who had faithfully served under him and
previous to her departure for Europe, which
to whom he had become strongly attached. The
had been determined
upon about a year previoccasion was one of great interest and many
ously; she had at that time $15,000 in Government
bonds
of
her
own
and under her own conwishes.
those
we
noticed
good
Among
present
trol; on the afternoon of Gen. Ketchuin’s death
ex-President It. B. Dunn, Master Mechanic
Mrs. Hutton gave her his pocket-book, watch,
Philbrick, Conductors Barrell, Bodge, and oth- keys, 4&c., which she locked up and kept till
Charles Ketclium came over on the 4th of July;
ers and
many station masters and other officers
she then gave them to her mother who gave
of the road.
Winslow.
them to Charles Ketclium.
[By Associated Press.]
Miss Nellie Mayer, of B dtimore, testified to
VESSEL ASHORE.
an intimate
acquaintance with the Wharton
family; saw Gen. Ketclium there frequently;
Eastport, Dec. 28.—Schooner Volta, of St. in
conversation he told witness he was in the
George, Me., went ashore on Deer Island, N. habit of taking medicine from a bottle without
B., last Saturday night. She will go to pieces. measurement.

was

a

to

they attempt.

Masonic.—At the annual election of officers

•

Some three years ago the Welsh of the Rolling Mills sent for the Rev. Rhysfruesyn Jones,
ot Utica, New York, to come and
organize a

HI A R YX AND.

BY TELEGB.

M. U. PALJIEB.

Toilet

Slippers.

TOILET SL.FPERS SOLED with neatand dispatch at
UU WELL'S SHOE STOKE,

GENTS'
ness

de9eod

n

tf

Under Falmouth Hotel.

is hereby given, that the subscriber ha*
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
JOSEPH WAKltEN DENNISON, late of Freeport,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
U|>on himseli that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same j
and all persons Indebted to Bald estate are called upon to make
»’“'wi AM A. DAVIS, Executor.
50w-3t
Freeport, Dec. 5th, 1871.

CLl

I

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

^KENNEDY’S

TABLETS,

OFFICE OF

THESE

N. B.—All o( the genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

f

I

ordinary

A pure, aqueous

Extract, possessing superior

Poverty

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

is

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
aud uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea aud Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leueoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, aud other
vaginal diseases; iu Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and iu all cases requiring a powerful astringent aud

is

offered to the public

all impurities of the blood,
weakness with their attendant evils.

going complaints

JURUBEBA

nature.

ever

confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic
temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One

remedy.

tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

W. W.

4

HEL.lVIBOL.D’S

AGENTS.

-OF THE-

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

47 Walipanseh Av., Cliicago, HI., Jan. 14,1871.
‘For the last ten years I have been a
great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, and have
never found
to
me
relieve
from
these attacks
anything
until I tried L>r. Weils* Carbolic Tablets.**
Elizabeth T. Root.
I)on’t let worthless artiU JL A V-FXv • cles be palmed oft on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

Fluid Extract Buchu

REDUCTION

-AT-

A

and

Great

Profitable

a

ing

Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel, Dropsy,

YEARS.

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN GOLD,
payabl semi-aim u. lly, on the 15tli days of April
and October, at the Company's Office,
32 Pino street, New York.

Organic Weakness,
Complaints,

The

Centbal Railboad

of

Iowa,

a

all

trank Hn

running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region iu the world, with a heavy lumber and coni
traffic already developed, has been in operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The not
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. Tbe result in September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freight*, waB
even better.
The company owes no floating <let>t,
funded Indebtedness incurred for construction
amounts to only $16,000 a mile. The eamiucs are
sufficient to pay the interest ui>on this light ddbt and
leave
and the

Surplus of $18,000 a Month.
The entire debt is limited by charter to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered canoot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already

doing

The proceeds of the
Bonds will be used in

present issue of Equipment

adding

to the

rolling stodfc,

.press and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95.

Equipment Bonds, being

secured

gage, are offered
at 85 in Currency

and

by

a

The

second mort-

practically
Bight and

tub-

no

use

matter

of

and that of posterity, depends upon prompt

use

of

a

HELMBOLD’S

EXTRACTBUCHU

Nov. 29,1871.

ww

the head will be affected to that degree that renders it irksome and
oftentimes impossible to attend to
the ordinary duties of life, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried beyond the reach of
remedies. Salety lies in the use of

“WHITE’S SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA.”

FOR

Prepared only by
H. G. WHITE,

Street,(Opposite
$1.00

SALE

FOB

HELMB OLD’S

husband

Fxtract Buchu
gives health and vigor to the frame and bloom to the
pallid cheek. Debility is accompanied by many
alarming symptoms, and if no treatment is submitted
to, consumption, insanity, or epileptic fits ensue.

Incontinence of
Urine, irritation, inflammation, or ulceration of the
bladder, or kidneys, diseases of the prostrate glands,
stone in the bladder, calculus, gravel or brick dust
deposits, and all diseases of the bladders, kidneys and
and

PHILLIPS & CO

DGES

Season.

SACRED

Choi

Manhood, Womanhood and their muinter-relations, Love, its Laws, Power, &c.,

INCLUDING
tual
Prof. O.

S. FOWLER. Send for Circulars and
by
specimen nages. Address National Publishing
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
dec5-4w

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

Enfeebled and Delicate Constitutions, o
both sexes, use Helmbold’s Extract Buchu. It will
give brisk and energetic feelings, and enable you to
sleep well.

Priy9l.5$; $13.50
The Silver
BY

Sell-

W.

A.

Per Dozen.

Song,

OCDEN,

The most popular Sunday School Music Book of the
season.
“FreslT bright and attractive.”
Priee *35 ;
A

The glory of Man is Strength. Therefore the
tho nervous and debilitated should immediately use

Helmbold’s Extract Bucbu.

are

Maps,

930.00

"NT IT. W

THE

n-

Per

Shattered Constitutions Restored by Helmbold’s Extract Buchu.

to

Concentrated Extract Buchu

CRYSTAL,

Is the Great Diuretic.

BY F. H. PEASE,
“The best

work of its class out.” If you want
new Glee Book examine the
Crystal.
Price, 91,30; 913.30 Per Dozen.
new

HELMBOLD’S
a

LEv

&

SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

Asylum Street, Hartford,

Both

are

prepared according to rules of Pharmacy
ars the most active that can be

Conn.

GAMES A

Stockholders of the Ocean Ins trance Compaare hereby notified to meet at the office of

said Company on Monday, the first day of January,
A. D. 1872, at three o’clock R- M., for the purpose of
choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business which may then

legally acted

be

$10 From 50 Gte.
SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
4w
H. I. Wolcott, N. Y.

&

day of January 1872,

at 3 o’clock P. M.

WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

dec22-td

Merchants National Bank of Portland.
Stockholders of this Bank, are hereby notified
to meet at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9,
1872, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the fallowing business:
1st. For the election of Directors for the ensuing

THE

year.
2d. To decide what change, (if any,) shall be made
in their By Laws.
3d. For the transaction of any other business, which
may legally be brought before them.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

and the transaction of such other busicome before them, will be held at
their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth day of
January, 1872, at 10J o’clock, A. M.
WM. A. W1NSHIP, Cashier.
td
Portland, Dec. 8,1871.

The National Traders' Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
THEthilt.
thpir A Till ll‘ll MiruMnn will Ko l.ol.l nf <l,.d..
Tuesday,

on

the ensuing
that may legally

EDWARD

Portland, Dec. 8,1871.

Where

equalled for j

Economy.

Canal \ntidmal
Annual

Directors, and for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them, will be
held at their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth
of January, 1872, at 11 o’clock A. M.
C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

day

Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
FOREscaped
Nun, whose disclosures
thrilling
and
are

startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
day. It is the best selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING
CO., Hartford, Ct.

Removal.

DR. and 2 to

▲.

M.,

5

a

dec9-4wf

no25-3m

P. m.

stockholders of this company

U. S.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

CHOICE LOT of Dressed Hoga, just received
and for sale low by

dc25-dlw

137

31.

JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.*

HARTFORD
Fire Insurance

Com/y

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its h avy
losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared, and assets amounting to over oue million
live hundred thousand dollars.
The assets ol the Hartford Company on the 1ft ol
October were $*.785,877. It is estimated that
their looses by the Chicago li e w'll not exceed $1,»
*00,000 which leaves the C'i mptny in a condition
tor meeting all luture obligatioLs
promptly and honorably.
The Company is now prepared under tlii« undoubted

security to take good business. There will be an
advance of rates but it will not be excessive or ex-

travagant.

It will be such as the public will justify
sound and reliable office that intends to pay
every dollar ot loss.
The undersigued is prepared to issue policies in
a

this old, safe and reliable Office.

All correspondence
returned if desired.

DR. J. B.

NO. 67 EXCHANGE ST.
octntf

M an Gif act n rers’
Insurance

a

TO THE INDIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalneed

led in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tlieir action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cifses of obsttuetions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
jan!18t>5d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland.

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,
Parisian Gallery of

DRESSED IlOOS !

ROOMS,
r.,T^c^WHOLESALE
GILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden

A

Lane, New Yo;t

N O T

Notice to the Legislature of Maine.
Directors of the Bonny Eagle Branch, hereby
give notice, that it is their intention to ask for a
of
their charter, so that they can lay their
change
track on the west side of the Saco River, in the town

ICE:

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

THE

Undersigned has returned to his busings at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at ids old
.tand, No 3J Union Street, where he hopes to see
his former numerous customers.

THE

Being connected with

d«T

»od&weow

no

other business

or

concern,

intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dc!3
3m
he

on

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourtlaiu’s Consulting: Office,
fit Hancock Street, Boston, Jinn.
junl-kllyr
~

NO FAMILY

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS
VALUABLE

MEDICINE.
ness, an<l all Humors and
As a medicine for Children

of the Blood.
equal.

it has

no

Sold

By Druggiata throughout the World.

Price 50 cents.
dcl5

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
For Biacnaea of the Thront and Lungs,

Cougha, Colda,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Aathrnu and Couaumptiou.
THE FEW Compositions

auch

aa

which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long continued series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it aflords in sudden attacks, and by ts

timely

use.

PREPARED BY

CUBA.Dec.

ALGERIA.Jan.
o.

-—.«{,

noOtf

at 115) Rrackett

and wife

board in
dot)

St.

a

Capital,

private

SMALL genteel and convenient Kent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications .addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.

A

#400,000

Nov 30dtf

Wanted.
SITUATION to keep books by single entry, by

Assets.

A young who has525had
rience. Address L. E.
a

(Includin j those at Chicago,)

Assets,

Wanted.
Apply to Mrs.
Deering St.

A SON, No 71

#1,180,000
NATH’L F. DEEDING, Agent,
PORTLAND, HE.

married
of 24, situation
Is temperate and industrious, and
BYter. young
the best of recommendations from
man

a

as
can

Cut-

bring

past employers.
Address F. W. G., Box 191, Gloucester, Hubs.
dc25

m,w,f

2w

c*

unman,

Aiuci auiui

Miiiaumi

_L> as housekeeper in a small family, or to take
of children, or as an attendant upon an invalid.
Call or address Portland Daily Press Office.

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

years,
disapheredi-

pointment,
tary predisposition,
anil

Wanted.
a FIRST CLASS BOOK KEEPER, a situation
from the first of January.
A. B. C., Press Office.
Address

By

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

all
gray;

turn the hair
eit her of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely. and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill lias produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
llig HAIR

decl9-d2w#

Dec.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSENGERS
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or D
y to
Boston or New York,

Drafts issued fo

ONCasco streets, broad Chased Gold King, marked
W. G. A. The finder will be

suitably rewarded by
the same at BUXTON & FITZ, corner of
Chestnut aud Oxford sts., Portland.
dc28d3t*
leaving

COMPANY’S OFFICE, 80 STATE ST., BOSTON.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washing*?
D. C. Steamship Line.
of this Lima »all from
of Central Wharf,
Boston,
and
Satunerr*
luesdays
4,.
^for NORFOLK and l&Ks ..T1MORE
————w Steamships:—
William Lawrence.”

Steamships

end

George Appold.”

William Kennedy.”
“McClellan
Cajjf.
Freight forwarded Iron* Norfolk to
Steamer Lady of the Lake.

night except Mondays.

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, ami all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lowsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For WaterviQe and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, aud all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping care from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

Washington
b
by3
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Ru'hmnntl, by river or rail; and by tin- Va. <t Tenn.
Air Line to all point* in
Virginia, Tennessee. Alabania and Georgia; and over
the Seaboard and Jloanokelt. It. to all P<Jr.ta in North and South
l>v the Balt. tC Ohio J{. ]{, to
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine I assenger aecommocationH.

in X>

Skowhegan

Practical and Analytical
And sold all round the

the head
evening
vicinity
Casco St., about $400 in greenbacks* A
ONofSaturday
ward of $50 will be
to the tinder
of

re-

by leaving

Argus Office

or at, 323 ConM. A. BRIGGS & CO.

Lost.
this city, Wednesday afternoon
morocco pocket book, containing a

IN

one
sum
name

Musical

red
of money,

world,

PIANOS of tlie best Manufacture,

decs deod&eowd-weow-ly

■RUBDETT &c WOOD’S

NEW

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH &
CO., Boston, Mass.
dec9|4w

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth It.
It. Company.
56

NOTT, Treas.

CELEBRATED

REED

Book is ready for canvassers. It is a companion volume to Innocent. A broad. Don't
waste time on books no oue wants, but take one
people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For territ >rv or Circular address

No
payable January 2d. 1872,
DIVIDEND
Stockholders of record December 23<1,1871.

OF

to

ORGANISTS!

(Old Instruments

taken in

exchange.)

CHOICE and Urge stock of Sheet Mimic,
Book*, Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a tine

A
lot of

Violin*, Bnnjo*. Drums, Guitar*,
Cornet*. Concertina*, String*, Manic BoxPiano
Htooln. All can be obtained at
en,

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,
77

fl£fP*Mu8ic

MIDDLE
sent

STREET.

by mail.

del2eod-6m

REMOVAL,.
SHACK FORD has removed to No 70 F ark
next door above Grammar School House,
*
uu 2
3m

Dll.

member

CALIFORNIA,
Or any other point in the

_

OR EAT WEST.

macy.

J.C* nhiltbull, Esq.,
ot Medical archives.

*
Do not be deceived bv “Old reliable office,” or
4<best routes” adveitiseil by other parties, but call
at Giand Trunk Offl *© under Lancaster
Hall, or at
the Depot and obtain prices, and see the
saving iu
time and distance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars seeuied from Portland to Cl
icago.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Cougress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Baugor, Me

Alt’ed Heaoock. M D
Dr C V P Ludwig
C Derricks, M D,
S Grata Moses, SI D
G A Ware, M D,
W A Wi'cox, M D
E. C. Fraohliu, ifl D.
Prof, ot Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Vastlne. M D.
1 G Comstock, M D,
Prot of Midwifery and Diseases ot
Women, College
Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
Johu T. Temple, U. D„
Prot Materia Sledica and Therapeutic,
Homoeopathic Medival College ot Miss: uri.
Juo. C.nzlruau
HI. D, Lecturer
On Diseases ot Children, Homioopuihic College of Mo
thii' les Va.iiue. HI. Is
Prof of Physiology, Homoeopathic Medical College
of Missouri,
John Hartman, M. O
Prot ot Clinical Medicine, Col. Homoeopathic PbysicUus and Surgeons.
..

OF TRAINS.

ARRAN GEMENT.

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
will run as follow.:

]j®pgw«fB|Trata»
Passenger

They are superior

to all other Stomach Betters.
Eiiiio Sunder., Analytical Chemist.
No Bitters in iho world can excel them.
Nirnou II inch, Analytical Chemist.

train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Baugor, at
k
2.15 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 6.15 P. M.
SES^-Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding S50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, ami paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every S500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing lHrector.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf

Emiucnl Physicians of Pliicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been sub-

mitted to us and we believe them
ic and stimqlant lor cneral use

lie the best tonoiler d to the

to

now

public.

H Woodb rv, M D
G A Manner, Anal, tical Jas V Z 111
,e.v, M D,
Ch- mist,
Prol. Che istry, Kush
H S Hahn, M D,
Medical 1
leg*
K DcVicar, M D
J B Wa' .r, M D,
Mor’n S Batiis, M D,
T S He oe, AID,
K Ludlam, At D,
Thos 1 Ellis. At D
Jas A Collins, M D,
J A Hahn, M D

Eu.iu. ul Phyaiciaua iu Cinciuusti.
Neatly all of wham ate Professors in one or tbe
other ot the Medi al Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the public embracing so many valuable remedial agents.
.1 L Vattier M D
LA Janies At D
;

C T Simns.m. M

D.

«

P

limmer

SCMiucralt, Ml),

WANTED.

ti'mineut Physicians its tfrinphia.
The home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy tor inand diseases arising lorrn malaria causes,
G. B. Thornton, M D.,
A,ex. Erskiue. M D,
in Charge City Hospital, M II Hodges, M D,
J M Rodgers,M D,
Paul Utev, M D,
H W Purne'l, ftt 1),
M A Edmunds, \l D,
San lord Bell, M D,
Jos. E Lvncli M I),
G B Thrrnten M D,
Alex Erkskiue, M D,
in charge City Hospital, M It Hodges. M
D,
J M Rodgers, M D,
Paul Otei, M 1),
U VV Purnell,
M A Edmunds, M D.
San lord Bell, M D,
Jos E Lynch »1 D
Uuiurul Physician. in Piit.hnrirl),
B F Dake, M D,
Win. Lowes, M D,
W It Childs, M D,
I) H Willard VI D,
O Wuih, chemist,
J H McClelland, M D,

r*tn

AOV.KTH

Addresa,

H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
dec 11-deod & w4 w50
OF WIDEthey take an
at
once
our
for
Gift
Books.
agency
Elegant
People
will buy presents for the Holidays, and our inducements are unrivaled. 5*100
earned in three
weeks, if you strike while the iron is hot. Address
II. A. OTcItKNNJBir & CO.,

IN THE HAND
AmDll
J3XX1/I/WAKE AGENTS if

easily

no28deod2w

Portland,

48-w3w

Me.

hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been duly appointed ana taken upon Limself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator of
is

the estate of

CHASE, late of Portland,
Cumberland, deceased, and given

in tkc Connty of
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; aud all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
*■
DANIEL CHASE, Adm’r.
dc ly 26 ja 2
Portland, Dec 5th, 1871.

Forest

City Bowling Alley.

The subscriber has just opened to public and priparties a new Bowling Alley at

ate

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
GEO.

B.

GORDON.

Dec. 23-dtf
qy

qy

DO

qy

qy

uEi

mEj]

UTi

my

qy

qy

BE SOFT

THO.IIPSON’8
POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in
Goods.
bottle.

Fancy

Brice 25 and 50 cents per

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New York.
...
YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION ?
Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Well.’
Machine-spread
Streugthcniaii
■
Plaster.,

DO

They will cert ainly

cure.

are aro
They on
the

composed of choice emollient gums
finest kid, of three different sizes! and
spread
are worn with case and comfort.
Sold bv Drumrists
Brice 15,20 and 30 co
o-ach.
F. IV WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N. Y.
#

G W Bigler, M D,
J J Quinn, M I)
\V K Woodward, M D
K S Wayne, Chemist,
G K Tayior, M D,
I' F Mm v, M D,
SB Tomlinson, al D

Asad Hundred. ofOllscin
In all parts ot the North, West and South.
J E Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council Binds, March 27,1871.
James A Jackson & Co—Having examined the
lormuia ot' the ‘'Home Stomach Bitters,'’ I have
prescribed them in practice tor same lime, and pro-

nounce them the best Tonic Bitters now in use.
**. II. >Wc <»«h
i*|. D.
hot sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
„„

A. Jackson Sc Co, Proprietor*.
Labratory 105 and 1*7 N Second st, St Louis. Mo.
For sale by
Jolsu W. Perkius &
Co,,
Janies

july2fi-dCmo_

FISHERMEN!
TWINES a¥d NETTING,

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m.
iBSR Fiom Pino Street Wh irl, PhiluUeidiga phiit. at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-hall the rate ol sail-

I

ing vessels
Freight lor the West by tbe Penn. R. R. ami South
by connecting lines fomar'kii Iree ol commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY * SAMPSON, Agents,

jng3-ly

70

wo.-The handsomest and best Fl«rs>!
OSlide iu the World.-All for Ten
Cents, to those who think of Tu vin r Seeds.
-Not a quarter the cost-200,000 sold
of 1871, Address
JAMES VICK, Kochester, N. Y.

I The Rising Sun
1 STOVE Tim x

0 intended to deceive.
The Rising .wun Polish in bulk, for stove dealers
twelve cents per |iound_twcntyflve ami fifty
found boxes. “Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish
^ tor nothin/;.**

*

rji
W use at

MORSE BROS., Propr’s,

2
*

oclldisw

bn

?
^

\

canton, MASS, \

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,
-—

AT

“KENDALL’S MIIaLS,
BY
ISANDAI.I. A.MIKi: M
I.inr iUitrue

UI'U

Ut Dam.

UOiei

ariscottn, and Columbian House, Bath.
A good Li very Stable is connected
with the
lnrJMdt*

Hou*c;_

jji
■

theproprietor of Dr. Sago's

^

| 0«w«,Wj|jich lu‘canu“t

AOBBAT

Chicago.

actf7t4w

Coal

by the Cargo
WE

LUMP,

^SKLL

STEAMEK,

BROKEN,!

STOVE and CI2I->Ti>TT

tty

the
livered
:ure

!

COAL8^

cargo at the
on boird at

vessels

very lowest marke* f>ri<e, deplace ot frh’pmeut. and will piot> trnnsi.oit t’ e *ante when desired.
ISOA STURDIVANT,
179 t'ontin. rrial at.

iySSdtf_

HardandWhilePine 1 imber
»nd ?awe<l to dimension*,
PINE PLANK,
■■ AltO PINE FLOOItlNC AND NTEP.
BOARDM, tor sale by
Ot barnl

flAKD

STETSON &

POPE,

Whaifaod Dock, first, corner of K street.
Office. 10 State s „Bo»ton.

_BH29WWUN

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines
AND BUTT ERICK’S

Patterns of Garments

Pre.-idont F. D. Dock ami \Vare-hou*o (V
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SW KAT *
Portland, January 28th, 1N71

1u3Utt

ATCH FREE
Agents to introduce
Wf
that sell in every house. Latta & Co
▼ ?
w
burg Pa._no22
to

Fancy Job
it to their advantage to rail
THwill find
at the

article.
Pitts-

Printin>r
W m. m
OfiW,• Exon

Printing*

g

( HAX i: Foil AttE.VTft
you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to make $3 to $20 a
day
selling our new strand White H ire Clothes
Ltnes? They last forever; sample free. Send
for etoular. Address at once Hudson River
Wire VN orks. cor Water st., and Maiden
Lane.*
N. Y., or 34G W Randoph
st.,

IWd.

Dock and Ware-Hous*' Co.”
X have leased tliefr Docks and other property in
Caps Elizabeth to Jarneo E. Simpson tor one yeai
iron Jan. 1.1871, to J in. L *872, and duiing paid
time the Company will not be responsible tor any
debts contracted in their name or on their accoui t
unless authorized or approvtd by the President oi
CM AS. A. LAM BARD
the com pan v.

or

Bjj

JL)o

II

Unliiiuoir,
dly

curt\

dec27t-4w

APLUM!!

•IfTUIE Portland Dry

Marks,
Dally Press Job
change street, Portland,

;

trade MARlC
%
For Beauty of Polish, Saving of Labor,
Froonoss from Dust, Durability & Cheap*
r- ness,truly unrivaled In any Country.
S Beware of Worthless Imitations, under other names
» hut
rcsur.ihliag ours iu shape and color of Wranoer. *
•*

NOTICE.

SEinwantot Plain

Long Whorl, Howiorg,

Over ONE HUNDRED PAGES—printed in
Two Colors, on superb Tinted PaperFour Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Hants
and Vegetables, with Descriptions, and TWO
COLORED PLATES.-Directions and
Plans for making "Walks, Lawns, Gardens,

U M. E. UOOPEli s0 SOyS,
_

Line.

Leave each port every Wednesdav*8aturdav

Portland, Me.

Send lor price-list.
jilt

HELP HI A

Steamship

1

digestion

MAKOEACTKEb

Wy

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?

W T Taliia'erro. M I),
J H Buckner, M D,
G A Doherty. M D,
C Woodward M D,
D W McCarthy, ft]
D,
K H Johnson, M D,

Si

\1 \r

Directory
State, 450 pages. MAP, showing Counties,
Towns, Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distances,
Fares, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of information us a uut of meat. 14 complete City Directories, for $1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent post-paid
Man alone, noeketform

AND-

PHIL

:

Late

new

nf\

B O 8TOX

11

A1.|>,
President Missouri Medical College.
E. A. Clark, III t».,
Prol. Surgery, Medical College, and the late Re*!Oent Physician City Hospital, St
Louis, Mo.
Htrbetl Friaiin, Prol.,
Prot. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of Phar-

Railway

-FOR-

From Lincoln’s Wharf, Rnaton. Tho
A1 fast sailing Sch. “ALl'VO.\K»
*L A. DAVIS, Master, will have liuincmediate Despatch. For Freight or Pa»■WBfc sage, apply to
POUSLAXD & CO.,
dclS-lOt
140 Commercial St., boston.

1/1/

BLANCHAltD,

j

DiseBsefo^Won^n.^oUege’ol
Boatd
Han'tTi

and 1 te

p&«xr
kiuke IHcDewrll

Repurchasing tickets via the

of the

1

same

Obstetriea and

Physicians,

Urge

Merchandise,
CONSISTING

Chemists,

E.

Pmf

$5.00 SAVED

DAVID T.

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
and two receipts with the ov\ iw s
on same.
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
The tinder by leaving the same at the Press office
few bald and gray lteads.’that we now see, are those
will be suitably rewarded.
who have not yet" discovered the virtues of AYER’S
GEORGE E. BLAKE.
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the liair. The fresh and
dc21dtf
Portland, Dec 20, 1871.
youthful Hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old.
OKA Week. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
austere and uglv, by gray hair, restore its youthful |
fjjJJ-jiJtJ Machine in the world. Agents wanted,
color, and with ir your features to their original softj! S. HAYES,. Great Falls, N. H.
dec7-4w
ness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it

superior.

novll-dtf

Express Line

-fok-

HAVANA.

Mhould Hare a Bottle.
No preparation in the world cau produce so
many
nnqua1 Hied endorsements by physicians ol the very
highest standing iu their profession.
Endorsed also by the Clergy and the leading
dehiominattonal papers
EXITED States Marine Hospital.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8,1870.
James A. Jacksos & Co— I hare examined the
formula lor making ibe
Home stomach Bitters.”
and used them in this hospital the last tour
mentis.
I consider them the most valuable tonic and
stimulant now in use,
S. H. MELOHEK.
Resident Physician iu charge U. S. Murine
Hospital.
James A. Jackson & Co—Gentlemen: As you
have communicated to the medical
profession the
recipe ot the “Home Bitters” it cannot, therefore be
considered as a patent medicine, no
patent h iving
been taken lor it, We have examined tbe formula
tor making the‘‘Home
Bitters,” and unhesitatingly
say the combination is one ot rare excellence, all ih‘e
articles used in its composition arc tbe best of tbe
class to which they belong,
being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly laxative. The mode ot preparing them is
strictly in accordance with the rules of
pharmacy. Having us-d
them, seen iiseftects in our private practice, we take
pleasure in recommending them to a'l i^r ous desirous ol taking Ri'ters as
being tbe best Tonic and
Stimulant uow ofl'ered to tbe public.

Boston.

UUU1S.

SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.

Merchants’
;

Erery Family

♦Accommodation.
$Fast Express.

NOW READY ££fS£ASSi
Complete Official Statistical ami Business

june2tf

time combining so many
endorsed by tbe medical fraternity
to the Pharmacopoeia.
It tot in
but little to p’.va them a lair
trial, and

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

WINTER

aniBime

lafjB

For Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriugfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30f P. M.
raiu with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or SpriDgtield line.
GTgr'Freiglit trains between Portland and Boston

Trunk

E.

Home Hitter* ire comr ounded with
the greatest
care, aul do tonic siixr ulant has ever before been
ottered to the public
so H.kasavt to thk
remedial agents

IW

c,

further information am»lv to

BENEFICIAL TO F
EMALE9,
strengthening the body, Invigilating ibe mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to ^ewhjfe system. The

1871.

uaiuiu.n

_

PREVENTIVE

particularly

They

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

W. MERRITT, Superintendent.
FAYSON TUCKER, Agent,

SURE

For Ft-vfr and Ague. Intermittent*,Biliousness
ar,i
all disorders arising Pom malaiious cause*,
f
are lii2hly recomm n led as an A
nti-Di *iy „tic
and in case? ot Indigent ion are
liivalua'jif.. A?
an Appetizer and Reeuperant. ami j
,.asP, of
General Debility thev have never iu a
single instance tailed in producing the most KanDV Te^ultai i y Iesulw*
are

From
via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Watervflle and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
SUT'The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Baugor at 7.40 P. M., with through
trains with Pullman cars to St. John and all stations
on E. & N. A. Railway same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.
nov8-tf
Portland, Nov. C, 1871.

Commercial Street, Portland.

FiU'eta<-‘la'iing Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50,
hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.

ARE

A

and all

tuJ?

ENDORSED AND PRESCRIBED BN
more leading Physieians than
any other Tonic oi
Stimu ant now in use. They are

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate sta-

13,

Carolina

SVashingtuu

except Mondays.

Lost.
paid

favorite Steamship TAB
wdl leave ‘Ian's Wb<u1
NATLKA V,
H. TI.
ter flalikaz d‘reet. making rloso conueelions wiih
tl.eNovaSeotii
Uailway, tor Windsor. Truro. Now ‘llaagow ai 1
P'ctou, and wiih Allan’s Mail Steamers lor (Jure
town and Liverpool.
Bamming wurieave Domini.n Wharf, llaliia* ev.
ary Tuesday, at IP. M.
Cabin passage, with state Boom.
*7 00
For tUrther inlo.-mdion apply te L. BILLjNuS
Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN POBTKOtTS. A.euL.
shpl3tt_

only

Not,

LINE.

1

Steerage Passage, pply

ARRAN GrEIVIEN'T.

a

the above cither at the
(decl8)
gress street.

WEEKLY

upwards.

and
or

Halifax, _Nova Ssotb.

the New England

of

*

Stat's.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

44 1-4 Exchange street,

in the

^^|<lc20

For

$34 CURRENCY-.
to all par

Annapolis,

^^“Freight

*80 Grid.
*1.50 Gold.

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
ind Cumberland will be open for use,
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from fhe Depot of
Portland & Rennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

between Green and

26tli,

Digby

CABIN.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

Lost,
Congress st,

*13) Gold. Single,
#250 Gold. Return,

!

reconnecting at Enstport winiSfeamerQX’EEN,
for St. Andrews ami Calais and with N. BJt C. Railand Houlton stations.
way for Woodstock
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EMPRESS for
and
thence by rail to
Windsor ami Halifax and with the E. X N. A. Railway f«>r Shediac an.I intermediate stations.
received oil days of sailing until 4
o clock, p.m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after Dec.
20tUA. K. STUBBS, Agent.
„„
is t Sat
then os
tf

ussia.

an

ARRANGEMENT

Thursday.

Portland,

Arrangement,

John, Digbf,

___.__

steerage.

SECONI

For Freight, and Cabin
at the

St.

On and after MONDAY, Dee.
25th, the Steamer New Brunr>wiek, Capt S. II. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot.of State St.,
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., for
EastjMu t and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastjjort every

*30.Currency.

FRIST CABIN.

Passengers booked

and

ONITTRIP PER WEEK

days.

care

Dec 11 eod2w

igor,

880 Gold.
*150 Gold.

Single,
Return,

f'alaiw

WINTER

8100 Gold.
first cabin.
*220 Guld. Single Ticket*
8*0 Gold
Return Ticket* *150 Gold

•Special Rates per Scotia

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limiugton, daily.
At Centre Walerboro’ for Limerick, Newficld, Parsoiufield and Ossii»ee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

•for SI.50.

Situation Wanted.

Chicago oniy $120,000.ocl&I3m

v

ANDERdc27tf

W. H.

Wanted.
a

nair

Cougress st., Portland.

W.,

de23-lw*

GOOD COOK.

$aso,ooo

s

several years expe-

man

PASSAGE MONEY*

Single,
Return,

after Monday, December, 18.

Limiugton, daily.

Grand

Franconia

and

XV i utl hoi ami Halifax.

SECOND CABIN.

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
"wrw
at 7.1o A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, aud with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Pbrtsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railrr>ads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

333

Dlrlgo

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Enstport,

FIRST CAP IN

%

family,

16.

27.
3.
10.

ffigfBgawBlfifL passenger

Winter

C’o.

AKHAMOEMKMT.

Steamers

y*-

Single,
Return,

Winter Arrangement.

at A

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE !

‘“lay Steamer*. By [Saturday Steamers,
( Scotia* Russia excepted)
Carrying Cabin
;u‘d Steerage Passengers.
??rr^.,,g
Only Cabin Passengers.'

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Company, ONE

iTIalne

BILLINGS, Agont.

L.

May 1,1HMU

..

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

ALTERATION

Boarders Wanted.
gentlemau,
gentleman

usual.

LITERP001

WSIA.J>*c-13- CALABRIA.Dec.
ABYS1NIA.Jan.

Portland, November 8,1871.

fimw via T.ouriafnn

.$t5t

oo
F>«-ck..7....7.7.7.7.7.7.7..1
Freight taken as

BOSTON

JAVA.Dec. 20.

Junction,

Rent Wanted.

dc33 istd

Bridgton.t

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for ear ly afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

....

MARK TWAIN’S

For Sale by all First-class Dealers.

CHOICE lot of Dressed
Hogs just received, and
for sale by
SMITH & PHII.BUOOK,
dc27 lw
No 12 Market Street.

Anatomy, Boston,

a new

•

Best

OF THE

edition of Ills lectures,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

Impurities

n u
Cabin

B^^PaSSenger8

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

WINTER

(Sundays excepted.)
fare.

1

MEW

QUEENSTOWN

tVia 7.40 A. M.
ITVia 3.15 P. M.

MAINE

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

or two
or a
can be accommodated with

BOSTON, MASS.

no

R. R.

At. Fast. Ral/lwin fnr UpKtian anil Rriilnfnn

HUGHES,

follows:

as

Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,
wbarf. Boston, every day, at 5 o’clock,

will, untU further notice, run us
follows:
Leave Halt’s Wharf. Portland,
AND
every MONDAY ar.d THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 3s E. K.. New York,
SIBERIA, Tuesday, Dec. 19.
•very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
TRIPOLI, Saturday, Dec. 23.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
ALLEPPO, Saturday, Dec- 30.
iccommodationnfor passengers, making this tlie most
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6
sonveuient and comfortable route lor travelers bcSAMARIA, Saturday, Jan. 13.
ween New York and Maipe.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
..«80, «ol<l.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec.
Nlremgp.*:*«, Currency i ftnliliiv
Sit .Cum imil oil tini-fu
u»,5..........
cmbark at the Canard Wharf, East
ire request&l to send their freight to the Steamers as
airly as I I*. M.,011 the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
»
(ia NENV YORK.
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
ON W JNK-DAYS,
ON SATURDAYS,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
a** k«i*ow8:
as follows:
May 9-dtf

At Baldwiu for Cornish, Rezar Falls and Porter.1T
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgtou.1T
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

daily.

and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and

FOB

Stages Connect
South Windham for North Windham, Casco,

On and

new

MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a largo
number of beautiful State Rooms,

TO SAIL

}®“?i?f????f?fjju*dil

—--_

the season
Atlantic

run

Leaving

S\f 5;|

cbild’en halt prce.
Ie23dt!

DIRECT BROiVI

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car
attached.

and

■dll

ATAIjL steamers

On and after Monday, Nov. 13tli, and
further notice, trains will run as

Raymond, Naples

,

iriilt.

Ol

—OF—

—“-““

At

K.

CUNARD LINE

OGDENSBURG

&

The
k

board,

on

Fare down and bach 25 cents,
Portland, June 23, 1871.

no9tf_

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

BOSTON, October 19th, 1S7I.

Ayer

ptyitgto the Captain

$10.40 A.

{Express.

___

A.

BOSTON.
steamers

|

Will leave tlie AVett side ol Portland Pier, dally loi
Praln' luluud at 8.48 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Kerurniui; »i leave Praha’lalnud U 15 A M,
and 3.45 P VI
S8"Private parties can be accommodated by ap-

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make elose connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
Supt. P. S. & P. R. R.

PORTLAND

FOIt

bo

Cumberland St., Portland.
Stamp for Circular.
172

fejr Send

will

J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

Commercial street.

strictly confidential and

DR.

JED EM IA H DOW, Agent,

GLIDDEN,

of Hollis.
Per order of the Directors.
A. K. P. LORD, President.
Dec. 1,1871.
dc5

no-

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,

Hogs.

A
WOO^B^RY, LATHAM &

are

transaction of any other busiuess leg illy brought before them, will be held at the Refinery, on Tuesday, the 9th day of January, 1872, at 3

Loss in

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.,
M., t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping ear express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

STEAMERS.

XPREH8,

VAPT.

M
Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., $3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

forwarded immediately.

mayCdly

hereby

tified that the annual meeting for choice of DirecTHE
tors and the

has

Dressed

by

“EsmjIc Sugar Refinery.”

4w

dec7-4w_L.

JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portland, Me. OMce hours from 10 to 11

I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain maimer, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

_dec7-td_B.

Cask

K

Passenger trains leave Portland daily, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sundays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.l5A.
M., $9.10 A. M., $3.30 P. M., f3.45 P.

Buuk.

seveu

in

13th, 1871*

Nov’r

of the

Stockholders of “The
Meeting
Canal Nat’l Bank of Portland,” for the election ol
THE

FOR

R. P.

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sedimeut will often bo
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, uiilkisli hue, again changing to a (lark and turbid
appearauce.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND 8TAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

GOULD, Cashier.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

J. II. WICKES,
HO JVIaitlen Lanr, New York.

wo are

for the election >f Directors and the transaction of
any other busiuess that may then come before them.
SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. C, 1871.
dc7dtd

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

'‘Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Alfred Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.
m
P. CROWN & Co., Roston, Mass.

prepared
/nanufacture 40 measure
all kinds of Gents' first quality oi Boots, ShoeB and
Gaiters at the shortest notice.
dc28-2w

consulted by one or
Hardly
iumto young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

day passes but

i. Irani Bank of Portland, will be
Banking Room on Tuesday, the Olh
day of Jauoary, 187*, at 3 o’clock P. M.,

Agents Wanted

to

we are

ranted.

Cumberland N
THE
held at their

power (which all possess) at will. Divination,
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily.made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec0-4wf

Next Door to the Album House.

Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
Many Thousand!* Can Testify to This
By Unhappy experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth treated scientifically ami a perfect cure war-

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

o’clock p.
de27td

IN SEASON.

Disabled

dtd

or

115 FEDERAL STREET,

9th day of January

to choose five Directors for
year, and to act on any other business
come bef >re them.

use

Have removed from 179 MiiVle St., to

the

next, at 3 o'clock, P. M.,

Wet

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

ANTIDOTE

PROPRIETOR

may legally

Fascination
Soul Charming,
400 pages by Herbert
PSYCHOLOGIC
Hamilton, B. A, How to
this

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturers

SEEK FOB SOME

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for

deyjtawtd

AgcutM for Portland.

MITCHEE BROS,

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

Address:

Annual Meeting cf the Stockholders of the
Portland & Waldoboro Steamboat Co., lor the
choice of Directors, and for the transaction of such
other business as may legally come before them, will
be held at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, Portland, on Tuesday, the Second

C

intended for use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

_dc6

WALDOBORO

B

steamersT

Have Confidence.

Middle-Aged Men,

First; To choose a President.
Second; To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year,
and such other officers as may be deemed necessary.
Third; To act on all matters which may be considered necessary for the interest of the proprietors.
A. I(. SHURTLEFF,
Clerk Union Wharf Cori>oration.
dcl8td
Portland, December 18th, 1871.

is

DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.

study

Liabilities,

OIL!

anti

generally

WRIGHT, Secretary.

#1.430,000

E L E € T I

And cannot be

A.

Notice.

WICKES

Parity, BriUinucy,

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by v.ell-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-all^, purporting to be the best in the world,
wliicli are not only useless, but always injurious.
The uufortuuate should be particular in
selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible met, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypliiland management of*these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
Having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases making
u»c ui timt
auuquaieu. anu uaugerous weapon, the Mercury.

upon.

td_GEO.

SPECIALTY.

E. G. SELCHOW & CO., Publishers,
tdec9-4w_37 John Street, New York.

-|
ty
A

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

a

THE
ny

dc2-lm

THE

Chemistry, and
SOLD BY

ANNUAL MEETING.

PARCHEESf

made.

REMOVAL!

paying

Royal Backgammon Board of India*
The
most fascinating and exciting game ever published in this country. Popular edition $1.00. Medium $2.00.
Fiue $3,00.
Also Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings & Cavaliers, for
sale by the trade geuerally.

Concentrated Extract Sarsaparilla

and

business

FOR

Is the Great Dlood Purifier.
Dec l2-d&w4w

secure a

$5.00 TO $10.00 PGR DAY.
samples of our ditferent goods, all new, light,
and saleable, sent post paid to agents for only 50
cents. Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen to sell.
Address, New England Novelty Agency, No. 3

HELMBOLD’S

T* C\ C\ XT t

World Map $75

a
secure

OYLY 50 CIA'TS !

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu and Improved
Rose Wash cures secret and delicate disorders in all
their stages, at little expense, little or no change in
diet, no inconvenience and no exposure. It is pleasant in taste and odor, immediate in its action, and
free from all injurious proi>erties.

Hundred.

T. TT! TT.

U. S. ami

$200 per month cleared with

certainly. Semi for
descriptive Circular,
Territory at once.
D. L; Guerxsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. H.
4w

regained

rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”

T

ever
with our

INSURANCE~C0MPANy1

OCEAN

AGENTS WANTED FOR

Published for 1872, Map of New England
JUST
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Fluid Fxtract Buchu. Townships.
Best
published. Will outsell all
other
and

Manhood and Youthful Vigor
by Helmbold’s Extract Buchu.

Schools,

Agents to sell 'he

MEN WANTING BUSINESS

CROWN:

pages of new music, for Singing
Conventions and the Home Circle.

Nearly

more

Agents.

Use Helmbold’s

A FOSTER’S

UNEQUALLED church music book,

THE

few

a

ING MACHINE,at
A Horse and Wagon given to
Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio and
St. Louis, Mo.
4W

dropsical swellings,

Take no more unpleasant and unsafe remfor unpleasant dangerous diseases. Use Helmbold’s Extract Buchu and Improved Rose Wash.

eodlm

200,000 Copies Sold this

desire to engage

EMPLOYMENT.

woriuitenownea improved BuCKEYE SEWa liberal salary or on Commission.

PERKINS & CO.,
,
a

18 A PURE BLACK TEA
with the Green Tea Flavor.
WnrrtMiicd to suit, all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our “trademark” iK)und and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
for Thea Nectar Ciroular.
no22-4w

SEXUAL SCIENCE
For Non-Retention

edies

Wholesale Agents in Portland,

4w

a correct picture of your fut ure
wife, with name anil date of marriage.
W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
4w

Address

Commencing Monday,

How

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Banking Room,

or

N. Y.

WE

0

BY

ALE DRUGGISTS.

„
dell

no22

and

PER BOTTLE.

4w

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes and hair, you will
THIS

to

Court House),

4w

receive by return mail

•

BOSTON, MASS.
PRICE

Send

5506.

pleasant in taste and odor, free from all injurious
properties, and immediate in its action.

wi

fur-

descriptive, explanatory.
Library of BibInformation. In English and German. Bound
Books.
Free
to
Book
Canvassing
Agents. Address
Horace King, Publisher, Thompsonville, Conn. (New
England Office for Zell’s Popular Encycloi>edia, and

Pa.

is

Food, Heartburn, Palpitation, Distention of the Bowels, Costivencss,
Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness
and Low Spirits. In a short time

37 Court

no22

PROFITABLE

mu,

to practice and not theory we
all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

dcl8

lical

Broadway, New Rork,

Fluid Fxtract Bnchu

are

carriage

Samples free.

List, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded for.

Agents Wanted.

HELMBOLD,

REMEMBER
The Symptoms of Dyspepsia

•

A MONTH.—Horse and
nished: Expenses paid:
H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.
no22

Hand Atlas of the World.

HELMBOLD’S

os-nov30-eodlm

Confining ourselves

invite
a call.

ness as

theXnectar

And 104 South Tenth SLroet, Philadelphia,

on

Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed w ater being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while
running this
boilerwitli coal or wood the soarks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the sm >ke-stack or chimney,
which in it§elf is a most valuable
advantage, uevei

WINTER

with

ernment

THE
of Directors

THE HOME BIBLR
complete. Over 300 Illustrations. HistorilYfOW
XI cal,
A

1CUIUU/.

Established upward of 18 years, prepared by

application to
SWAN & BARRETT,
u
Ban
Brokers, lOO Middle St

Portland,

<S» QO ST

Rooms,

by the afflicted, at all

8

Casco National Bank.

4w

Practical and Analytical Chemist,

information supplied

Whi e doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of^coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the choice

8 O’CLOCK.

no22

compartment,

water.

Portland, Dec.8,1871.

v.
Druggists
PERFUMER\\

shot-guns, revolvers
Rifles,
Gun materials of every kind. Write for Price

them to investors.
Further

nov22-4wf

diu-

Health and Happiness

594

3

of

tlemnn. Sold by
and Dealers In
a

MACLEAN,

^W/Vv^‘Btranee

FEMALE,

tubes in the second

THE

Has the delicate and refreshing
of senulne Farina
■^0" A Sjw^viCologne Wuter, and Is
/'vvlBdlspcuBttblc to

ported from these sources, and the

Quarter per Cent, in Gold,
free of taxation.
The limited amoimt of these
bonds now offered ($250,000) cannot remain long upon
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend

AGENTS

novelty in the subscription
sell at sight in every family. The
a

aud circulars free. Address GEO.
School Street, Boston, mass.

treatment is submitted to, Consumption or
Insanity may ensue. Our flesh and blood are sup-

a

through the

again descending they pass through the tubes
third comnartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke staek, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of

STEAMBOAT COMPANY

the
only work extant which satisfies this want. It
beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family
HiNtory. Full particulars

If no

H. T.

The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and

is
is

retic.

Accrued Interest.
The facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 85 the investment
pays

wat er.

PORTLAND

Pictorial Family Register

Diseases of these orgnns require the

inadequate to the amount of biftiness
offering, though the company lias now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5
baggage, ex-

remunerative to

and

heating

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

new

nov24r4w

line which will
HAVE

HOW LONG STANDING.

which proves

consumers

long wanted

Prom whatever abuse originating and

Prosperous Business.

A

to

BOOK

and

dis-

Whether existing in

A

large saving

P. O. Box 5643.

urinary ORGANS,

MALE OB

a

a

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
31 & 33 Vesey Street, New York.

Female

eases
—of

Clubs.

up

club organizers.

General

Debility,

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

Consumers

to

our

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD
THIRTY

THE

a

THE

PRICES

for
New Trice List and club form will
SEND
accompany it, containing full directions—mak-

Isacertalu cure lor diseaaua of th#

OF

Saving
By Gelling

Investment.

AT THE END

engraving

Steam Boiler con'surface, built upon a

of

proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation arc
hereby notified that their annual meeting will
be liolden at the Counting Room of the Wharfinger
on said wharf, on the first Tuesday, being the second day, of January, 1872, at 3 o’clock P.M., to act
on the following articles, viz:

REDUCTION OF DUTIES.

Mile of Constructed Road.

Light Debt

OF

TO CONFORM TO

Currency and Accrued Interest.
to the

re-

\ TTTTmVT

ly&w.5l

Medical

cess.

above is an
taining 12U0 feet of

selected.

EQUIPMENT BONDS

94,000

COUGH!

From the great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is

PORTLAND, MAINE.

85 in

COUGH!

4w

They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,
Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.

DRUGGISTS,

deod

Send for Circular.

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily
lieved by using
Dr. WpIIs1 rni'holic Tnhlofe?

SI MARKET SQUARE,

d«cl6

Dollar per Bottle.

COUGH!

Whipple A Co.,

STATE

great invigorator and remor for organic
For the fore-

as a

edy for

1118

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation'
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

re urn

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

Dy

highest medical authorities in the country as an
UNFAILING REITIEDF
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
si»eciiic in the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

Pralt'a lalanil Mteuuiboat Company
ITIIAiHUH

AT

A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all
Cases, whether of loug

thence
in the

their Concomitants.

as-

icwiiuuwiMHJU

P.

the

ARRANGEMENT.

FOUND

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and
making a
perfect and permanent cure.

It is not A physic—It is not what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and UNEQUALED purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
or a want of
Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent. Fevers, Inftarumation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,

vagina,
considerably

For Peaks’ Island.

BE

daily,

JURUBEBA!

From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pin us Canadensis for about eight months in some
and cervix uteri; I
affections of the rectum,
have used It,
diluted, as a vaginal wash,
1
to
with great success: but prefer
apply it to the ostincae ou cotton wool, either pure or udxed with glycerine, or glycerine ami rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied tin a few days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhcea,
under
its
disappear very rapidly
use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, A
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

CAN

the utmost confidence
WHERE
hours
and from

Caution.
Don’t bo deceived by worthless imitations. Get
Wells*®
Carbolic
Tablets. Price 25 cts per
only
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N.
box.
V.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. nov24 4w

BY J. MARION SIMS, M!. ID.

DIt. J. B. HUGHES

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
he can bo consulted privately, and

constantly

PINUS CANADENSIS.

RAILROADS.

Private

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
being sent to the proprietor of relief
are
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

OF

MEDICAL.

Blanchard Maine State Builer Co.

faor Coughs, Colds and IXoarseness.

EXTRACT

CONCENTRATED

_MISCELL ANEO U S.

Jjltt

>B~& WILDEEj

Middle St.. Upstairs.

173

For Sale*
Large Express Rung; nearly

ONE
le runners, anil in tine
ho
Stable <>t Mr. J. F.

order.

LIBBY,

new,

with

M°r be

douba

»cen

at.

C

dclftltf_•_

cape fblizdbetla «Jris* >«ill Kniglit▼ille.

in

thorough

re-

bavii g
THE.above
p-dr, is now prorated to grind f>r the Merchants
)t
tor thj Farmers of *h's viciuity, in.
Mi i

Portland,

hem

or

aige or sm.il! quantities, on rta*on*blc teims. and
latistactiou guaranteed. A supply #1 Meal aiul Corn
)n

haud at all times.

November 11, lt?71.
uolld
eodti

,,

41. LAPPIN.

«Wl

